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New realms of expression

fron MXR.

The Pitch Transposer is MXRs newest addition to our
professional line. It is one of our most innovative
products, and possibly the most revolutionary signal
processor in the music industry today. It is a unique,
high -quality unit which provides a cost effective and
flexible package for todays creative artists.
The Pitch Transposer extends your musical boundaries
by creating live instrumental and vocal harmonies. It
has 4 presets which allow the artist to predetermine the
interva s to be processed. Transposed intervals can be
preset anywhere from an octave below to an octave
above he original pitch. The chosen interval is
activated by means of touch controls or a rugged
footswitch. LED indicators display which of the four
presets has been selected.
A mix control is provided. enabling the unit to be used
in one nput of a mixing console, or with musical
instrument amplifiers. A regeneration control provides
for the -ecirculation of processed signals, creating more
and more notes, depending upon the selected interval.
This results in multitudes of voices or instrumental
chords An entire new range of sound effects and
musical textures, unattainable with any other type of
signal processor. is suddenly at your fingertips.
With many other pitch transposition devices a splicing
noise. or glitch, is present. The MXR Pitch Transposer

12.0

renders these often offensive noises into a subtle
vibrato which blends with the music, and is, in some
cases, virtually inaudible. The result is a processed
signal which is musical and usable.
We have been able to maintain a high level of sonic
integrity in this most versatile signal processor. The
frequency response of the processed signal is beyond
10 kHz. with a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB.
A micro computer based display option allows the user
to read the created harmonic interval in terms of a pitch
ratio, or as a musical interval (in half steps). This
unique feature allows the pitch to be expressed in a
language meaningful to both musicians and engineers.
We designed our Pitch Transposer as a practical
musical tool for those actively involved in creative
audio. It reflects our commitment to provide the highest
quality signal processors with the features and
performance that will satisfy the creative demands of
todays musical artist. See your MXR dealer.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave..
Rochester, New York 14613. (716) 254 -2910
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Studiomaster is Expanding
We have never been ones to sit around and watch others progress.
Instead, we prefer to be the leaders. And in our field, that is how
many regard us. So we apply our energy to expansion . . growth in
every phase of the development of our products.
Our mixers are expandable. Studiomaster was first with the add -on
module concept in affordable professional grade mixers. Whether you
select our 12X2b or 16X4 units, neither will ever limit your group or
studio to its original capacity. By our four -channel -at -a -time expander
modules, a 12X2 can become a 24X2 in min.ites. A 16X4 will change
into a 20X4 almost immediately, and without the hassle of dangling
cables that can cause shorting or transporting difficulty.
Our features are expanding. As pioneers in the more- feature -perdollar area, Studiomaster was the first to offer 5 way equalization on
an affordable mixer. We still are. Our 16X4 mixer was the first studio
quality desk that allowed the operator to have a separate stage (or
studio) mix for the performers while still sending an independant,
unaffected mix to the tape recorder. No competition yet. And now,
our mixers come with direct in /out channel patching as standard
equipment, just one example of our expanded features.

Our product line

is

expanding.

mixing console designed for 8 track studios and live performance. We
offer the professional touring band the most affordable 20X8 monitor
mixer available. And we now manufacture three and five way stereo
crossovers which solve the complex speaker system problems of large
concert arenas. We even make the coolest running, smoothest sounding 225 watt/channel amplifier around, too.
Did we say we're
expanding? .
The only thing that really hasn't kept pace with our other phases
of expansion is our price tag.. It has escalated only a fraction in two
years
and that only to justify the extras we offer. So we are
still the most affordable 16X4 mixer that money can buy in our performance category.
Maybe you should consider expanding your studio's or group's
ability to create. Give us a call at (800) 854 -6219 nationally or
(714) 528 -33030 in California. We will give you the name of the
Studiomaster dealer closest to you. If you visit him this month for
a Studiomaster demonstration, you can receive a Studiomaster Tshirt free from us. Visit him soon to see the continually expanding
possibilities of Studiomaster products.

...

Studiomaster now has a 16X8

For more information about Studiomaster products, please write to Craig Buffington, National
Sales Manager, Studiomaster, Box 55, Atwood, California, 92601.
CIRCLE 83 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For All Intensive Purposes
Flanging is a pretty intense effect. And
probably the best thing about it is that
properly controlled', it can be used in a lot
of different musical applications. But if
your experience with flanging has only
been in mono, you've really onty,experienced half of the effect.
Presenting the next step, the Roland
Stereo Flanger. The Roland Stereo
Flanger is an effects device that will produce a myriad of time delay effects from
classic flanging to chorus and doubling.
But it doesn't just stop there. The addition
of the second channel makes possible
stereo panning in all modes, which dramatically intensifies the flanging effect,
and makes it the most versatile time processor on the market.

The Stereo Flanger has four operating
modes -three of which are used in flanging, the other being used for chorus and
doubling effects. Each mode is indicated
by an LED for constant monitoring. LEDs
also indicate sweep rate and overload
status. While in each of the time delay
modes there is complete flexibility over
the sweep width and depth, as well as
manual delay control (from .5 to 20 ms.)
and full regeneration capabilities.
The Roland Stereo Flanger is just one in a
series of very special components in the
system we call The Roland Rack. The
Roland Rack system includes two instrument Pre-Amps (one for Guitar, one for
Bass), two Stereo Power Arnps, a Vocoder, Pitch to Voltage Synthesizer, the
CIRCLE
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amazing Dimension D, a Digital Delay,
and as we said before -the most versatile
Flanger on the market.
But you don't have to take our word for it.
See your Roland Dealer and find out what
you've been missing.
Enclose $1 for a copy of the
Roland Rack catalog.

I

RolandCorp USA, 2401 Saybrook Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90040, (213) 685 -5141.

Roland

We design the future
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STEREO MIKING TECHNIQUES
By Bruce A. Bartlett
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Despite all the sophisticated recording
equipment that abounds these days,
sometimes it is good to know what to
do if you don't have all that posh gear
lying around. Here are some miking techniques that allow you to record and balance
music acoustically.

THE STAPLES
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

TALKBACK
The technical Q & A scene.

4

18

THE PRODUCT SCENE
By Norman Eisenberg
The notable and the new, with a comment
on CBS's move into the "superdisc" area

30

with its Mastersound series.
A SESSION WITH SMOKEY ROBINSON

44

By Don Ketteler
From the Rolling Stones to Linda Ronstadt,
many artists playing in varied musical veins
have been influenced by this month's cover
artist. When Smokey Robinson speaks, the
rest of us should sit up and listen.
PROFILE: GUITARIST PAT TRAVERS
By Jeff Tamarkin
Pat Travers is a young man with some strong
opinions on recording his music -somewhat
refreshing considering how many musicians
simply get led around by the nose. And while
you may not agree with his ideas, his popularity is undeniable, as witnessed by the
sales on his past albums, and his latest,
Crash And Burn.

50

COMING NEXT ISSUE!
Chick Corea "Live!"

Bassist Alphonso Johnson
and more in MR &M's
special 6th anniversary issue!!

Cover Photo: Courtesy Motown Record Corp.
Smokey Robinson B&W Photo: Courtesy Motown Record Corp.
Pat Travers Photo: Courtesy Polydor Records

Modem Recording & Music (ISSN 0361 -0004) is published monthly by
Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderyenter Ave., Port Washington, N.Y.
11050. Design and contents are copyright 1980 by Cowan Publishing Corp.,
and must not be reproduced in any manner except by permission of the
publisher. Second class postage paid at Port Washington, New York, and at
additional mailing offices. Subscription rates: $14.00 for 12 issues; $26.00
for 24 issues. Add $3.00 per year for subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscriptions must be paid in American currency. Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to
Modern Recording & Music, Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave.,
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050.

MUSICAL NEWSICALS
By Fred Ridder
New products for the musician.

34

NOTES
By Craig Anderton
Eventide HM80 "Baby" Harmonizer

56

AMBIENT SOUND
By Len Feldman
62
A reader spurs Mr. Feldman to discuss the
age -old problem of "FM Radio as a Program
Source."
LAB REPORT
By Norman Eisenberg
and Len Feldman
Intersound SP -300 Power Amplifier
Optonica RT-6905 Cassette Recorder
Studer B67 Open -Reel Recorder

64

HANDS -ON REPORT
By Jim Ford and John Murphy
We continue our discussion of crossover
units with the second (and final) section before beginning our reviews on crossovers in
October.
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GROOVE VIEWS
Reviews of albums by Graham Parker, Elvis
Costello & The Attractions, Gentle Giant,
Ella Fitzgerald, and Chick Corea.
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Picking up the Sound and the Fury
came across an old copy of MR (now MR&M) and think it's
great. How can I subscribe to your magazine?
Also, I am just getting started in the sound reinforcement
business. I'm thinking about getting a sixteen channel mixing
console with four out or an eight channel that can be cascaded
together so I can get greater flexibility on jobs where I might
need twenty -four or more channels and maybe more than four
out. I also intend to use the console for recording demos and the
like. I would like to know what kind of console to get, and what
type of mics -what type for voice, different instruments,
etc. -and also what type of mics to use overhead to pick up the
voices of actors on a stage without having to have the actors
speak directly into the mic. I'd also like to know what type of
speakers and signal processors I would need. I'd like, too, the
address of Dynacord, Inc. who makes Stramp consoles.
-Dave Banfield
Tacarigua, Trinidad,
I

West Indies
You could either obtain a subscription form from an issue of
MR &M or write directly to the subscription department. Our
rates are $14 for 12 months or $26 for 24 months. You can make a
check or money order (U.S. currency only) or charge it with
MasterCard or Visa. Our address can be found on the masthead
of this issue.
If you need addresses, you could look in the back of MR&M's
Buyer's Guide. Send for it at the same address as MR &M-it's
$2.95 plus $1.00 for postage. It's impossible for us to suggest
equipment to you, as we don't know all the purposes for which
you'll be using it. Work with our Buyer's Guide and try to see a
professional audio dealer if possible. You can write to Dynacord
at: P.O. Box 26038, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19128.

Winning the Battle
I'm an ex -pro musician who dropped out a number of years ago
due to a lack of success and income. I've never lost my love or
interest in music and have always been interested in the recording end of the business. I was told by every studio I approached
that without a firm electronics background, my chances were
very slim of ever getting my foot in the door. I believe, contrarily, that being a musician with an ear for commercial music, the
battle is more than half won.
I am presently pursuing recording as a hobby, with hopes of
operating my own studio when the time comes. I discovered
your magazine three months ago and was overjoyed to find that
I'm not alone in my interests and dreams. I have noticed,
however, that most of the recordists whose letters you've
published seem to be a little further along in experience than I,
so I would appreciate some info for us (I hope there's someone
out there besides me) beginners.
My studio consists of a Teac A3340 -S; a Craig Sound on
Sound deck as a second machine; a homemade 6 in, 4 out mixer,
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

EVM- your last step up
Electro-Voice EVM loudspeakers will
lake you as 'at- as you'll ever want to go!
Years of experience, testing and design
refinement have resulted in a series of
speakers that musicians"like "There's
no other way to say it.The sound is pre dictable Throw all the phasers, flangers
and doublers you want at an EVM; the
sound you get out is the sound you
expect to get out.That's why companies
like Fender, Music Man, Acoustic and
others have been quietly switching to
EVM's in their premier instrument and
sound reinforcement enclosures.
The speaker aself exudes power
and energy! The 16 -pound magnet
structure, the die -cast aluminum
frame, the heavy -duty moving
parts assembled by a perfected,
CIRCLE 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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proprietary manufacturing process all
combine to produce a speaker with incredib y high power handling capability,
efficiency, and mechanical durability.
All EVM's are rated at 200 continuous
watts per EIA Standard RS -426. Musicians have come to know that EVM's
handle that kind of power routinely. That's
the kind of reliability many other speaker

companies wish for -the kind of reliability that will have you looking for an
EVM when your old speaker has ripped,
torn or fried to a crisp.
The next time you build or reload a
system, put in EVM's.They are available
in three sizes and four models -a 12;
two 15 "'s, and an 18" -for screaming
leads and bass lines that'll knock you
over. If you put EVM's in your cab nets,
it'll probably be the last time you'll ever
have to load them.
Hear what quality sounds like. Listen to
an EVM speaker at your music dialer or
sound shop today.Take the last step up.

Ey Electrol/oice'
glitan
a

company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan

4E1107

thanks to Craig Anderton; four
preamps; and a piece of outboard
equipment: a low -cost 5 -band graphic
equalizer, which I patch in when
necessary. My stereo amp doubles as a
headphone amp, and for mixdown, I
use an old Harman Kardon Commander P.A. amplifier through Fender
Bassman speakers. My microphone
borders on embarrassing, as I'm using
some very old unidyne dynamic P.A.
types. Still, with little technical

knowledge of whether or not my setup
or procedure is correct, I'm turning out
some very good -sounding tapes. Every
time I do a session, too, the results
seem to improve. Pardon my longwinded letter, but I'm more than just a
little proud of the accomplishment,
since I've never recorded anyone but
myself. I play all the instruments and
do the vocals, which sure requires an
awful lot of overdubbing and premixing.

Once again, thank you for your very
interesting and informative magazine.

Please consider some more beginnerbased articles for my sake. Also, some
more articles on building your own by
Craig Anderton would be very timely.
-Terry Wetzel
Homestead, Fla.
We think you're quite right; the battle
is more than half won. But everybody

fights a battle particularly idiosyncratic for them, and you might agree
that you're getting to your most
demanding confrontations right now.
More than anything, experience
teaches best and tends to take more
time and energy. But you may find our
"Electric Primer" series of recent
issues to be of great value in
establishing a firm electronics background -check 'em out. Obviously,
you've committed yourself to winning
the battle. No doubt, you will succeed
Best wishes and thanks for writing.

Rush Job

IIO tuf

Alti4 NNPIII

Transit Cases from ANVIL®
The next time

your instruments and sound
gear hit the road, protect them with The
SHOCK ABSORBERS`' from ANVIL'. To give
your gearthe extra protection it needs when
the road, AN VILR's SHOCK ABSORBERS'.
Transit Cases are built to exceed rigid
it's on

specifications established by the Airline
Transport Association to assure safe
transport of delicate equipment.
Outside, your gear gets the protection of
sturdy, top -grade plywood sidewalls
covered with gouge and scuff -resistant ABS
plastic. Plus a strong, lightweight aluminum
outer frame. And ANVILS machine- driven,
split-steel rivets and steel hardware.
Inside, your gear is cushioned with a
custom -fit protective layerof foam padding.
So

even if your SHOCK ABSORBERS" shake,

rattle and roll on their way to the gig, your
gear inside won't.
The SHOCK ABSORBERS' ". Because when it
comes down to cases, nobody builds them
like ANVIL.

Sounds good to you? Sounds good to
us. We'll see if we can get a gig with
Rush. Stay with us.

Downtime Letter
don't have time to lose and neither
have you. I know you're busy people.
Just one question: Who makes "Mellotrons?" You know, those studio keyboards that sound like ten violins in the
background.
Hoping to hear from you at your earliest convenience.
Donald Belliveau
Haute -Aboujagane, New Brunswick
I

ANVIL. CASES, Inc. 4128 Temple City Blvd.
Rosemead, CA 91770 (213) 575 -8614

If it doesn't have an ANVIL" ...you don't have

CIRCLE 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Several years ago, I was swept up in
the whirlwind of music by Rush. I've
had the pleasure to attend their last
five area concerts, and musically
speaking, they've never let me down.
One thing I have noticed, however, is
the upgrade of the quality of sound
coming through the P.A. system. I
wonder if it would be possible to
feature them in an article and compare
the Rush of yesteryear to the Rush of
nineteen- eighty, with regard especially
to sound reinforcement.
-Larry C. Brown
Hamilton, Ohio

-

a

case.

Although not too popular with the musician's union, it seems, the Mellotron is
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

BREAKING THE SOUND
BARRI ER
The new SD 12 -2 finally bridges the
gap between price and professionalism which
has prevented groups attaining high quality
PA and demo recording sound.
We supply complete studio systems

to bands like Genesis, Thin
Lizzy and Queen so you have
assurance of quality
and reliability.
Why accept

anything

less.

* Now long travel faders

*
*
*
*

Separate line inputs and direct recording outputs.
4 way stereo monitor with powerful headphone amp
Separate foldback eq for control of stage sound

EAST COAST

4HB

AUDIOMARKETING LTD.

ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTD.

652 Glenbrook Road

Pembroke House, Campsbourne Rd.
London N.B. , England
Tel: 01- 340 -3291

Stamford, Connecticut 06906
Toll Free: (800) 243 -2598
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*

Larger illuminated VU meters

Padded

front arm rest

Fully balanced XLR mic inputs

WEST COAST

CARA PACIFIC SALES CO.
P.O. Box 9339, Marina Del Ray
California 90291
Tel: (213) 821 -7898

available through Sound Sales, Inc., P.O.
Box 151, Cornwall Bridge, Conn. 06754,
phone (203) 672-6681. We're not sure a
Mellotron sounds like "ten violins in the
background" but it may be what you're

Thank you for your kind comments
concerning our tape tests. Cordially,
-Leonard Feldman
Technical Editor
Modern Recording & Music

looking for.

Blank Cassette Evaluations
The recent article by Len Feldman and
Norman Eisenberg evaluating blank
cassette tapes was very good. Letting
your reading public know what test
procedures were used plus laying all
the information in front of us in an
easy -to-understand format: an excellent accomplishment.
I do have a question about procedure. The Nakamichi 1000 has adjustable controls for different tapes.
Was the Nakamichi 1000 adjusted for
each tape? If not, was the tape deck set
with the TDK AC -337 and AC-317 and
then left for all the tapes? Thanks for
your time.
-Peter T. Sabin
Audio Consultant
Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Evasive Guide
In your February 1980 issue, you
answered a letter and named a book as
a reference source. It was called Bob
Heil's Practical Guide to Concert
Sound from Melco Publishing in
Marissa, Ill. I have tried to contact
(both through a local bookstore and by
telephone) Melco Publishing and have
had no luck. It's like they don't exist.
Can you tell me how else I might go
about getting this book? Thanks for
any help you can give me. I'm very interested in the book.
-Mike Jones
Indianapolis, In.
need help locating a book by Bob
Heil. I understand it was mentioned in
some magazines. My efforts to find it,
however, have been fruitless. I believe
the title is Guide to Concert Sound.
Musically yours,
I

-Dave "Fatjack" Stalder

Len Feldman replies:

Greenfield, Iowa
While it is true that the old Nakamichi
Model 1000 has adjustments of sensitivity and bias for different tapes,
these adjustments are internal and are
not considered user controls or adjustments. Accordingly, we used the
Nakamichi 1000 as it was supplied by
Nakamichi, adjusted at the factory for
what were probably TDK and Maxell
samples. It is my understanding that
Nakamichi's private label tapes (for
which the machines are adjusted) are,
in fact, supplied by these two tape
manufacturers, or at least they were at
the time our reference Nakamichi 1000
was originally purchased.
Needless to say, we realize that a
readjustment of the machine for each
type of tape tested might have yielded
improved results for some of the tapes,
but this was not really the point of the
tests. Most users of cassette decks do
not have such readjustment facilities
and what we really wanted to see was
how much variation one is likely to encounter when switching from one
grade of high quality tape to another
without readjusting bias and sensitivity parameters of a reference tape deck.
I believe (and you seem to confirm)
that we accomplished this goal.
10

Subsequent to our publishing Melco's
address in the February issue, we were
informed that Bob Heil is handling
distribution of his book himself. Write
him c/o Heil Sound, 2 Heil Industrial
Blvd., Marissa, Ill. 62257 or call (618)
295-3000.

Who's Counting?
Did you folks ever notice that the
"Profile" section of MR &M is almost
always two or three times longer than
the cover story? I began to notice this
with the November 1979 issue with
Yes on the cover. I thought the cover
story was the "feature" story. Pardon
me if I am mistaken. You guys are really the greatest.

-Peter Gravina
Teaneck, N.J.

You're right. The cover story is the
"feature" story. And right again, the
"Profile" usually is longer. It's just the
nature of each type of article. You're
not getting gypped or anything, but if
it makes you feel any better, you can
call the "Profile" the "feature" story
and look at the cover story as the sec-

o
o
o

and feature, whatever you wish. You
could even read the magazine upside
down, if you wanted to. We don't care.
Just enjoy!

When The Others

Don't Stack up
our Professional Cassette Bulk
Tape will. Supplied in pancake form on
stacking hubs, it is offered to the
duplicator and blank loader in lengths
up to 15.000'. Also available is a
M ni- Cassette Tape with 2 micron foil,
and a Splicing Tape in 150' lengths.
W'1en you want the cassette tape that
holds the reputation as the one tape
that really "stacks up ". get
AGFA- GEVAERTs Professional
Cassette Bulk Tape.
Contact us TODAY!

,

Feeling Teased

0001111rN

ogovisik

Come now! You honestly don't think
you can pacify us would -be audio experts by simply saying that the

various measurement procedures
would require an answer the size of a
text book without at least calling attention to a text book that would shed
some light on the subject.
Of course I'm referring to the letter
from S.A. Viezner in the March '80
issue, "Letters to the Editor."
Other than that, all I can say is, it's a
great magazine; keep 'em coming.
I noticed the mention of acoustics in
the March issue and would be interested in seeing more like it as it applies to both large and small rooms.
I also liked the article on the limiter,
and would very much like to see more
of the same type of thing. Many

CASSETTE `°k

thanks.

-Donald Walker

AGFA-GEVAERT, INC.

275 North Street, Teterboro, N.J. 07608 (201) 288 -4100

CIRCLE 148 ON READER SERVICE CARD

features that were
thought of by
users, not mixers

11111/

Chicago, Ill.

Many of the test equipment manufacturers, such as Sound Technology
publish pamphlets and booklets dealing with test measurements and how
they are made. Naturally, most of these
emphasize the equipment made by the
manufacturer, but they are still useful.
Other manufacturers that come to
mind for this purpose are HewlettPackard and Tektronix.

Europe Hungry
No more

light weight
construction

t

to get

Signal -Flex

angle

military
quality
right -angle

convenience

plug

SIGNAL -FLEX cables with HD right angle brass plugs provide the
convenience of compact angle plus durability. Threaded outer brass
sleeve with patented Screw- Bush -End eliminates strain- relief spring.
Channeled brass solder connector insures a strong reliable hook -up.

Look to SIGNAL-FLEX for distortion free connectors and cables
for your audio gear.
KAMAN Distributors
Coast Wholesale Music and C. Bruno

&

Son

As a subscriber to your fantastic
magazine, may I suggest that you pay
a little more attention to the distribution of Modern Recording & Music on
the European market? I've looked for
your Buyer's Guide in Amsterdam and
in London in all the major bookstores.
Unfortunately, it is the same as your
magazine: it's not available. So I had to
order it by money order. I still believe
that there is a market in Europe for
your magazine; we only have a couple
and one is for the real pro and another
more for musicians who do home recording, but the semi pro market is completely empty.
Meanwhile, I am looking for a "pen
pal" who's also busy with amateur
demo recordings. I have a Tascam 80 -8
with dbx and two Model 5s from

CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Cherokee Studios, Hollywood, California.

JBL 4313 Studio Monitor.
It

UBL

flattens the competition.

Introducing the 4313.
Flat frequency response. It
means accuracy. Naturalness.
Reality.

JBL gives

without the
bigger box that you'd expect
along with it, since the 4313 only
measures about 23" x 14 "x10 "!
it to you

This new, compact professional
monitor produces deep, distortion -free bass. And does it with a
newly developed 10" driver. Its
massive magnet structure and

JBL First

voice coil are equivalent to most
12" or 15" speakers. Yet it delivers heavy -duty power handling
and a smoother transition to the
midrange than most larger -cone
speakers.
The 4313's edge -wound voice
coil midrange accurately reproduces strong, natural vocals
and powerful transients.
Up top, a dome radiator provides
high acoustic output with extreme clarity and wide disper-

sion. A large 1" voice coil gives
it the ruggedness needed in
professional use.

Working together, these precision matched speakers offer
superb stereo imaging, powerful
sound levels and wide dynamic
range.

Audition the 4313 soon.
We think you'll agree that its
combination of flat response,

power and moderate size
flattens the competition.

with the pros.

50 100

500 1K

5K 10K 20K

Frequency (l-V)
On -axis frequency response,
4313 monitor

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, California 91329

01980 James E _arising Sound. Inc
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Tascam. I would like to exchange
details and tapes with somebody over
there. Could you print my name and
address in your next magazine?
-J. Brunner
Molenstraat 36
4201 CX Gorkum
The Netherlands
Done! And as for the distribution problem, you may be surprised to hear
that MR &M has for years been a pretty
well-kept secret domestically as well as

on overseas newsstands. We're doing
our best to get into a wider public eye,
naturally. Thanks for writing.

Recommended Reading
Not meaning to tromp on your back
issue sales, but in response to Dean
Harris' "Hypothetical Vinyl" (in "Letters to the Editor," May '80), one of the
most informative overviews of this
whole music business is How to Make
and Sell Your Own Record, by Diane

Sward Rapaport, available either
through Music Sales Corporation or
Quick Fox, $9.95. It completely covers
it all, although just a light touch on the
recording chapter. That's understandable inasmuch as whole books cannot
cover that; besides, that's what your
great magazine is for. And the book's
format is very unique; check it out.
Totally unsolicited -just a note from
a happy reader.
-Mike Bailey
Creative Rediffusions
PMB Productions
Panama City Beach, Fla.

If you're a serious

Music Sales Corp. is at 33 West 60th
St., New York, N.Y. 10023. Quick Fox
is a division of that corporation.

with inferior

This is the first time I have ever written out a check for a magazine
subscription renewal within the first
half hour after receiving it in the mail.
It's a fine magazine and has paid for
itself over and over. Sometimes, my
issue arrives late, though; do you think
you could add a little preventive
medicine to the subscription computer
so that this doesn't happen anymore?
(It's a real drag being left out of the
conversation at my local music store
'cause I didn't get my mag yet!)
Also, how about a column where
readers could ask questions about "incidentals" they may have discovered
on a record or album cover and get the
answers from the people responsible
for the "incidental ?" I have always
wondered why Bill Szymczyk has left
cryptic messages on every record he
produces (Eagles, Walsh, J. Ferguson,
et al.). These are found between the last
groove and the label -check and see.
Perhaps you could call the column
"Call 'em" or "Off the Record."
Anyway, thanks for two years of the
learning, thinking, and creating you
have given me (and minimal disco).
Still rollin' my own at home,
-John Hwardzel
Mountain Top, Penn.

musician, should
you be bothered

Incidentally ...

equipment?
If you're a
professional
player can
you afford the
embarrassment

of cheap
imitations?

The Viper series cords have our exclusive patented
stainless steel tip over solid brass military plug. We
use a heavy duty spring for strain relief and flexibility
at the elbow joint.
Our Cobra is a truly noise-free retractile cord,
unquestionably the finest of its kind.
Our famous Snakes and UltraSnake cords have set
the standard for instrument cords.
No expense has been spared. The result...the finest
cords and connectors available that provide years of
consistently superior service.

Whirlwind cords
are available In
black, blue or
white, and are
offered at different
standard or
custom lengths.

whirlwind

Whirlwind Music, Inc. /P.O. Box 1075 /Rochester, New York 14603
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Wha? Mebbe it's your turntable.
(Otherwise, we're glad you're a rapid
renewer and that you've found MR &M
to be of great value. We're keeping tabs
on the computer, which has been
known to read every subscriber copy
before mailing it out just because we
won't acknowledge IBM on the

Masthead.)
14
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THE 'OVER EASY'

COMPRESSOR /LIMITER.
YOU'LL SWEAR IT ISN'T THERE.
Until now the recording engineer had to settle fcr a compressor.
limiter that was somehow... limiting. Most compressor/limiters utilize
a threshold above which compression kicks in, suddenly and =_udibly-_
The engineer has to use this device quite sparingly to preserve the
"naturalness" of the music he's recording.
The dbx Model 165 is a compressor /limiter that is -nothing short
of revolutionary. "Dyer Easy"' compression allows :he signal level
to pass through the threshold and gradually adds the de3red
amount of gain change over the range of several dB. The result is
compression that doesn't sound "compressed." Engineers who
have used it have checked to make sure it was really connectec
The 165 incorporates other exclusive dbx design features
such as true RMS level detection and feed forward gain control
A separate input is provided to the level detector. Because
attack can be completed before the signal arrives at the gain
control stage, this input allows the creation of special effects.
The 165 is the most flexible compressor /limiter in the dax
line. It is strappable for true stereo operation. (A -raster /slave
switch is located conveniently on the front panel). I- has marital
attack and release rate controls that can be switched on for special
effects. Despite all its features, it occupies only 31/2" of rack space.
In the hands cf a good engineer, dbx's new
165 is more than the most natural- sounding
compressor /limiter you can buy; it is an integral part of the creative recording process.
dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street,
Making Good Sound Better
Newton, MA 02195, 617 - 964 -3210.
M

OUTPUT
(dbV)
30
40
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BUY THE
TIME YOU NEED
TO DO
IT WRONG.

Sometimes you
get exactly the sound
you want. Other times, it's
a bust. That's why you go
through the endless hours of
practice and rehearsal. And
that means you need the time.

More than anything
else, owning a multitrack
recording rig gives you all
the time you need. To
practice. To make mistakes

and change your mind.
To experiment and develop.

The process
starts with the

TEAC

for overall level control. And
lots of mixdown flexibility

TEAC

multichannel
recorder.
Specifically,

our A-3440
-the new
standard for four
tracks on -inch
tape with sync.
Rugged, reliable
and very fast to
operate, the
A-3440 uses one
button per track
for Record /Playback status and
dbx* Encode /Decode switching. It has a
built -in 4x1 headphone mixer for selective monitoring and cueing, and a pitch
control for added production flexibility.
The key to controlling your sound
for recording and mixdown is the mixer.
For the right balance between real
multichannel recording flexibility and
low cost, try our Model 2A (shown here
with optional MB-20 meter bridge and
sideboards). Six inputs drive four
separate outputs. Each
input has switchable
mic /line mic attenuation (to reduce overload distortion),
bass and treble
controls
( ±12dB at
100Hz and
1/4

10kHz),

published
ways to
conquer
acoustic
problems

Are
f°

dY

track?

typically
found in
the home
studio.
Just
write
us. Or better yet, pick
them up at your TEAC Multitrack
dealer.
Then get your hands on
the tools that give you all the time

you need.
*dbx is a registered trademark of dbx, Inc. The dbx unit is available
optionally. **Retail prices are determined by individual
TEAC Multitrack dealers.

color-coded
channel assign
buttons, pan (for stereo
balance) and slide fader
level control. There's a master fader
©1979 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello.

with the Model 2A's patch
points. You can hook up
external equalizers (like our
GE-20), reverb units, any
signal processors that will help
you get the results you want.
If you're just getting
started, get our free 16 -page
introduction to multitrack
recording called "Are You
Ready For Multitrack ?" And if
you're already cutting tracks,
invest $4.95 ** in "The Multitrack
Primer," our 48 -page guide to
setting up and using a multitrack
studio, with special emphasis on never
before

MULTITRACK SERIES
TEAC Professional Products Group
CA

90640 In Canada, TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd.
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ITALK
"Talk back" questions are answered
by professional engineers, many of

whose names you have probably seen
listed on the credits of major pop
albums. Their techniques are their own
and might very well differ from another's. Thus, an answer in "Talkback " is
certainly not necessarily the last word.
We welcome all questions on the subject of recording, although the large
volume of questions received precludes
our being able to answer them all. If you
feel that we are skirting any issues, fire
a letter off to the editor right away.
"Talkback" is the Modern Recording
& Music reader's technical forum.

Do-It-Yourself Sound

-

I am doing sound for a local country
band and to save money I would like to
construct my own snake. I would very
much appreciate a schematic of a 16
in-4 out junction box. I will be using

t+

r

0

Belden cable. I would also like to
ground each connector independent of

the others.

-Rick Odea
Brownsville, Wisc.

{ +

t-3/4"

110

F

HOLE FOR MALE XLR

1

2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Color
Combination
Black paired with Red
Black paired with White
Black paired with Green
Black paired with Blue
Black paired with Yellow
Black paired with Brown
Black paired with Orange
Red paired with White
Red paired with Green

RETAINING RING

HOLE

FOR MALE XLR

INTERNAL CLAMP

By using the correct Belden cable, a
snake will have the same electrical
characteristics as the use of mic cables
in that every conductor, including the
Pair
Number

should survive years of use and
misuse.
Instructions for construction of
stage box: Mount the XLR connectors
on the base section of the box -a cast
type is a good economical choice. Doing this will allow the lid to be removed
for access without straining the cable.
Greenlee punches leave a clean hole for
mounting the XLR's -'%e" for female
and V" for male. Next fit a Kellems
grip (commonly known as a "Chinese
Finger puzzle ") to one end of the box.
This type of clamp will grip the cable
tightly without causing a "kink" at the
clamping point.
Next, feed the unprepared cable
through the Kellems grip into the box
until you have 2 or 3 feet to work with.
(By pushing the mesh part of the

ground, will be separate.
The first decision to make is this:
Belden manufactures a 19 -pair cable,
after which comes a 27 -pair cable (part
numbers 8769, 8773 respectively). If
you can afford the 27 -pair cable, the extra lines will always come in handy if
you decide to expand at any time.
The Belden wiring code (Fig. 1)
should be used when making the
snake: This code serves as a written
reference both during assembly and
also in the event of a repair being
necessary. Taking the first cable pair
as an example -black paired with red
the shield, (bare wire) black, and red
will connect to pins 1, 2, and 3 of the
XLR connector respectively.
By using the preparation procedures
listed below, the finished product

-

"'RESTRAINING MESH

Fig. 2: Stage box.

Pair
Number
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Color
Combination
Red paired with Blue
Red paired with Yellow
Red paired with Brown
Red paired with Orange
Green paired with White
Green paired with Blue
Green paired with Yellow
Green paired with Brown
Green paired with Orange

Pair
Number
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

Color
Combination
White paired with Blue
White paired with Yellow
White paired with Brown
White paired with Orange
Blue paired with Yellow
Blue paired with Brown
Blue paired with Orange
Brown paired with Yellow
Brown paired with Orange

Fig. 1: Belden color coding for paired cables.
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clamp into itself, the cable can be pulled back out.) Strip the polypropylene
sleeve back to allow each XLR to be
reached. Also cut the various pieces of
string, etc., wrapped around the pairs.
Now there is a choice -by cutting each
cable pair to reach its own XLR, a
neater finish may be obtained, but by
leaving each pair long, less stress will
be present at the soldered joints and
also, if a mistake is made, it is far
easier to make good if there is some
spare lead.
ENDS TINNED AND CUT TO

1/8"

3/32" DIA. HEATSHRINK
ON BARE WIRE

Ursa Major Is a Sound Improvement
fyou work with close -miked sound sources, the Ursa Major SPACE
STATION'" is one of the most creative sound processing tools you can
own. This innovative new digital reverb system adds warmth and body to a
speaker's voice, enhances both live and recorded
music, and generates special effects that range
~.
from the subtle to the exotic. Unlike simple delay
units, the SPACE STATION incorporates a proprietary Multi -Tap Digital Delay algorithm, in which a
digital RAM can be tapped at more than 20 locations at once. With this feature, you can simulate an almost endless variety of reverberant
spaces, from tiny rooms to parking garages
and concert halls.
Check out the SPACE STATION soon.
For reverberation quality and variety, for
4
special effects features, and for price,
the SPACE STATION is the best
sound improvement you can make_.
US Price: $1995
v

/a" DIA. HEATSHRINK

1

4"

LENGTH 11/4" DIA.
HEATSHRINK

Demonstration cassettes for
broadcast and recording applications are available for $2.00 each.

URSA MAJOR, Inc.
Box

POLYPROPYLENE SLEEVE

Belmont. MA 02178
Telephone (617) 4890303
921405 URSAM.IOR BEIM

18.
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Fig. 3: Cable prepared to join con-

nectors

Take a piece of 1 -1/2" diameter heat
shrinkable tubing about 4" long, slip it
over the end of the cable, slide it all the
way down, and forget about it.
With a small pair of wire snippers,
put a nick in the beldfoil insulation of
each pair (at the edge of the wrap) and
unpeel the foil leaving 1 -'/2" of wire.
Place a piece of /32" heat- shrink 1 -'/4"
long over each shield wire (the bare
one). These pieces may then be shrunk
using a heat -gun. Cut 1/2" diameter
heat -shrink to the same length as the
remaining beldfoil plus '/2" and slide a
piece over each pair all the way down
to the polypropylene sleeve. Shrink
these. Take the piece of 1 -'/4" heat shrink, arrange it so that the middle is
at the junction of the y4" heat -shrink
and the polypropylene sleeve, and
shrink it.
Now strip the insulation back '/4"
from each colored wire and twist all the

Cassette Duplicator:
4-Track Stereo,

Recordex introduces Mini Max Stereo,
the lowest priced stereo cassette
duplicator on the market. It copies four tracks simultaneously at 15
ips at .20% WOW and flutter. Automatic stop at end of both record
and rewind. Occupies little space -16" x 7" x 9 -1/2 ", and weighs only
28 lbs. For more information, write
or call Recordex Corporation, 1935
Delk Industrial Blvd., Marietta, Ga.
CORPORATION
30067 Phone (404) 955 -7368.
CIRCLE 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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exposed wire individually to insure
that no odd strands are left. Using a
small- tipped soldering iron and
multicored solder, tin all the ends.
After this, cut '/2" from each end to
leave clean tinned ends to solder to the
XLR's which should also be pre-tinned
the same way.
Take the cable back through the
Kellems grip until '/2" of polypropylene
sleeving is left protruding past the internal clamp, and tighten down said
clamp. You are now ready- keeping a
very careful eye on the Belden code -to
solder the leads to the XLR's (see Figs.
2 and 3).
To prepare the fan -out at the other
end, the basic steps regarding heat shrtnk and pretinning are essentially
the same, the only addition being that
twc pieces of 1 -'/," heat -shrink -one
over the other -about 9" long should
be used to provide extra strain relief.
There are two ways of assembling the
fanout: The first is to cut each pair to
meet its specific console channel, and
after fitting each XLR, binding each
wire together with cable ties. This
makes very tidy arrangements, and eli-

HEATSHRUNK PAIRS

CABLE TIES

rTh
10

11

XLR CONNECTORS PRE -SPACED TO MATE WITH

CORRECT CONSOLE CONNECTORS

Fig. 4: Pre- spaced fan -out.

minates searching for "the right plug
for the right hole." However, the disadvantage of this type of hard loom is
that it is impossible to repatch. (See
Fig. 4) The other method is to keep all
the leads long. (As heat -shrink comes
in 4 foot lengths, this is the length to
use.) By its very nature, this type takes
longer to plug up, but is inherently
flexible. Identifying the connectors can

be made simpler by using different colors of heat -shrink (red, blue, yellow,
black and white are readily available
from Alpha Corp.) to group sets of
cable, 1 -5 in red, 6 -10 in blue, etc. (See
Fig. 5)
An effective method of numbering
the fan -out connectors which is "prettier," easier to read and almost as permanent as engraving, is to obtain some

411

Our Stereo Synthesizer
isn't just for old mono records.
Applications of the 245E are limited only by your
imagination:
save tracks by recording strings, horns or drums
on a single track and spreading them in the mix
create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic
string ensembles, and electric organ
create a stereo echo return from a mono echo
chamber or artificial reverb generator
use one channel to create phasing effects

a dramatic, highly listenable sound that's fully
mono compatible -just add the channels to get the
original mono back. (If you get bored, you can
always process old mono records into pseudo
stereo.)
Your Orban dealer has all the details. Write us for his
name and a brochure with the complete 245E story.

It's

orban

Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067
CIRCLE 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY.

If your old favorites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem
could be your recording tape.
Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages
prematurely, the music on it does too.
What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.
At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent
this. When axide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And
so does your music.
So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays
old, you'll swear it's not a play over five.

Maxell Corporation of Americo,

f7 Oxford

Dove, Moonachie, N

1.

ITS WORTH IT

07074.
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2 x 6 -9"

LENGTH 11/4"

HEATSHRINK

CABLE TIE

CHANNELS
CHANNELS

1

11 -15 IN

YELLOW ETC.

-5 IN RED

1/4" HEATSHRINK

4' LENGTH

0
9

A

LL

11

m

m

n

7

8

9

9

0

m

V.'

e

co

e

10

CHANNELS 6-10 IN BLUE

XLR CONNECTORS=

Fig. 5: Alternate fan-out.

AKC

D300

SERIES
MICROPHONES

AKG ACOUSTICS, INC.
77 SELLECK STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06902
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1" x '/z" sticky labels and number them
with dry print lettering. After attaching the labels to the connectors protect
them with a 2" length of common
garden- variety scotch -tape. The stage
box may also be labeled with dry print
lettering. To protect this and any
paintwork, coat the box with clear
acrylic spray (2 -3 coats); this must be
done before the connectors are fitted.
One other point to be considered,
however, is that the outlay required for
tools (heat-gun, rivet -gun to mount the
XLR connector, Greenlee punches,
soldering iron, cutters, etc.), when added to the cost of the components, may
exceed the cost of a prebuilt snake.
You would be wise to completely cost
out the project and compare prices before you start, bearing in mind that although the snake may only take a day
to build, the pieces may take weeks to
obtain.

Do not hesitate to call if you need
more help.

-Steve Griffiths
Chief Technician

Tasco
Newbury Park, Ca.

A Screamer from Up North
Regarding Mark Evans and Larry Dunlop's answer to Chuck Small's question
in Talkback in the April 1980 issue
about miking techniques for acoustic inin "live" applications
struments
"Acoustic Amplification Advice," page
18), may I contribute a less expensive
and equally adequate method of miking
the banjo.
Tape a Superscope EC1 condenser
microphone to the steel bar that runs
through the banjo shell, with the element directly under the bridge. The
sound is unbelievably natural and very
(
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MONEY
MACHINES
Crown power amplifiers
are designed to help
you make money.
They work- reliably.
That's been proven in t
over thirty years of
supplying these amps
to the professional
sound industry.
They build your
reputation.
Crown is used
for speaker
power in more
recording studios
than any other
brand, and by all
of the major
mobile sound

crown

Crown amps help you
meet the demand
for better sound
systems. Crown has
been concerned
with full -band high
fidelity sound
since our founding.
We have been
preparing for a
long time to help
you build better
sound systems
for the

i.,
tlI...t

1.)c

30fIH

discriminating
demands of

/1/I//I/Ill

the '80's.
O

114If477111

reinforcement
contractors.
You are known
by the good
company

For more

information,
send us the
coupon.

you keep.

crown
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Innovation. High technology. American. That's Crown.

TC: CROWN INTERNATIONAL
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46514
Name
Company
Address
City
Phone Number
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State

Zip

It's time the Professionals were given a few
things they've never had before.
McCAULEY Commercial
Series
McCauley Sound Co.
13608 941tß Ave.

E.

Puyallup. WA 98371
(206) 848 -0363

punchy. The cost is about $15.00 and
the mic weighs only a few ounces.
While the mic is low -Z unbalanced and
omnidirectional, I have never found
feedback or line noise to be a problem.
Freedom of movement is, of course,
unlimited with this technique.
The mic should be run directly into
the P.A. with a little high -end EQ and
reverb or echo if you desire. This
method will make even an inexpensive
banjo sound good, and a good banjo will
really scream.
Tom Bartlett
Owner and Chief Engineer
North Country Sound
Recording Studios
Auburn, N.H.

-

Thanks, Tom. While we felt that Mark
and Larry (whose studio, City Recorders, is responsible for some of the
finest recordings of acoustic bands
available today) did just a bang -up job
delineating the miking techniques that
they have so successfully put into practice, we felt it only fair to present your
letter to our readers who either have

stringent budget guidelines that must
be met, or for those who simply like to
experiment to get different sounds.
CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mr. Wonderful Replies
[From our "To Be Continued... " file
comes the following. To put Mr.
Powell's reply in the proper perspective, grab hold of your July '80 MR &M
and check out "Teac Transistor Trouble" (Talkback, page 26). We applaud
Teac's persistence in following up on
Mr. Munson's unique problem, and if
we played a small part in helping him
get his part ... well, that makes us feel
good, tool Read on for the happy en-Ed.]
ding.
Your recent request for help in Modern
Recording & Music has just been
brought to my attention. Since our last
conversation was in April, and I did
not hear from you again, I had assumed that you had obtained the information for your A -4300 from our Japan office, as I had suggested.
After reading your request for help, I
did some further checking in our parts
department's obsolete /old stock section, and found a board that seems to
match the foil pattern you sent us on

s
You'll find straight information and
super equipment selection from a
friendly team of musicians and creative
technicians. You'll get fast delivery and
great services because, for us, that's
what being a PRO is all about.

January 1, 1980.
The tab transistor on that board is

VISA and Master Charge orders accepted
Virginia Residents (804) 583 -1894

\AUDIO,

LIGHT and MUSICAL

7461 TIDEWATER DRIVE

NORFOLK, VA. 23505

a

2SB512, which does not show up in the
A -4300 Service Manual. On the chance
that this is the transistor you need, I

CIRCLE 62 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Why we created
our own
total system.
we simply had to.
Because no chain is
stronger than its weakest. lurk. And no music
system is better than
the distortion or noise
coming from any of its
components.
We wanted to make sure
that when you choose
one Revox you get all
that it has to offer:
The toT_al Revox system
delivers virtually distortion- free music ii in
every source and in any
mode -music reproduction so true that it is unRes
matched by any other
Audi -Bark
system available today.
All the components in the Revox system are designed to meet the professional quality standards
that have been set by the Revox B77 open reel
recorder with its ingenious logic control system.
The B750 integrated amplifier, for example, is renowned for its fast transient response to ail musical
signals and for its low TIM. It is paired with the
incredible B760 digital synthesizer FM tuner with
the unusual capability of programming 15 stations
which you can recall at the push of a button. The
B790 direct drive, quartz controlled turntable reduces tracking distortion to an absolute minimum
using a revolutionary new system called Linatrack.

For an unmatched musical experience, listen
to our matched components at your
franchised Revox dealer.
Or write to us
for details.

Studer Revox America, Inc.

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254 -5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234 / New York (212) 255-4462

In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
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(Ne

You've already purchased
cthe equipment
maZ Now, how are you going
RIM to mount it?

...

have sent one along free -of-charge.
I am sorry for the delay in obtaining
the information you needed, but I am
sure that if the machine had been serviced either here or at one of our
Authorized Service Centers, a faster
determination of the exact transistor
needed could have been accomplished.
I would have preferred to have seen
the board personally, rather than hope
that the enclosed 2SB512 is the right
transistor for your PCB, since a
2SB512 is not listed in the Service
-John R. Powell
Technical Correspondent
Teac Corporation of America
Montebello, Ca.

both the AKG and the 48 -volt mics as
we do, I would suggest the approach
we use. Install the phantom resistors
on, say, the first 4 or 6 inputs and clearly label these in your studio. Then use
an external 48 -volt supply for the
Neumanns. Unless someone is really
asleep, you shouldn't get into problems
with two phantom voltages looking at
each other and you can freely use all
top quality condenser mics with a
minimum of external boxes.
We have also developed modifications for a master control on the cue
send and a way to have a true 8x2
monitor mix when using two boards
together for 8 -track recording which I
would be happy to pass along, if you
wish.

-W.

5 Modification
fin response to the letter from Ed Perrone we printed in the June 1980

Model

Contact: HSC,
we are the only manufacturer
and distributor of custom mounts
we offer, in stock, mounting hardware
for all audio and video equipment

Special!

Teac and
Tascam rack

mounts $35.00
a pair this month

Now that you've purchased

the equipment...
contact HSC to mount it!
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Talkback column ( "This One's For
You, " page 26), requesting information
on a specific modification to a Tascam
Model 5 board, we received the following. We thank Mr. Breviak for his contribution but would also like to leave
the door open to any of you who were
planning to write but haven't gotten to
-EdJ
it just yet.
We have had two Tascam Model 5 mixers in our 8 -track studios for four years
now and have become familiar with a
variety of modifications for these units

to increase their usefulness.
To address your question regarding
phantom powering, we have installed
1.7 K 1% resistors right on the microphone jacks. One resistor goes to pin
2 and the other to pin 3. The other side
of each resistor is tied together and a
bus wire is connected to all these common sides forming the common voltage
bus to supply the phantom power. We
have picked up this power in our
boards right from the console supply.
We used the plus 15 volt supply
available from pin 20 of the power supply which can supply up to 500 ma.
This should prove useful for 4 to 6
mics. Of course, we are talking about
15 volt power which limits your choice
of miss. We use our AKG C -451s in
this way quite nicely. If you wish to
use Neumann or other 48 volt mics,
you should increase the resistor value
to 2.7 K and run a wire from the phantom busses to an external 48 volt supply. This supply should have a good
ground connection to the power supply
ground in the console. If you really
wish to get adventurous and power

Eric Breviak

Brittain Square Sound
Munroe Falls, Ohio

Hope -and Owner's Manual
In Stock

-

Teac Model A 4010 GSL reel to-reel deck which was purchased for
me in Japan (as far as I know, they
were never marketed here) a number of
years ago. When I originally got the
deck, it, of course, had to be modified
for U.S. AC voltage, so I brought it to
my (then) Teac official service center
and asked them to perform the work.
Never having seen nor heard of the
deck, the people who serviced it needed
to see the schematic and basic service
manual that had come with the
machine. The modifications done, I
took my deck home and have had many
happy hours playing with it.
The problem now? I sorely miss that
schematic and service manual and the
Teac people I speak to look at me skeptically when I name the machine. Is
there hope? Can you help?
-Duff Kurland
Santa Clara, Ca.
I own a

Conversation with John Powell,
Technical Correspondent for Teac in
Montebello, California brought some
good news for you! The A 4010 GSL
was indeed marketed here a few years
ago, and the literature you desire is
still in stock. You can obtain the

owner's manual and associated
literature by sending $4.70 to the Parts
Department, Teac Corp. of America,
7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello,
California 90640. Be sure to specify
stock number 51011080 in all your correspondence with them.
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

MUCH MORE
CONTROL.
Presenting five signal processors
from Yamaha that put you in charge of
your sound: the F1040 and F1030
frequency dividing networks, the E1010
and E 1005 analog delays, and the Q 102 7
graphic equalizer.
They offer the control, reliability and
durability that are as professional as you
are.

The active crossover networks:
F1040 & F1030 These frequency
dividing networks offer the superior
sound and control of bi -, tri -, and quad

-

amplification. They also offer better specs,
better frequency response,
and more

'111'1111

headroom than lower priced competitive
models.

The analog delays: E1010 &
E 1005 The creative applications of these
two analog delays are almost endless.
They offer echo, flanging, reverb, time
delay, and double-tracking-just to name
a few. And being analog, these delays
retain the original audio signal for a true
musical sound.
The graphic equalizer: Q1027
The 01027 monaural 1/3 octave EQ
provides virtually infinite tonal control,
from subtle to dramatic. A center detent
position on each filter control removes

that filter from the signal path, eliminating
unnecessary phase shift. The Q1027
offers many attractive features, not the
least of which is its reasonable price. It
even includes rack -mount and acrylic
security cover.
All Yamaha signal processors are
designed to give you total command
over your sound system with
accurate, repeatable set -ups. The
quality components, quality control
and rugged construction assure you
years of trouble -free operation- either
on the road or in fixed installations.
For complete information, write:
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA
90622. In Canada, write: 135 Milner
11 11`i1 i0Wï`i'i`itifi'i
Ave., Scarb., Ont. MIS 3R1.

Because you're serious.
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A success story:
You, your TAPCO dealer and a little TLC.
TAPCO Lovin' Care
Whether it's information or equipment
you need, your TAPCO TLC dealer
should be your first stop.The TLC decal
on his window or door means he has
been specially selected by TAPCO because of his ability to supply you with
product, service and support materials
that you need.
A TLC dealer is at the top of TAPCO's
list. When a new product comes out, your
TLC dealer will be the first to have it.
When you need that new amp by

Saturday night, it's time to visit your
TLC dealer. Because your dealer gets
top priority, you get top priority.

Your TLC dealer has priority access to
training by TAPCO factory personnel.
TAPCO has ensured that when you need
the most up -to -date information regarding sound reinforcement applications,
your TLC dealer will have the answer.
Additionally, your TAPCO TLC dealer
has educational, application- oriented
material available for you to take with
you. Need help on equalization? Your
TLC dealer has a free eight -page brochure on the subject, that is yours for
the asking.
He also has a full line of TAPCO sound

reinforcement equipment that's known
CIRCLE 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD

for reliability, performance and price.
Even if your TLC dealer could only offer
you the product, it would make sense to
see him first. When he can offer you all
the rest, you won't have to search any
further. When you need the best equipment available and the best factory and
dealer support, see your TAPCO TLC
dealer. He's the best there is.

agUImfl company
3810 148th Ave., N.E., Redmond, WA 98052

Visit your favorite TAPCO `TLC' Dealer ...He's there to
ALABAMA
Hartselle
Ram Audio
Huntsville
Robbins Music Center

DELAWARE
Neward
Sound Board

FLORIDA

ARKANSAS
Ft. Smith
Sigler Music
Jonesboro
Jonesboro Studio

Ft. Lauderdale

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Stockdale Music
Costa Mesa
Coast Music Company
Garden Grove
Stonebridge Music Co.
Hollywood
ACl/Filmways
Ametron
Guitar Center
Long Beach
Whittaker Music
Los Angeles
Betnun Music
R.P.S. Electronics
Modesto
Barker's Music
Modesto Music
Oakland
Leo's Music
Placentia
Jim's House of Music
Sacramento
WAH Sound
San Diego
Guitar Center
San Francisco
Guitar Center
San Jose
Century Music, Inc.
Guitar Center
Guitar Showcase
San Luis Obispo
Music Factory
San Rafael
Bananas At Large
Stockton
Miracle Music
Studio City
Valley Arts

Whittier
Whittier Music
COLORADO
Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs Musicth
Denver
Sound Lab
Englewood
Melody Music
Longmont
Longmont Music
CONNECTICUT

Ansonia
Bankos House Of Music
Danbury
Danbury Electronic Music
New Haven
Brian Guitars

Modern Music
Jacksonville
Music City
Merritt Island
Smith Brothers Music
Miami
Carroll Music
North Miami
ACE Music
Orlando
Music City
Pensacola
Zoellner's Music
Plantation
Modern Music West
Tampa
Thoroughbred Music Shop
Venice
Thoroughbred Music Shop

LOUISIANA
Lake Charles
Lake Charles Music
MAINE
Auburn
Carroll's Music Center

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Gordon Miller Music
Elkton
Mars Music
Rockville
Veneman Music
Wheaton
Washington Music Center

GEORGIA

Atlanta
Atlanta Sound Works
Buford
OAP Audio
Smyrna
Music Mart
HAWAII
Honolulu
Harry's Music Store
ILLINOIS

Arlington Heights
Roy Baumann Music
Chicago
Chicago Music Company
Guitar Center
Music Dealer Service
Two Brothers Music
Collinsville
AAA Swing City
Harvey

Bridgewater Custom Sound
Naperville
Naperville Music
Palos Hills
Gill Custom House
Roselle
Roselle Music
INDIANA
Anderson
The Top In Sound Inc.
Evansville
ABC Music
New Haven
HJS Sound Equipment Inc.
Noblesville
Vic Zinn Music
South Bend
Drumville Guitarland

IOWA

Stamford
Everett Hall Associates
West Hartford
La Salle Music

KANSAS
Lawrence
Steve Mason Music
Overland Park
Irish Music
Wichita
Superior Sound

Des Moines
Des Moines Music House

Dubuque
George Rondinelli Music

a gUIÌtal1 company

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Sid Stone Sound, Inc.
E. U. Wurlitzer Co.
Lawrence
Malco Electronics

Springfield
Baystate Sound
Recording

&

MICHIGAN
Alma
Cook Christian Supply
Ann Arbor
Al Nalli Music Company
Canton
Arnoldt Williams
Flint
Ferguson Sound Systems
J. Ruppell Inst.
Fraser
Massimino Music Studio
Grand Rapids
Audio Distributors Inc.
Livonia
Audiolight Inc.
Pontiac
Pontiac Music
Saginaw
Watermelon Sugar
St. Clair Shores
Guitar & Drum Center
Warren
Zoppi Music

MISSISSIPPI

Morrison Brothers Music
Southhaven
Good Vibrations Music
Tupelo
Map Electronics
MISSOURI

Independence
Micar Professional Audio
Kansas
Superior Sound
Springfield
Mr. Music Rock Shop, Inc.
St. Louis
Cliff Cave Music Co.
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Rainbow Recording Studio
Sound Show

Manchester
Tep Herbert's Music Mart
Salem
The Music Workshop

NEW JERSEY

Belleville
Muscara Music
Northfield
Gilday's Music Center
Pitman
Music Museum
Tom's River
Silverton Music
Union
Rondo Music

-

148th AVE. N.E.. REDMOND, WA 98052

Canton
Gattuso's Music
Cincinnati
Midwest Music Distributor
Swallens, Inc.
Cleveland
P. I. Corporation
Columbus
Newcome Sound Inc.
Swallens Inc.
Dayton
Hauer Music House, Inc.
Elyria
Doman's Music Land
Richmond Heights
Sadie Music
Toledo
Heday Sound
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma
Ford Audio & Accoustics

Albuquerque
Multi Media, Inc.
Luchetti Drum

OREGON

Gresham
H. I. S. Sound
Portland
Showcase Music & Sound

NEW YORK

Canada:
Gulton Industries Ltd.

345 Herbert Street

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
Dixie Communications
Systems, Inc.
Greenville
Custom Recording & Sound
Spartanburg
Dixie Electronics
SOUTH DAKOTA

Sioux Falls
Gourley Dist. /Pro Audio
TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Sound Post
Memphis
Strings & Things
Nashville
Nicholson's High Fidelity
Center
Carlo Sound Inc.
TEXAS

Austin
Heart Of Texas
Galveston
Music Specialities
Garland
Arnold & Morgan Music
Houston
Charlie Cash's Music Co.
Lyn -Del Music
Texas Tom
Laredo
Roli's Music
Port Arthur
Port Arthur Music
San Antonio

River City Music
UTAH

Centerville
Guitar City
Salt Lake City
Wagstaff Music
VERMONT

NEW MEXICO

Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V1

3810

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheboro
Sound Engineering
Asheville
Dunham's Music
House, Inc.
Gastonia
Howren Music
Greensboro
Carey Sound
Shelby
Appletree Music
Winston -Salem
Duncan Professional Sound

OHIO
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Bayside
Wachuwan Musical Inst.
Brooklyn
AST
Buffalo
Unistage, Inc.
Clarence
VSM Leasing
Glendale
Rayburn Electronics
Hempstead
Sam Ash Music
Holbrook
The Norman Robert Group
MINNESOTA
Lindenhurst
Austin
Music Land
Nelson Sound Electronics New York
Bloomington
Andrews Audio
James Berns Music
AST
Duluth
Harvey Professional
Show Pro
Products Division
Manny's Music
Minneapolis
Martin Audio Video Corp.
Team Central, Inc.
Moorhead
Patchogue
Marguerite's Music
Square Deal Radio & T.V.

In

Rochester
Whirlwind Audio
Schenectady
Drome Sound
Syracuse
Bonne Music Company

Cleveland

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
National Noise Shoppe
Beaver Falls
Soundex Inc.
Bryn Mawr
Medley Music
Ephrata
Music Center
Greensburg
Music City
McKees Rock
Hollowood Music
Philadelphia
Cintioli Music Center
Eight Street Music
Zapt's Music
Reading
Fred's Music Shop
Schnecksville
Sight & Sound Systems
Scranton
Dickstein Dist. Co,
Throop
Shehadi Bros.

In Europe:

EVSA

Romerstrasse 3
Nidau, Switzerland

Burlington
The Mixing Board
VIRGINIA
Falls Church
Rolls Music Co.
Springfield
Veneman Music
WASHINGTON
Bellevue

Bandstand Music
Seattle
American Music
Guitar Center
Kennelly Keys
RMS
Tacoma
Puget Sound Audio
WEST VIRGINIA

Huntington
The Pied Piper

WISCONSIN
Eau Clair
UMS Pro Audio

Milwaukee
Uncle Bob's Music
Racine
The Music Store

In

Australia:
Electro -Voice Australia PTY -Ltd.
174 Taren Point Road
Taren Point, Australia 2229
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TWO -SPEED CASSETTE DECK
From Mitsubishi there's word of its new model
DT-40, a cassette recorder that operates at 3% ips in
addition to the standard speed of 17 ips. Other
features include a three -head configuration, metal tape capability and a closed -loop, dual -capstan drive
system with a PLL DC servo motor. The deck also
has a programmable memory function and automatic spacing pause system (ASPS) that provides a
three- second interval of silence between recorded
selections. Meters are peak -reading, with a peak hold feature. Controls are "feather- touch," and the
panel provides for mic /line input mixing, variable
and four- position bias adjustment, timed record and
playback, memory play, automatic repeat, output
level control and microphone inputs.
CIRCLE
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-BAND EQUALIZER

Thirty -one bands on standard'/3- octave ISO centers
across the audio range are offered in the model
R -831 graphic equalizer (mono) from DOD Electronics of Salt Lake City. Occupying 3'/z inches of
rack space, the device provides up to 12 dB of boost
or cut for each center frequency, and operates on
normal AC line voltage. Inputs and outputs provide
for both balanced and unbalanced lines. Distortion
is spec'd at less than 0.01 percent; signal -to -noise is
listed as 90 dB.

READER SERVICE CARD

SCAMP MINI -RACK
Scamp has announced its new Mini -Rack. Incorporating two new modules -the S26 power supply and
the S12 jack module (both of which also fit the standard 19 -inch rack) -the Mini -Rack is mounted in a
"robust flight case" that has pack-flat handles plus a
lid- locker to store cables and connectors.

CIRCLE
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PRO AUDIO FROM PANASONIC
Products announced by Panasonic's newly formed
Professional Audio Division include a turntable/mixer console, portable mixer, turntable, two

tonearms and four directional (cardioid)
microphones. According to Division head Jim
Parks, these items are the beginning of what will
become a "very broad line of professional audio products that will manifest itself by the middle of
1981." Also announced is the line of products
known as Ramsa, which includes a three- stereoinput mixer and a stereo DC power amp rated for
200 watts per channel. The mixer (model WR -8608)
includes two microphone input circuits that incorporate an echo generator, plus a stereo 2 -watt
monitor amplifier for headphones.
CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TEAC DECKS AND TEST TAPES

COMPACT AMPLIFIERS
The MicroAmp Series, from ATI, includes compact
high- performance stereo turntable, dual microphone
and dual line amplifiers, available in three output
configurations for different applications. Transformer output models are designed to provide optimum protection in high RF environments. For
lowest distortion and widest frequency response, the
differential output models are suggested, while the
single -ended output models represent the greatest
economy units. Features include dual- concentric
gain controls, self- contained transient -protected
shielded power supplies and compact packaging that
allows desk mounting, stacking and single or twoabreast rack -mounting in 13/4 inches.

l
M-1000
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A relatively low- priced open -reel deck, five cassette
decks and a line of cassette test tapes have been announced by TEAC. The open -reel deck, the model
X-3, is a 3- motor, 3 -head recorder with, among other
features, front -panel input linelmic mixing, and twoposition selectors for bias and EQ. Price is $550.
The cassette deck line is topped by the 3 -head
model C -3X which incorporates the new Dolby HX
system, providing up to 7 dB of noise -reduction at
12 kHz, and 15 dB at 15 kHz. Both HX and the
Dolby-B are included, plus the capability for optional interface with dbx II. The C -3X also includes
the optional 3% ips speed. Price is $650. Teac's
model A -770 is another 3 -head cassette deck at
$600, while the CX -400 features 3 -head operation at
$320. All the cassette decks are metal- tape -capable.
The test tapes include cassettes for calibration
and alignment, with both 70 usec and 120 usec time constant references available, plus a cassette torque

meter.
CIRCLE
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JVC OVERHAULS CASSETTE LINE
Design emphasis in JVC's new line of cassette decks
has been placed on tape compatibility, head con-

o

struction, electronic circuitry, transport

mechanisms and ease of operation and control, according to company v-p Harry Elias. Top of the new
line is the model KD -A77, a 3 -head machine priced
at $570. Lower -priced decks include the $500 model
KD -A7 with two heads and an 84 -bit fluorescent
readout showing signal levels in seven different frequency zones; the $350 model KD-A55, a 2 -head
model with automatic scan of selections on a tape;
and the $300 2 -head model KD-A33. All these JVC
decks have metal-tape capability, and full -logic
transport controls that permit fast -buttoning.
CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PROGRAMMABLE EQUALIZER
Twenty -eight sets of EQ curves and level settings
can be stored and recalled by the Model 2800 Programmable Equalizer offered by 360 Systems of
Tarzana, California. Self-contained, the device uses
a microcomputer to handle a four -band parametric
equalizer. Explains the manufacturer: "With the
model 2800 it is possible to pull the plug and take a
sound from the studio to the cutting room. Or get
repeatable special effects on the road with a stage
act. And in non -music applications it provides
unusually extensive spectral manipulation, with the
advantage of direct comparison between all twenty eight stored programs. Occupying 31/2 inches of rack
space, the 2800 comes in single and dual channel
versions, priced at $1,415 and $1,730 respectively.

'WV
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STEREO /MONO POWER AMP
In bridged mono mode, the new model 7501 power
amplifier from Soundcraftsmen is rated to produce
750 watts of output power into an 8-ohm load, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, less than 0.09 percent THD. In stereo
mode, working into 4-ohm loads, each channel is
rated for 325 watts; working into 8 -ohm loads, the
rated output is 250 watts per channel. A new electronic switching circuit in the amp is said to provide
automatic compensation to allow continuous 2 -ohm
operation without actuating any of the protective
circuitry. The amp's class "H" design, explains the
manufacturer, features low operating voltages and
allows use without a fan under all normal operating
conditions. TIM is spec'd as less than 0.02 percent;
slew -rate, greater than 50, IM less than 0.05 percent
(typical, 0.02 percent); dynamic headroom, better
than 2 dB. In addition to these "state of the art"
specs, the model 7501, says Soundcraftsmen, is
built on a ruggedized chassis with modularized construction and it is designed for use by touring
groups or professionals under "extremely adverse
conditions." Inputs are both balanced and unbalanced; outputs are 5 -way binding posts.
CIRCLE 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS

Four new electronic crossovers have been introduced
by Teaser Wireworks. All are said to have been
designed to meet the rugged performance demands
of professional sound installers for use in discos and
in sound reinforcement. All four units are standard
rack-mountable in 13/4 inches space.
The model 400 is a fixed- frequency 2 -way crossover. Output features include clip indicators and 10
dB of boost and cut for each output channel. Individual mute switches for each output enable the user to
switch the output signal in and out for special effects.
Two versions are available: one, for disco use, has
screwdriver- adjust lock -down pots; the other, a pro
version, has knobs on the pots and three-conductor
1/4 -inch phone jacks for inputs and outputs. The 400
may be purchased with any specified crossover frequency; rolloff is fixed at 18 dB /octave.
The 400A is a variable- frequency version (50 Hz to
15 kHz). It too may be purchased in either the disco
or pro format.
The model 600 is a fixed- frequency 3 -way crossover, available in either the disco or pro versions.
The 600A is the variable frequency version of the
600. Low frequency crossover may be varied from 50
Hz to 1 kHz; high frequency crossover, from 500 Hz
to 15 kHz.
All models can be purchased with an optional
mono bass output, subsonic filter or low- impedance
inputs and outputs.
CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUTOMATED
RECORDING CONSOLE
Designed as an "in line" style board with up to forty
inputs and outputs, the Coronado is one of a series
of "stock or pre -engineered" consoles from Quad Eight, a manufacturer known in film studios for its
post-production sound console systems. Included in
the Coronado are high-speed automation sampling,
33 frequency equalizers, Penny and Giles faders, an
output level of +28 dBm, six send busses and full
EQ on echo effects return channels.
CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

J
ANTIFEEDBACK MIXER

By automatically attenuating inactive microphones
in a multi -mic setup, the Model DE -4013 Voice -matic
Microphone Mixer from Industrial Research Products is said to avoid the howl of feedback without
the need to reduce overall gain. Background noise
and other room ambient noises are eliminated too,

says the manufacturer.
The device's modular construction allows the user
to choose 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 channel units. For larger
requirements, additional chassis can be tandem -connected. Standard features include sensitivity and
attenuation controls for each channel, auxiliary output, chairman override and front -panel LED status
indicators. The Voice -matic fits into a standard
19 -inch rack.
CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW ITEMS FROM OLSON
Olson Electronics has a new Teledyne Stereo Disco
Mixer (model RA -868) that features a five-band
graphic equalizer. Inputs are provided for two stereo
tape decks, two stereo turntables, two microphones
and two auxiliary lines. Each channel has slide -type
controls. A fader may be used to blend left and right
channel signals. Cueing has a separate level control,
and headphones may be plugged into the front panel.
For making announcements over the music, there's a
switch that lowers music volume by 14 dB. Constant
sound-level readout is available on two large VU
meters. Housed in a wood base and using a sloping
front panel, the RA -868 costs $260.
Also announced by Olson are a multitester (model
TE -424) for checking AC, DC and ohms ($19), and a
wireless FM intercom (model AM -567). The latter
device provides two-way communication over two
channels. Price is $70.
CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"WE TOLD YOU SO

... "

The tail is apparently wagging the dog again, as it
has done many times in the history of audio. I refer
specifically this time to the recent announcement by
none other than CBS Records of its entry into the
"super-disc" area. Thus, what began as a maverick
trend on the part of small, virtually unknown recording studios finally has been given "Establishment" support by a major label. And apparently,
CBS is putting its "first team" into the game. The
listing of performers includes such names as
Leonard Bernstein, Zubin Mehta, Pink Floyd, Bruce
Springsteen, Lazar Berman, and more.
CBS will be releasing discs cut from digital tape
masters; other discs processed from masters cut at
half-speed; and chromium-dioxide cassettes duplicated from digital tape masters. The three formats
are known collectively as the "Mastersound" series,
and individual releases are priced at about $15.

In addition to the actual recording techniques, the
discs feature new packaging -a static-reducing inner sleeve and a non-shrink outer wrap. MR&M
readers are, of course, familiar with the digital -tapeto-analogue -disc technique and with the extended range potential of high -bias tape. As for half-speed
mastering, it involves running both the master tape
deck and the disc- cutting turntable at 16% rpm, or
half the normal playback speed of 33Y rpm. Cutting
thus takes twice as long, but it reduces by a factor
of 4 the power needed by the cutting head. This,
goes the explanation, reduces the load on the driving power amplifiers and thereby allows them to
operate more linearly. The cutting stylus can
engrave the groove more accurately and improvements are claimed in terms of extended frequency
response, better transients, reduced channel
crosstalk and the ability to cut higher- amplitude
signals with no rise in distortion.
To be sure, none of this is really new -in one way
or another it all has been done before by lesser known recording outfits. But apparently, at least
one major label has finally got the message that, for
the most part, today's records have not been up to
the performance potential of today's best audio
equipment. The fact that an outfit as prestigious as
CBS is actually doing something about it should encourage all those involved in recording -especially
the clear -eyed and clear-eared "minors" who have
through the years insisted upon and implemented
the highest standards for the art.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
AMPLIFIERS & SPEAKERS

RolandCorp US has announced the
introduction of a new hybrid tube/solid
state guitar amplifier known as the
Bolt -60. The new unit is a 60-watt RMS
amplifier with a single 12 -inch speaker
using a conventional tube power stage
with one 12AT7 and a pair of 6L6GC for
the warm, harmonically rich tube sound
favored by so many guitarists. The
low -level stages of the Bolt -60,
however, use FET circuitry which
allows a more sophisticated, flexible
design with lower overall noise than
would be possible with all-tube circuitry. For example, the amplifier's bass,
mid -range and treble EQ controls give

low-gain channel which has a single

volume control. The tone control
section, the reverb unit and the
external effects loop patch points are
common to both input channels along
with a master volume control. For
private practice or tuning, the Bolt-60

This amp head has an output power
rating of 60 watts RMS, and uses bi -fet
IC circuitry in the preamplifier stages
which are said to produce much the
same kind of tonal warmth as a tube
amplifier. The active tone controls on

is also equipped with a headphone jack.

this head are particularly versatile
thanks to a variable frequency control
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on the midrange section. Controls on

the CR -IIRH include gain, bass,
Acoustic Control has added to its
speaker cabinet line with the introduction of the model 404 bass cabinet. The
404 is a front -loaded, ported cabinet
with a single 15 -inch driver rated at 4
ohms impedance and 125 watts RMS
power handling capability. By using a
ported design, the Acoustic 404 offers
high efficiency and the snappy sound
associated with larger cabinets in a
compact enclosure (23 "x261/2 "x111/2 ")
that is ideal for club or studio use.
CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

St. Louis Music Supply Co. has again
expanded its Crate line of guitar and
bass guitar amplifiers. The Crate CRIB is a budget -priced, closed back bass
amp with a single 12 -inch speaker
driven by a 20 -watt RMS solid state
amplifier. Controls on the amplifier
include gain, bass, treble and master
volume controls. The Crate CR -IRD is
also a 20- watt/single 12 -inch amplifier,
but is designed for guitar rather than

midrange frequency, midrange level,
treble, reverb and master volume.
CIRCLE
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A folded horn bass cabinet and a
three -way full -range speaker system
are among the most recent additions to
the Heppner Sound lineup. Heppner's
model B -3 is a 1/2- folded bass horn with
a 15 -inch driver designed for base
guitar or P.A. applications. Because of
the folded horn design, the B -3 features high efficiency, good projection
and a full bottom end response. The 15inch driver in the B -3 has a 3 -inch high temperature voice coil and is rated at

bass guitar. This model includes
reverb, a foot -switchable distortion
the musician the range of control and
freedom from interaction while maintaining low noise operation. The
Bolt -60 has two signal channels which
may be selected via a dual footswitch
which also controls reverb on /off. The
first signal channel is a high -gain
channel for distortion and feedback
sounds and has two volume controls for
maximum control of the sound, while
the second channel is the "clean" or
34

circuit and a treble super charger circuit which provides 20 dB of treble
boost when switched on. Controls on
the CR -IRD include gain, distortion,
bass, treble, reverb and master volume.
Both of the combo models in the Crate
line are housed in solid Ponderosa pine
cabinets and feature a perforated steel
grille. Also added to the Crate line is
the CR -IIRH, a separate amplifier head
for use with external speaker cabinets.
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

250 watts power handling capacity.
Frequency response for the unit is
given as 35 Hz -2 kHz. The Heppner
VH -3 is a three -way system designed
for a variety of short -throw applications. The system has a 250 -watt
rating and frequency response is
quoted as 35 Hz -20 kHz. Bass is
handled by a 15 -inch woofer, midrange
by a 1.5 -inch voice coil compression
driver and horn, and treble by a 1 -inch
voice coil driver.
CIRCLE 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SYNTHESIZER EQUIPMENT

The latest news from Rivera Music
Services concerns not a new product
but a package of modifications for a
very popular existing product, namely
the MiniMoog synthesizer. The RMS
Modified Mini has an extended range of
tonal manipulation plus new control
signal routing possibilities for significantly enhanced performance cap-

one of the two built -in LFOs and add a

a modulation source selector to choose

control voltage offset. In use, the
Catstick can be used in place of foot pedals, ribbon controllers or pressuresensitive controllers with greater versatility since the single Catstick
controls four different modulation
patterns with its single stick.

among the three external modulation
inputs, a spring-loaded, zero friction
pitch bender of all -new design and
master controls for scale, range, glide
rate, velocity sensitivity and modulation amount.
CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Polyfusion, Inc. has announced the

introduction of the model 2058
polyphonic keyboard. Polyfusion
refers to this new model as a major technological breakthrough in that all the
external controls presented to the
musician are music-related while the
logic programming is done automati-

The Heath Company is well known
as the world's largest manufacturer of
electronic kits. Their latest offerings
include the HA -8 -2 Music Synthesizer
System which includes the hardware
and operating software necessary to
produce music with a Heathkit H -8
computer. The hardware comprises a
synthesizer circuit board which plugs

A fourth oscillator with
flashing LED rate indicator has been
added to the unit for LFO use to free up
VCO 3 for audio use. Sync has been
added to the existing oscillators along
with micro- vernier tuning knobs which
improve the tuning resolution by a
factor of forty. Precise tuning is also
facilitated by a beat frequency LED
which allows visual tuning of the oscil-

abilities.

lators and chromatic transpose
switches for VCO 2 and VCO 3 which
allow those oscillators to be transposed
through a full octave range in semi -tone
steps for rapid changes in chordal relationships. To facilitate external signal
processing, oscillator and filter signal
outputs are made available on jacks
along with keyboard control voltages
and gate outputs. The keyboard itself
is modified for multiple triggering to
provide a clean control output from
each key depression even if the
previous key has not been completely
released. All modifications are carried
out at Rivera's Boston location and are
warranted for a full year.
CIRCLE 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Catstick is a new, spring -loaded

joystick controller from Octave Plateau Electronics, Inc. which can be
used with any patchable, voltage -controlled synthesizer. Four separate but
identical sections are used in the
Catstick, one for each direction of joystick movement away from its springloaded center. Each section will turn on
SEPTEMBER 1980

cally inside the unit. The 2058
keyboard was orginally designed as the
controller in large Polyfusion modular
synthesizer systems, but by using the
model 2068 interface the 2058 can
control from one to eight synthesizers
or synthesizer expander modules. The
2068 interface provides power for the
keyboard unit and gives the user eight
pitch, gate and velocity outputs plus
inputs for three different modulation
signals. A unique feature of the
2058/2068 system is that if less than
eight voices are patched, the 2058 will
adjust itself via its logic circuitry to
properly control the outputs actually
being used. Among the performance
features of the velocity- sensitive 2058
keyboard are a unison mode, in which
all voices track one key; glide in both
unison and polyphonic modes; and an
octave transpose function to expand
the playing range to six octaves; all
three of these functions are remotely
switchable via footswitch jacks on the
rear panel of the unit. Also provided are

directly into the bus of the H -8 computer and connects to a stereo system
or other amplification via two shielded
cables. The software is designed to accept entry of any song from conventional sheet music, and the supporting
documentation permitting effective
use of the system even if the user cannot read music. The synthesizer
system requires a Heathkit H -8 corn puter with at least 24 K of memory
plus a floppy disc drive and a video terminal for use.
CIRCLE 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROPHONES

Cetec Vega, one of the pioneers in
professional wireless mic systems has
announced two all -new hand -held wireless mics for use with the company's
existing receivers. The new models
have integrated the antenna into the
mic housing to eliminate the dangling
wire or "rubber duckie" and yield improved performance. The Model 80

35

uses an Electro -Voice 671 capsule,
while the Model 81 uses a Shure SM -58
capsule. Both models use a 9 -V alkaline
battery for up to nine hours of continuous use. Power on/off and audio on/off
switches are provided, along with a
gain control and LED level/battery indicator. The mics operate in the 150 to
216 MHz VHF band with a range of up
to 1000 feet.
CIRCLE 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Shure Brothers Inc. has introduced a
new microphone model, the SM63 -CN
which was designed for on- camera and
on -stage use. The new mic is an omnidirectional dynamic design with an
output level some 6 dB hotter than
comparable mics. It incorporates a
humbucking coil for minimum pickup
of hum fields, gradual low- frequency
roll -off for more intelligible vocals,
built -in breath and pop filter and a rugged grille of a polyester material called
Veraflex. The modern styling of the
mic results in an attractive package
less than 6 inches long and weighing in
at a very light 2.8 ounces.
CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES

One problem which has always
plagued performing musicians is the
tangled mess which results when
several effects accessories are connected for use at the same time. Over the
years only a few manufacturers have
addressed this problem, but recently
several products have been introduced
which may serve to help musicians keep
their effects together:

other is post -tone controls and is on the
back of the unit. Even more unusual is
the inclusion of compressor and electronic crossover circuits in the SIP -301.
The compressor section has controls
for dynamic range and threshold and a
compression ratio variable from 1:1 to
1:6.6, and will produce the full, punchy
sound that recording engineers have
used compressors to achieve for years.
The crossover section has a variable
crossover frequency (50 to 400 Hz) and
makes it convenient and economical for
the bassist to achieve the added clarity,
power and punch from biamplification
with nothing more than a two -channel
power amp and appropriate speakers.
CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New from A /DA is a low- noise, voltage controlled flanger with optional
control pedal. The basic flanger effect is
by now quite well-known, but the A/DA
unit has several interesting innovations including an even /odd harmonic selector which increases the
range of sounds produced by the unit.
Also, since the flanging is voltage controlled, the musician may use an external control pedal for effects other
than the conventional sweeping flanger
sound, or he may connect the flanger to
an external control voltage (from a synthesizer, for example) for even greater

versatility.
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effects devices. Effects units mount to

the bottom half of the Pedalboard with
special Hedlock fasteners which allow
the various units to be re- arranged,
removed or serviced just by unsnapping and resnapping the fasteners.
Once the effects are installed in the
case, set -up is no more complicated
than removing the lid of the Pedalboard, plugging the instrument into the
first effect and plugging the last effect
into the amplifier. Effects may be left
pre -connected between gigs since they
are totally protected inside the case
which also has enough room for storage
of extra cables, straps, batteries and
the like.
CIRCLE
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For musicians who haven't already
made a heavy investment in effects
units, Sounder Electronics offers their
Portable Effects System which is built
around a two channel, nine input mixer

complete with stereo octave -band
equalizer. A typical Sounder system
will include octave divider, flanger, distortion, digital delay, reverb spring,
compressor, voltage controlled filter
and wah -wah effects, but this can be adjusted to suit the individual user's
needs since each Sounder system is literally custom-built. A full system such
as the one described fits in two suitcase size cases weighing approximately
forty pounds. A foot control board is in-

cluded with the Sounder system,
Pro-Co Sound, Inc. has introduced
the Pedalboard Effects Case. The
Pedalboard is a rugged ABS plastic
case with internal dimensions of
24"x161/2"x151/4" into which the
musician mounts and preconnects his

complete with LED indicators to signal
which effects are engaged. Effects may
be switched in and out by using either
foot-switches or panel- mounted push-

buttons.
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RolandCorp US has announced the
introduction of the SIP -301 bass guitar
preamplifier which was designed to be a
versatile control center for the bassist
who wants to explore some of the sonic
and expressive possibilities of his instrument rather than just laying down
the bottom layer of a band's sound.

Rather than conventional tone
controls. the Roland's active bass, midrange and treble controls are switch able to operate over two different
frequency ranges, plus low -cut and
high-cut filters have been added. Two
inputs, one high gain and one low gain,
are pretty much customary these days,
but two external effects loops such as
the Roland has are not; one of the
effects loops is pre -tone controls and
appears on the front panel while the
36
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Tie EQ-27 features 27
bands at one -third octave
cente's throughout the
audio range and is fully
compatible with the most
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ST E R E 0
TE C
By Bruce

R.

Bartlett

As a recordist and/or musician, you
may want to do on- location stereo
recordings of an orchestra, band,
choir, organ, chamber group, quartet
or soloist. In this article, I will describe

stereo microphone techniques that
capture the sound of a musical event
as a whole, using only two microphones. With these methods the
recording engineer lets the conductor
balance the musicians acoustically,
rather than mixing the instruments on
a mixing board. The aim is to recreate
in the listening room an accurate sonic
image of the musical ensemble with
concert hall reverberation, as heard
from some ideal seat in the audience.
Three techniques often used in
stereo recording are the "coincidentpair," the "near- coincident" and the
"spaced-pair" techniques. With the
coincident -pair (or "X -Y ") method,
two directional microphones are
mounted with their diaphragms one
above the other, angled apart to aim
roughly toward the left and right sides
of the ensemble (see Figure 1). Near coincident placement also has the
microphones angled apart, but with
the microphone grilles spaced a few
inches apart horizontally (Figure 2).
The spaced -pair (or "A -B ") technique
places two matched cardioid or omnidirectional microphones several feet
apart, aiming straight ahead toward
the ensemble (Figure 3).
To get a directional or stereo effect
in multi -track recording, a recording
engineer manually pans the signals
from each instrument (track) to the
desired position between the monitor
speakers. In stereo recording, the
microphone array automatically pans
the signal from each instrument into
the proper position between the
speakers.

How These Techniques Work
The location of sound images
between two loudspeakers depends on
the signal intensity differences and
time differences between the two
recorded channels. Identical musical
signals of equal level, sent to two
stereo speakers simultaneously, will
produce a sound image of this signal in

the center between the speakers
(assuming the listener is seated some
distance away, equidistant from the
speakers). However, if the level of the
right channel is increased by a few dB,
and /or the left channel is delayed a few
tenths of a millisecond, the resulting
sound image will appear somewhere
off -center toward the right. The
greater the level difference or time difference between channels, the farther
from the center the image appears, up
to the limit of the speaker position.
Suppose two directional microphones are angled apart in a coincident -pair arrangement (Figure 1). An
off-center sound source will produce a

Musical Ensemble

level difference between channels,
because the microphone aiming more
toward the source will put out a
stronger signal than the microphone
aiming away from the source. If two
cardioid or omnidirectional microphones are spaced apart horizontally
in a spaced -pair arrangement (Figure
3), an off-center sound source will produce a time difference between channels. This is because the sound arrives
at one microphone later than the other.
Angling and spacing cardioid microphones (near-coincident placement,
Figure 2) produces both intensity and
time differences between channels.
These differences localize the reproduced sound images between a pair of
loudspeakers.
The farther from the center of the
orchestra an instrument is, the greater
the intensity and /or time difference
between channels it produces, and so
the farther from center its reproduced
sound image is. Also, the greater the
angle and /or spacing between microphones, the greater the intensity or
time difference between channels a
particular instrument produces, and so
the farther from center its reproduced
sound image is.

Stereo Microphone Placement:
Desired Results
and Undesired Results

Right Channel
Output

Left Channel

Output

Fig. 1: Coincident -pair technique.

In stereo recording, the microphones
should be placed so that each instrument will be reproduced in the same
relative location as it was during the
recording. Suppose that the recording
is heard from a pair of loudspeakers.
Instruments in the center of the
orchestra should be reproduced
exactly between the two speakers.
Instruments at the sides of the orchestra should be reproduced from the left

or right speaker. Also, instruments
located half-way to one side should be
reproduced half-way to one side, and
so on. This objective can be called
"accurate localization." Note, however, that a narrow stereo spread may
be preferred for some ensembles.
Figure 4 shows some stereo localization effects to listen for. Figure 4-A
shows a top view of an orchestra. The
letters correspond to instruments in
various locations: (Far) Left, Left Center, Center, Right Center and (Far)

Right. If the recording microphones
are placed properly, the corresponding
sound images of these instruments will
be accurately localized between the
speaker pair (as in Figure 4 -B). If the
microphones are not angled or spaced

far enough apart, the reproduced
orchestral width is too narrow (see
Figure 4-C). This can be called a "narrow stage width" effect, or a "poor
stereo spread."
On the other hand, spacing or angling the microphones more than is
necessary to achieve a speaker -tospeaker spread, produces an "exaggerated separation" or "ping -pong"
effect. That is, instruments near the
center are reproduced toward the
extreme left or right, rather than near
the center. Instruments directly in the
center of the orchestra are still reproduced exactly between the speakers
(see Figure 4 -D).
What sort of results can be expected
from various microphone anglings and
spacings? A carefully controlled listening test was conducted to compare
several microphone pair arrangements
(details available in the first "Recommended Reading" reference).

Specific Coincident -Pair

Musical Ensemble
C
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Angle
L

!
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Right Speaker

Left Speaker

.

LC

L

RC

C

R

Left Channel
Output

Right Channel
Output

Fig. 4 -B: Accurately -localized Images between speakers (listener's perception).

Fig. 2: Near -coincident technique.

It gives a very uniform spread of
reverberation between the speakers,
which is highly desirable.
Crossing cardioids at 120° (Figure 5B) also spreads the reverberation
evenly between the speaker pair. The
orchestral stereo spread is wider than
that produced by 90° angled cardioids,
but it still does not extend all the way
between the speakers, unless the
ensemble forms a near semicircle
around the microphone pair. This
angle is useful where a full stereo
spread of the ensemble is not desired (a
string quartet recording, perhaps).
Angling two cardioids at 180°
(Figure 5 -C) achieves a fairly wide and
accurate spread of instrument images.
However, sounds arriving from
straight ahead (that is, from the center
of the orchestra) approach each microphone at 90° off -axis. The 90° off-axis
frequency response of many directional microphones is weak at high frequencies, and so this technique may
give a dull, distant sound to instruments in the center of the orchestra. In

D).

Arrangements

According to test results, coincident -pair techniques tend to reproduce
the orchestra with a narrow stage
width (as in Figure 4 -C). Angling two
coincident cardioid microphones 90°
apart (Figure 5 -A) gives a poor stereo
spread, unless the ensemble forms a
semicircle around the microphone pair.
This arrangement reproduces most of
the reverberation from the center. If
microphones with a more directional
polar pattern than cardioid are used at
90 °, the stereo spread is wider. Hypercardioid and bidirectional are two such
patterns. The coincident placement of
two bidirectional microphones at 90°
to each other is called the "Blumlein"
or "Stereosonic" technique (Figure 5-

R

Fig. 4 -A: Orchestra Instrument locations (top
view).

i

Spacing
.

RC

L

Musical Ensemble

L

LC

C

RC

R

Fig. 4 -C: Narrow stage width effect.

L

LC

C

RC

R

Fig. 4 -D: Exaggerated separation effect.

Fig. 4: Stereo localization effects.

addition, this angling tends to reproduce much of the reverberation toward
the extreme left and right.
If two recorded channels are mixed
to mono, any time differences between
channels can cause dips in the frequency response of the mono signal,
due to phase cancellations. Coincident
techniques, in which the microphone
grilles are aligned vertically, have no
time difference between channels and
so are mono -compatible. Other techniques will produce dips in mono frequency response that may or may not
be audible. So, if monophonic
reproduction is expected, it is helpful
to monitor the recording alternately in
stereo and mono to listen for differ ences in tone quality.

Specific Near -Coincident
Spacing

Arrangements

The near-coincident techniques tend
to provide accurate localization (as in

Left Channel
Output

Right Channel
Output

Fig. 3: Spaced -pair technique.

Figure 4 -B). That is, instruments at
the sides of the orchestra are reproduced very near the speakers; and
instruments halfway to one side tend
to be reproduced halfway to one side.
Two examples are a 110° angled, 7inch spaced cardioid array (the ORTF,
French Broadcasting System, Figure
39

i

widely- spaced microphones. The center microphone output is split to both
channels and mixed in at equal levels.
This reduces excessive stereo separation while still covering the whole

To Orchestra Center

A

120°

180°

Fig. 5 -D: Coincident bi- directional
mics.

exactly in the center of the ensemble
are still reproduced exactly between
the speakers (as in Figure 4 -D).
A disadvantage of the three -foot
spaced -pair arrangement (Figure 5-G)
is that the microphones pick up center
instruments louder than side instruments. Spacing the microphones farther apart, say ten feet, may be necessary to cover the whole orchestra
adequately. This will produce excessive separation, but at least the instrumental balance will be better. Given a
choice between balance and localization accuracy, balance may be of more
musical value.
In another spaced- microphone
arrangement (Figure 5 -H), a third
microphone is centered between two

C

Figs. 5 -A, -B, -C: Coincident cardioid

microphones.
5-E); and a 90° angled, 8 -inch spaced
array (Figure 5 -F).
The Stereo 180 System, developed
by Lynn T. Olson, is a 135° angled,
1.8 -inch spaced hypercardioid arrange-

orchestra.
Another problem with the spacedpair technique can occur if records are
made from tape recordings. The difference in sound path length from an offcenter source to each microphone
creates low frequency phase differences between the two channels.
Strong low frequency out -of -phase signals cause excessive vertical modulation of the record groove. This makes
the record difficult to cut and track,
unless the recorded level or stereo
separation is reduced. The coincident
and near-coincident methods, therefore, generally present an easier cutting job.

Desired Microphone
Characteristics for Stereo
Recording
To optimize sound image focusing,

two microphones used for stereo
recording should match closely in frequency response, phase response and
polar response. Microphones with uniform frequency response from about
40 Hz to 20,000 Hz will cover nearly
the full range produced by musical
instruments. Frequencies below 80 Hz
may need to be rolled-off to reduce
rumble, unless very deep organ or bass
drum sounds must be recorded.
The response should be broad and
flat off-axis as well as on -axis, so that
the tonal qualities of instruments from
all directions will be reproduced well.
Stated another way, the polar pattern

ment. The hypercardioid patterns
have out -of -phase rear lobes that work

L

to reproduce sound sources outside the
speakers, as well as between them.

Jim

R

3'

Specific Spaced Arrangements
Listeners commented that the
spaced -pair techniques (Figure 3) produce relatively unfocused, hard- to-localize images for off- center sources.
These methods are useful if you prefer
the sonic images to be diffuse, rather
than sharply focused (say for a blended
effect). Spacings greater than about
three feet give an "exaggerated separation" effect, in which instruments
near the center are reproduced nearly
full -left or full- right. Instruments
40

G

L

p

C

5

H

Figs. 5 -E, -F: Near -coincident cardioid mics.

Figs. 5 -G, -H: Spaced microphones.
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SYSTEfr18

13130 South Yukon Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250

ideally should have the same shape at
all frequencies. The microphone data

To Widen Spread

To Narrow Spread

sheet should provide this needed
information.

Stereo Recording Procedure
Armed with all the above, we are
ready to follow a microphone set -up
procedure for "live" stereo recording.
1.) Set the microphones in the
desired stereo pickup arrangement
(the ORTF system is suggested for
starters because it tends to provide
accurate localization).
2.) Raise them high on a microphone
stand (about 10 to 20 feet) to keep the
front row of the ensemble from overbalancing the back row. Tilt them
down to aim at the orchestra.
3.) Place the microphone stand
about 12 feet in from of the front -row
musicians.
4.) Monitor the sound through headphones or loudspeakers.
5.) The closer the orchestra is to the
microphones, the closer it will sound
on the recording. If the orchestra
sounds too "dry" and close, with
prominent scraping and keying noises,
place the microphones a few feet farther from the ensemble. If, on the
other hand, the orchestra sounds too
reverberant and distant, move the
microphone pair a little closer to the
ensemble. The object is to settle on a
microphone -to- source distance where
you monitor a tasteful balance
between hall reverberation and direct
sound from the orchestra. The audible
sense of distance to the ensemble (the
"perspective ") should be the same as
you would hear from an ideal seat in
the concert hall. Note that the microphones usually must be placed closer
to the ensemble than the best "live"
listening position. Six to twenty feet
are fairly typical microphone-to-source
distances.
6.) Now check the stereo localization accuracy. Record yourself speaking from various locations in the
orchestra area while announcing your
position (e.g., "left side," "mid left,"
"center "). If the reproduced stereo
spread is too narrow, increase the
angle or spacing between microphones
until localization is accurate. Do the
opposite to reduce excessive separation (see Figure 6). Increasing the
angle between microphones will also
make the orchestra sound farther
away, so you will have to place the
microphone stand a little closer to the

42
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To Widen Spread

To Narrow Spread

R

To Narrow Spread

To Widen Spread

L

Fig. 6: Stereo spread control.

ensemble to compensate. Increasing
the spacing between microphones will
not change the sense of distance to the
ensemble, but it may make the images
less focused.
Due to certain psychoacoustic
phenomena, the stereo spread reproduced between headphones does not

Each has some advantages and disadvantages. The sonic compromises
you are willing to make will determine
which method you choose. Practice
these techniques to gain some understanding of them, and soon you will be
making realistic stereo recordings.
--

always correlate with the stereo
spread reproduced between loudspeakers. For example, coincident car dioids produce less stereo spread over
headphones than over loudspeakers.
Near -coincident cardioids produce
roughly the same stereo spread over
headphones and loudspeakers. Spaced pair microphones produce a wider
stereo spread over headphones than
over loudspeakers. These differences
must be taken into account if you are
monitoring with headphones.

Conclusion
Several microphone pair arrays used
for recording in stereo were discussed.

Recommended reading for a more detailed discussion of the topic:
Bartlett, B. "Stereo Microphone
Technique," dB Magazine, December,
1979, pp. 34 -36.

Ceoen, C., "Comparative Stereophonic Listening Lists," Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 20, No.
1, January/February, 1972, pp. 19 -27.
Eargle, J., Sound Recording, Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York,
1976.

Gerzon, M., "Why Coincident Microphones?", Studio Sound, March, 1977,
pp. 117, 119 and 140.
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TDK Metal.

Now you can have ninety minutes
in either case.

TDK sets the metal standard for most metal deck manufacturers. With good reasons. Superior high frequency MOL
for extended response. Up to 8 dB greater MOL at high
frequencies than any high bias tape. High coercivity and
remanence for superior sensitivity and additional recording headroom.
This unsurpassed sound comes housed in two different
cases. In the case of the MA -R, there is a unique TDK
die -cast metal frame. Its unibody construction creates perfect integrity between sides A and B. This insures against
signal overlap, channel or sensitivity loss from one side to
the other. The Reference Standard Mechanism assures a
lifetime* of superior performance. TDK MA has a computer- molded cassette shell. Like MA -R, it's specially designed
for the best interfacing with the 3 -head metal deck. And

In

the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to a defect
in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a
free replacement.
o t990 TDK Electronics Corp ., Garden City New York 11530

its Laboratory Standard Mechanism assures years of pure

metal sound.
Now in both cases, TDK gives you a choice of 60- or
90-minute lengths. Whichever you choose, you'll
hear how TDK makes a perfect case for metal.

4TDK.

The machine for your machine
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The description of a 40- year -old

company vice -president who
doesn't drink liquor or smoke
cigarettes, plays golf and jogs and has
lived with the childhood nickname of
"Stuckey Joe" may not conjure up the
image of someone who has been referred to as "the world's greatest living
poet." These discrepancies are more
easily reconciled if you know this same
person also came from a Detroit ghetto
in the late 50s, and, with a band
originally known as the Matadors, sold

over 60 million records as the Miracles.
The person is, of course, Smokey
Robinson, who can now, as an artist/
producer /executive, reflect on over
twenty years of legendary success. His
hits and accomplishments with the
Miracles, as an artist in his own right
and as a songsmith who has written
and produced for scores of artists, is

history.
Currently, he is a man enjoying his
artistic freedom and independence, his
family and job, and a new Motown

album titled Warm Thoughts.
"In the beginning it was mono. We'd
go into the studio and everybody
would be there -the string players, the
horn players, the singers and the band.
When you came out, that was it, you
were done! "
These are Smokey Robinson's recollections of his early days as a producer
and artist with the Miracles. It was a
time when you didn't have a chance to
go back and remix or overdub. It was a
performance oriented mode of record-

ing, not so much the world cf the technocrat and constructionaiist.
"I liked the fact that the feeling was
often better because we were all doing
it at once," continues Smokey, "nowadays you try and not lose track of the
emotion of the song in the m_dst of the
technical changes that have come

about."
Besides the technical differences
that have occurred through Smokey's
career. he now has as an independent
artist more time and leeway to stretch

out and take chances. It's his own life
and future that his decisions affect,
and he is not burdened with artistically
jeopardizing others with what he does.
He's not required to play it safe and do
things to benefit a group and everyone's general interest.
With these thoughts in mind,
Smokey reflects on his most recently
released album, Warm Thoughts.
"Overall', I would say Warm Thoughts
is a much better album than Where
There's Smoke. I have geared myself

to more ballads, a la Cruisin . We'd
[Marvin Tarplin and Smokey] actually
worked on Cruisin' for five years. Mary
and I basically had written it ;afore I
even left Detroit in 1972. We werego-

ing to cut it with another grasp, but
the deal didn't pan out and I eventually changed the words to those
now
are on _t-after having retorted this
version three years ago and adding and
changing things until I felt it was
right. But, in general I feel I had
jumped off my path at times with the

tat

disco tunes on Where There's Smoke.
When I recorded that album, disco was
happening and I responded to its influence."
Whether Smokey Robinson is doing
disco, heavy metal or handstands, his
work is unmistakable. His forte
undeniably is the ballad, and aside
from what Smokey considers to be

Warm Thoughts' artistic improvements in that direction, Mike Liz zio, his engineer of the last four years,
has some reasons of his own for feeling
that it, technically, is his best album so
far.

"We recorded it at Mo -West
[Motown Recording Studios- West],
which has great studios and mixdown
facilities. They have Neve boards,
Necam automated mixdown and 3M
decks. The monitors are a custom
setup by Guy Costa. Sunrise, one of
their three rooms we did most of our
work in, sounded great."
Smokey's studio work has been
demanding on Mike, and rather helterskelter. Mo -West has actually only had
the Neve consoles for a year or so, so
even the work on Where There's
Smoke (some of it, by the way was even
cut at Smokey's home studio) was
recorded on old Quad -Eight consoles
who'e quality wasn't as good as the
new Neve equipment. Mike elaborates:
"For a lot of his older projects, we
had used Smokey's home studio. It
was only 16 tracks (currently being
remodeled and fully upgraded) and we
ended up making lots of slave copies to
work with in other studios. That is,
we'd have a 16 -track master from his
studio which we would turn into a
24 -track first -generation master to
work on at a 24 -track facility and then
make another slave from that and take
a 16 track back to the house. So, a
bunch of that early stuff is third and
fourth generation before it even got

mixed."
For Smokey, these technical shortcomings and sacrifices in working conditions were amply compensated for by
the convenience, which provided him
not only the opportunity to be able to
run into the house and grab something
to eat or play with his kids, but also,
because he is a very spurty worker, the
artistic freedom to tape a new idea at 4
A.M. (So, what do you do, go for the
convenience and artistic concerns, or for
that extra touch of technical quality ?)
For Mike, the advantages don't tip
quite so heavily against the disadvan46

tages, and reflect his feeling that, "I'm
most pleased with Warm Thoughts of
all the work I've done with Smokey.
We used the same basic recording approach, had great tunes, some exceptional string dates and better equipment."
It would seem, then, that all of these
complications, and the quality and consistency that has prevailed in spite of
them, merely speak to the commitment
and ability of those involved.
Now that we've looked at the studios
and what might be some of the considerations and complications of obtaining the end product of a Smokey
Robinson album, let's turn our attention to the basic approach to the sessions and the recording techniques.

explains that Smokey's
basic instrumentation for a
session includes: a pianist,
bassist, drummer and three guitarists.
"Smokey is always looking for as
natural a sound as possible, so I don't
use much processing or recording
tricks. Recording him has become
easier in this regard because after
working together for so long, we have
established a rapport. I know how he
wants to hear things and we don't have
to be asking each other questions
about the basics all the time."
Smokey concurs, "I don't get so involved in the studio setup and basic
Mike

INSTRUMENT LIST
GUITARS:
Mary Tarplin - Gibson Les Paul
Wah -wah Watson - Gibson 335

GUITAR AMPS:
Mary Tarplin - Fender Twin
Wah -wah Watson - Fender Princeton
BASS:

Chuck Rainey - Fender Jazz Bass
BASS AMP:
Ampeg SVT
DRUMS:

James Gatson

-

Pearl Drums

Zildjian Cymbals
KEYBOARDS:
Fender Rhodes

MIC LIST
Piano: AKG 414s (2)
Bass: Direct

Guitars: Sennheiser 441
Rhodes: Direct
Vocals: AKG 414
Background Vocals: Neumann
Kick: E -V RE 20
Snare: Shure 545
Toms: Neumann KM 86s
Hi -Hat: AKG 451
Overheads: AKG 451s

U
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miking techniques and sounds. I
always let Mike have a free hand with
the setup. If I hear something that he's
done that I want to sound differently,
I'll say let's try this or that, and it
moves along very smoothly. I do, of
course, get involved much more with
the musicians and arrangements."
As to musicians, Smokey still works
with his guitar player and co- writer of
many years, Mary Tarplin. Marv, in
fact, has through the years written the
music for many songs, such as:
"Tracks Of My Tears," "Going To A
Go-Go," "Just A Mirage," and others.
He provides a solid core and collaborator for Smokey's ongoing studio
work, and they make for a happy and
satisfied team.
The rest of the band that is used for a
standard studio complement is called
A Quiet Storm, coined appropriately
from the earlier album of the same
name. "I use the same people on my
albums as I do in concert," says
Smokey. "I don't use only my band
members, however, there are some
studio musicians I do use on all my
stuff. For the most part, thought, I use
my own musicians." In fact, since 1975
only a few members of this 9 -piece
band have changed.
With Smokey's vocals, Mike uses
almost exclusively an AKG 414.
"When I first started working with
Smokey, he said he had not been
satisfied with the vocal sound he had
been getting. So, we sat down with a
bunch of different microphones and
started going through them very
methodically trying to find the one
best suited for him. The 414 was it, and
we've been using it ever since. It is
good for Smokey because it's got a
very, very, wispy high end and it is hot.
It's almost too hot because it tends to
pick up everything. If you make little
clicks with your tongue they come
through like firecrackers and flaw the
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

track. But, the mic is so well suited for
his subtlety and falsetto, which is so
clear with that microphone, that it is
all worthwhile."
Dropping out 4 or 5 dB at around
500 or 600 Hz, because of a bit of a
resonance Smokey's got there seems to
be the only equalization Mike needs.
With the 414, the rest of the spectrum,
and particularly the high end, is so solid that nothing else needs to be done.
Smokey's attitude towards recording his vocals is to get a good sound
and go in and do it. He'll sing against
the instrumentation four or five times
on different tracks and, unless one
completely hits, make a composite of
what is best. There are no golden
microphones or secret techniques, just
ample talent and clean, natural recording. "Mike may mic me differently
depending on the song and conditions,
but we use no effects; I just sing it with
feeling and we try to capture that."

ago. This wasn't so much a splicing
problem as it was one of matching the
sounds and dropping in the parts using
different equipment; this was quite a
challenge. To this day it gives me

nightmares."
On "Get Ready," the story goes that
if one were to play the 24 tracks as
they were recorded, and then the
album or single versions, there is no
way the two would sound related. Mike
laments, "I listen to them and don't
even know how we did it. It's not only
shorter [the album and single releases],

but the splicing has completely
changed the arrangement. What the
single starts with isn't what the
master starts with, the section after
that is changed ... and it goes on. We
moved things, looped passages -you
name it, we did it. We even ended up
having to pull out certain parts so we
could make the splice, so parts
wouldn't hang over. `Get Ready' was
the splicing climax."
"Hangover" problems were often
alleviated by splicing parts on the
2 -inch master so additional splicing

Songs are rarely conceptualized in a
final form when Mike and Smokey go

into the studio. Basic structure and
parts usually exist, but much of it gets
worked out in conjunction with the
musicians, the mood and, often, a razor
blade and some splicing tape.
Mike says, "Smokey likes the ability
to change things. He'll let a track run
for 10 or 12 minutes which we may end
up editing down to only 4 minutes; he
wants that option of having all that
material to choose from. The musicians
may play a part at the end that he really likes but feels should be positioned
differently in the song, so we'll splice it
from there and move it up to the beginning, or wherever. Smokey has got an
incredible head for this sort of thing,
almost visionary. He'll come up with
an idea to move a section from one
place to another and it may be tough
for you as the engineer to conceptualize -let alone do it -and you may
end up cutting on the off beat or in between beats, but when you get it together, it works. I never considered
myself a good splicer until I started
working with Smokey, but I've had
lots of practice with him, and now I do.
(A couple of examples of this art
from the Where There's Smoke album
include "Cruisin' " and "Get Ready.")
As mentioned, the basic "Cruisin' "
track was several years old, and as
Mike recalls, "Besides adding new
guitar tracks, we fixed up vocal spots
-half of which were sung 21/2 years
SEPTEMBER 1980
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wouldn't have to be repeated down the
line. It can make it easier to eliminate
sections before the strings and the
vocals, or whatever, are going to go on
because you don't have as many things
hanging over. Vocals always seem to
be a problem. They are the hardest
thing to splice around and nobody
wants to make a premature decision on
which to keep or cut.
After all this, mixdown was often
relatively easy, even with the problems
recording the tracks on different equipment caused.
Mike explains, "I'll mix down a song
for several hours or so, and then
Smokey will come in and make
whatever final changes he sees fit. His
stuff used to be tough to mix, but I
write that off to the fact that we had to
fix up so much of it because of the recording process with different equipment and maintaining alignment and
calibration on it all. We'd have to fix all
those things that got screwed up in the
beginning. Things have also settled
down in regard to mixing, particularly
on Warm Thoughts, because he's back
to more ballads. I can hear ballads well
so they are easier for me to work with,
and I think they show Smokey at his
best."

In coming full circle from the
Miracle's all or nothing mono
studio days to Smokey's newest,
and perhaps more familiar, Warm
Thoughts album, he reflects on his early influences and the change from
street corner a cappella to his contemporary role as artist /producer /execu-
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tive at Motown.
"My style has absolutely been influenced by others. I don't think there
is anybody singing today that can say
his style didn't come from somebody or
somewhere. I used to buy song books
instead of candy when I was a little
kid. I bought and listened to lots of
records when I was growing up. I had
many, many idols in the record
business. My favorite singers and
groups (to name a few) were: Sam
Cooke and Sarah Vaughn were my
favorite male and female singers, while
I also thought Jackie Wilson, Frankie
Lyman, Ella Fitzgerald, the Spaniels,
the Dells, the Drifters, among others,
were fabulous. I've always had my
favorite people in the record business,
and I'm sure they have been influential
on how I think, how I sing and how I
write. I can only hope that I, in turn,
have been able to positively influence
others."
Interestingly, and perhaps surprisingly, with those memories and stories
of street corner harmonies and a cappella precision, Smokey and the
Miracles have never actually recorded
a cappella in the studio. "Our visions
on the street corner were that (one day)
we'd be singing our songs to music.
We've, actually, always done arrangements for our record dates, even
in the beginning. In the studio it's
more important than ever for you to
have charts and parts because the
musicians will have probably never
heard your material. Certainly there
was a romance and charm about the
street, and particularly a comraderie
between us as we struggled to become

ACOUSTIC GRAND

successful with nothing but our harmonies and our visions."
Within his artist /executive framework at Motown, Smokey seems to
love every facet of his life, and feels being an executive and having an appreciation for the business of music
good and helpful. "I think it is really a
blessing to be involved in a life that
you love. It makes the work that much
easier and more rewarding. I think the
record business would be better if artists knew things like what is making
their record actually get played and onto the charts. All artists know is
whether they are hearing their record
or not, and from that they often don't
realize just how much effort is being
put into promoting them. I feel the
more they know and understand, the
better the rapport between them and
the record company, the healthier the
business would be.
"I also love the flexibility I have to
produce other people. I have just completed two other projects as producer:
my two nephews Keith and Darryl and
their album called Kicking It Around,
and my group, A Quiet Storm, has a
single called "Only You" and an upcoming album.
So here it stands, a glimpse of an artist that has withstood the test of time
and loves what he's doing. A genuinely
nice guy who gives interviews on his
birthday and just wants to make good
music and have everyone be happy.
After so many years of hits and success, through the highs and the lows of
show business, Smokey Robinson
seems a happy and content man at ease
with himself and his accomplishments.
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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By

Jeff Tamarkin

Pat Travers -in a relaxed state, wearing glasses and speaking slowly- almost seems to be a different person than the
rabid rock and roller who has recorded six high-powered
albums since 1976. In conversation, Travers proved to be
quite knowledgeable about the studio and recording techniques, as he explained some of the processes that went into
the recording of Crash And Burn, the Pat Travers Band's
latest release.
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This LP was a departure of sorts for the PTB, utilizing electronic keyboards to a great extent, and including some
ballads and material that is closer in style to classic progressive rock than the guitar -oriented heavy metal boogie
which characterized Travers' past work, especially his bestselling "live" album, Go For What You Know. But as
Travers explains in the following interview, it was simply
time for the band to move ahead, "to do what we had to do,"
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

in his own words. Crash And Burn does include a hefty dose
of guitar-based rock and roll, of course, and the record, produced by Travers and Dennis Mackay at Quadradial Studio
in Miami, and featuring the talents of rhythm guitarist Pat

Modern Recording & Music: Before we
get into the questions regarding your
recording techniques, can we establish
what your background is? How did you
get started in music?
Pat Travers: Well ...I guess I got
started when I was about 13, up in
Canada. I was born in Toronto but I
got started in Ottawa, where my family finally settled. I got started in
garage bands and then moved up to
high school proms, and then graduated
to the bars. I played the bar circuit for
about five years before I ever recorded
anything at all. I'm 26 now, so I guess
it's been about six years since I finally
quit the bars. The turning point was
when I moved to England. That's
where I first started to record.
MR&M: What was the music scene like
in Canada when you started out?
PT: There were a lot of bar bands. It
was really no "scene" at all; it was just
local bands, who never really made any
impact on the United States at all. Or
anywhere else.
MR &M: Why did you begin playing
guitar, as opposed to being a construction worker or having some other day
job?
PT: I guess the first time I saw the
Beatles on Ed Sullivan and the Rolling

Stones, and started watching
Hullabaloo and Shindig and all that. I
figured it was more attractive than
anything else. It was at least some
form of individualism. And also having all those girls chase after you and
the prospect of having lots of money
appealed to me. Unfortunately, you
find out the harsh realities. Times have
changed. It was all very exciting when
I started in music, and then once I got
hooked, it was just something that I
wanted to do.
MR&M: What was the first music that
you listened to?
PT: God, everything. Probably the
same stuff you listened to. The

Beatles, Stones, then the guitar
players: Hendrix, Cream.
MR&M: Was there any particular guitar player you admired more than the
others?
PT: No, I think I was just influenced
by all of them.
SEPTEMBER 1980

Thrall, bassist Peter "Mars" Cowling and drummer Tommy
Aldridge, is certainly the most totally realized Travers album
to date. At 26 years old, Travers is easily one of today's
youngest musicians to have achieved so much popularity.

MR &M: What was your first recording
experience like?
PT: I'd been in London for about three
weeks. I was 20 years old. I hired a
16 -track studio and I really got right
into it; it was a lot of fun. It was very
basic, of course. It was the first time I
ever overdubbed vocals and guitars
and things like that. I got the bug then
and there.
MR &M: When you first walked into a
studio and saw all of that equipment,
did you have any idea what it was all
for?
PT: Well, it was
Eventually, you
just one channel
times over. As

a little frightening.
figure out that it's
duplicated 36 or 24
long as you know
what's happening on one channel, you
pretty well have the rest of the board
sussed down.
MR &M: What was your first guitar?
PT: The first electric guitar was a Gibson Les Paul. I got that after my fourteenth birthday and got it stolen about
a year later. Then I had a Gibson SG,
which I broke in half, and then another
SG which was hot and the police took
away from me. Then a Hagstrom
Swede and a Gibson ES 335 stereo and
a couple of Telecasters, Melody
Makers, Les Paul Juniors, just about
all of them except for a Strat. I've
never owned a Strat, and I have no
desire to. I'm not really a guitar collector. I have four or five now, which
isn't all that many. I've given a couple
away.
MR &M: What kind of material did you
play in your first bands?
PT: Just cover versions. I didn't start
writing till I moved to London. Then
when I did, I met up with my bass
player, Mars (Cowling) and we recorded our first album. That was at Chappell Studios in London, on New Bond
Street. That was a 16 -track with an old
Ampex recorder, and an ancient Neve
console. It was really weird, because
you had to walk around 30 feet from
the console to get to the actual studio.
They had a monitor in there. There was
no window at all.
MR &M: You've progressed a lot since
your first album. When you look back
at your first album, does it seem

amateurish to you?
PT: Not at all, really. Because it was so
sparse, it didn't actually sound all that
good. A couple of years ago, I took the
2 -track masters into a studio and reEQ'd them. You couldn't tell the difference; they sound real good now. The
album wasn't all that bad. I just didn't
have the experience to know how to
make it sound good.
For the second album, I was unleashed into a full -scale 24 -track studio, using a Cadac console and speakers and a
Studer recorder, which is still my favorite recorder. You learn by fiddling.
To this day, I only know how to
achieve an effect; I still don't understand the electronics of what goes on.
But I know that if I do this, this will
happen. Now, I'm starting to understand limiting and EQ and compression.
MR &M: But it's still mostly trial and
error?
PT: Yeah, I did a lot of experimenting
with overdubbing and backwards recording and different tape speeds and
backwards echo, how to use flangers
and phasers and harmonizers and
things like that.
MR&M: Can you see yourself making a
direct -to-disc record or even using
digital recording techniques?
PT: I don't see the point. There's not a
record player made that will warrant
that. As soon as you put something to
disc, you lose about 50% of all the
quality you put into it. Even if you go
direct -to-disc, fine, but as soon as the
disc is punched out and put on the
average Victrola, every time it goes
around, it's destroyed. I don't play
records at home any more. I went out
and investigated tape players, because
I deal with them more. I have a Teac
3440 S reel -to-reel. But it's bulky to
have the tapes around. So I got an
Aiwa cassette player, which I found to
be the best one. It has bias controls
and you can make great copies. The only difference between the two decks is
that there's a little more hiss on the
cassette. But as soon as they speed up
the cassettes to 33/4, there's no reason
cassettes shouldn't replace everything.
MR &M: Do you have a home studio?
PT: I just haven't had the time to get
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"Dennis keeps the monitors louder than any producer
I've ever heard . . . we blew up six speakers in three days."
one together. I just got a patch bay
before I went out on the road, and I
just got a little stereo mixer for my
Teac and some microphones. I want to
get a dbx, but it's all sitting around in
boxes; I haven't had a chance to put it

together.
MR &M: Would you like to get your
studio to the level where you can make
your records in it?
PT: I'd like to go into partnership,
because I don't want to have to maintain it. I want to have access to it, but I
want to get involved with someone
who will be actually technically involved in it. That's a 24 -hour a day job. I
live now in Coconut Grove, Florida, so
I've done a lot of work at Bay Shore
and at Quadradial. I don't like Criteria
much, except for their mix -down room,
which is great. There's a new studio
called International Sound, which is
going to be really hot. Still, everything
in Miami is MCI, and MCI has it's

drawbacks.
MR &M: Has your producer had a great
effect on your music and recordings?
PT: Dennis Mackay is my producer.
He came from the Trident school of
producers (in London). He's showed me
some interesting things, some little
secrets and things. Also, on this last
album, we got into more experimenting
with microphones.
MR&M: Do you consider yourself
primarily a guitar player, or more of a

total artist?
PT: Well, since I've been playing the
guitar the longest, that's more of my
forte. But I consider myself a vocalist,
and I'm getting into keyboards. I
think I'm turning into a not too bad

producer.
MR &M: Do you consider songwriting
to be as important as the guitar playing?
PT: Without the good songs, we
wouldn't sell any records. Let's put it
this way: I got very bored with the
guitar for a couple of months, and
that's when I got into the keyboard
thing very heavily. I just felt uninspired. The guitar's always been
something that's very easy for me to
do. It's never really been all that difficult. I have spent time at it, studying
it. I know it and I'm probably one of
the better players around. I only say
that because everybody tells me I am,
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so I guess if everybody says so, I must
be.
MR &M: So, was it your idea to use a
lot of synthesizer on the Crash And

Burn album?
PT: It was all my idea, but they put up
with me. Most of the synthesizer stuff
I did after the band had left, so they
didn't have to set around and listen to
me f__ up.
MR &M: How have your long -time fans
taken to the new sound with emphasis
on keyboards?
PT: The numbers have gone down real
well. At least no one has said they were
going to fire -bomb my next gig if I

don't stop playing keyboards. It's
something I have to do to keep progressing.
MR &M: How would you describe a
typical session for Crash And Burn?
PT: It varied from day to day. We concentrated mostly on the feel. We put no
restrictions on the length of time a solo
would go, because there are such
things as razor blades and you can just
cut out. We would use whatever it took
to get us in the mood to do the track,
whether it was booze or pot or
whatever, or just totally straight. If it
didn't happen after four takes, we'd go
out and drink a lot of wine and come
back and try again. If we still couldn't
get it, we'd just out and out jam. Some
of those jams turned out to be "Born
Under A Bad Sign" and "Snortin'
Whiskey." It was very loose and very
easygoing. I tried to have no tension.
We had no outside pressures at all. My
manager never showed up and he
wouldn't let anybody from the record
company come down, or hear anything.
I was the only one who had any copies
of rough mixes. We didn't want any external pressure until the very end.
Then it was, 'OK, you've spent enough
time, now let's get this done.' I wanted
everybody to feel comfortable. The
studio is, I was gonna say, a sterile environment, but it's weird. You don't
have that instant feedback that you do
"live," and everybody's got a different
cue on their headsets. It takes a while
to adjust to that. I think everybody
has; we've been recording long enough.
MR &M: Are you influenced by current
trends, particularly new wave?
PT: Only in the sense of making everything fairly sparse. It took me a long

time to learn that the more you put on
the less you hear.
MR &M: What exactly did Dennis
Mackay do as your producer?
PT: Dennis is fantastic with drums,
with getting a big sound out of a small
amount of things. He's got a neat style
of mixing insofar as he treats each part
of a song as a separate part; in other
words, to get the best out of each part.
Say there's one specific part where it's
a solid drum roll by itself. Instead of
going through and pushing that one
drum fill when there's nothing else
there, we'll do an edit, mute everything
else except for the drums, so that
there's no open channels, no nothing,
and all you hear are those drums.
MR &M: Does he work mostly on a
technical level, or does he influence the
material as well?
PT: Dennis keeps the monitors louder
than any engineer or producer I've
ever heard. Engineers have had to
leave the room. I don't know how he
does it. I've had to leave the room! We
blew up six speakers in three days. He
likes to feel it. He's technical only so
far as it serves him. He gets the equipment to work for him, he doesn't work
for it.
MR &M: When you're recording, do
you spend most of your time playing
and forget about the control room, or
do you get involved in the control
room?
PT: Oh no, I spend most of my time in
the control room. I have a wireless
guitar. I mix the albums, get my own
sound. It's my music and some of the
special studio effects are my ideas, and
Dennis makes them realities.
MR &M: I'd like to ask about a few
specific cuts on Crash And Burn. Is
there anything special about the recording of the title track?
PT: We recorded that as a three-piece.
Pat didn't put on his guitar until later.
I did the keyboard solo until I felt that
I made a statement.
MR &M: What about "Snortin'
Whiskey ?"
PT: That was "live." A "live" vocal.
MR &M: Do you feel that the album accurately captures the group's "live"
sound?
PT: At the time it did. We've gotten
much tighter. We're going to do a lot
more "live" recording. "Born Under A
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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Introducing the newes- additions to the Sunn Professional Line: the Sunn
low frequency loudspeakers. These heavy-weigh- performers are the
result of over a year and a half of intensive engineering effort. They offer
the professional a rugyec, high qua'ity loudspeak3r that is capable of
incredibly accurate, high evel bass reproducticn.
High power handling, over 400 W program, is assLred through the use of
vented aluminum
coils, high temperature adhesives and massive
oz. vented magnets. The cast aluminum frames and heavy suspension components allow Icng, Linear excursion and extended service life
without fatigue. Improved magnetic field symmetry and rigid cone assemblies guarantee high level, low distortion perbrmance.
The Sunn SPL low frequency loudspeaker... newcomers you'll be hearing a lot more from... bud and clear.
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Sunn Musical Equipment Company
A Hartzell Corporation Co. dany
Amburn Industrial Park
Tualatin, Oregon 97062

Quincy
Jones...
demands quality,

Photographed at RECORD PLANT, Los Angeles, CA

"... mix with AURATONE"' 5C Super Sound- Cubes© the little powerhouse
speakers. They tell me exactly what
will be in the grooves. You hear it all
I

with AURATONE ®!"

Join "Q" and
other seasoned
music world
pros, top record
company
executives,
engineers, producers, and artists who lay it on the line with
AURATONE ®.
Durability, flat full -range response, amazing power handling, and

portability
have made
AU RATON E®
5C's the Record
Industry's

favorite
" mixdown monitors, "...for

comparison and final mixes, auditioning, remotes, and reference
standard speakers.
See your Dealer or order Factory
Direct (30 -day return privilege, one -

year guarantee). $75.00 per pair.
Shipping and handling add: U.S.:
$5.00 pair; Foreign: $10.00 pair.
Calif. residents add sales tax.
Mail to: AURATONE
P.O. Box 698- R12Coronado, CA 92118
Ship

_pair

5 C's. Amount Enclosed $
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Name (Please print)

Date

Shipping Address
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State
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Please send additional information.
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"I'm probably
one of the better
players around ..
everybody tells me
I am, so I must be."
Bad Sign" was another "live" one. We
used it just to jam, to loosen up before
we'd start doing whatever it was we
were going to do that day. We laid it
down and I thought it sounded good,
so I kept it on.
MR &M: How about the Bob Marley
song on the album, "Is This Love ?"
PT: That was just an experiment in rehearsals. It was also an excuse to
smoke a lot of kaya, and to do something different. We were all into
Marley, but we'd never tried to play
reggae music. We tried to play it authentically.
MR &M: Was it hard to get the reggae
rhythm?
PT: The rhythm itself wasn't difficult,
but it was hard to get the attitude.
MR &M: What kind of guitars do you
use in the studio?
PT: I use the same guitar and amp in
the studio that I use "live." I use a
Gibson Melody Maker. And I use a
50 -watt Marshall with one cabinet and
I use a 100-watt Marshall with one
cabinet and a Leslie 122. I use that on
four tracks and then I do another track
on a harmonizer, the new harmonizer
which has the extra decimal points so
it's between 100 and 101. I put that on
a separate track and then you get a
spread across the stereo.
MR &M: What about pickups?
PT: Ask Pat Thrall, he's got every
pickup in the world. I just send someone down to get a Gibson replacement
pickup. I don't even know whether
they're back pickups or front pickups.
I really don't care. Every guitar I've
ever had sounds the same.
MR &M: When you're mixing, do you
try to make sure the guitar is always
out front, or do you try to keep everything in perspective?
PT: Where it belongs. On the Crash
And Burn album, you can hear everything on any system, even in mono.
The art of mixing is to have it all there.
MR &M: Do you use any special
microphones?
PT: The standard ones. I don't want to
tell you, y'know, because I use a different vocal mic than anyone has used

just run it flat through
the board with a limiter and that's it.
It's a matter of experimentation, of
where you put your ambience mics.
Usually condenser mics for the amps.
MR &M: Any special miking techniques?
PT: There again, I just don't want to
tell everybody. This is a competitive
business. I think this album sounds
great and it sounds great for a couple
of reasons. Once we found the right
microphones, we didn't have to work
that hard. The rough mixes don't
sound that different than the final
mixes. It just mixed itself.
MR &M: Do you use a lot of overdubbing?
PT: Not so much on this record. Usually it was just a vocal overdub, or to
patch up a guitar solo. On "Material
Eyes," there was a lot of overdubbing,
and of course on "Live Will Make You
Strong." There were a lot of vocal overfor vocals. We

SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
Pat Travers
(1976) Polydor 6079
Makin' Magic
(1977) Polydor 6103

Putting It Straight (1977) Polydor 6121
Heat In The Streets (1978)
Polydor 6170
Go For What You Know (1979)
Polydor 6202
Crash And Burn
(1980) Polydor 6262

dubs on that. But, for the most part,
the rest was just the four of us playing.
It sounds bigger than that, but that's
what it is.
MR &M: Do you plan to continue heading in that direction, toward a bigger
sound?
PT: Yeah.
MR &M: Do you think that might alienate some of the fans who like it simple
and punchy?
PT: Yeah, it's gotta sound punchy. I'm
not opposed to using limiters, though.
You gotta watch it. Limiters cause ear
fatigue. One or two songs sounds
great, but after that, you tend to want
to turn it down.
MR &M: Would you like to produce
other artists?
PT: I hope to do that this year. I have
nobody in mind, but I keep listening to
tapes and I really want to do that.
MR &M: And what about your own
next album?
PT: I'm gonna take my time on that.
We have most of it already recorded.
Whenever it's necessary ...
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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4000 Mixing System

A SYSTEMS APPROACH

Model 1400 Parametric Electronic Crossover

Model 2100A Tuneable Electronic C-ossover

Model 1500 Feedback Suppressor

Model 4100 Parametric Equalizer

Model 5200A Stereo Mixer /Preamplifier

Model 4200A Parametric Equalizer
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Eventide HM8O Harmonizer
This month's review is a perfect complement to last
month's piece on the MXR Pitch Transposer, because it
shows how two companies can take the same basic

technological concept and end up with two radically different products. While both units are "harmonizing"
devices that list in the $800 range, MXR adopted the approach of taking one particular function- harmony synthesis /pitch transposition -and implementing it superbly.
Eventide, on the other hand, has opted for squeezing as
many sounds as possible out of the basic harmonizing circuit. Naturally, when you see a manufacturer covering a lot
of bases, it's logical to ask what kind of compromises had to
be made in the process, as well as what benefits the user
derives from this added flexibility -and those two subjects
alone will give us more than enough to talk about in this
column.

WHAT IS IT? First of all, the Baby Harmonizer (or BH
for short) is true to its name in that it is one of the cutest
pieces of equipment that I've seen. Intended primarily for
on -stage use, it measures 26y, x 21 x 6 cm (or 10y, x 8 x 2y4
inches, weighs next to nothing and has a classy black
anodized finish. The knobs have black inserts with silver
skirts, and the legending is extremely legible (even under
adverse lighting conditions) due to the use of big, bold
white letters on a black background. For visual appeal and
layout, the BH scores well.
The BH offers four primary sonic functions. These are:
1.) Echo (delay) -In this mode, you basically have a solid state echo unit with a minimum delay of less than 8.5 ms

By Craig Anderton

and a maximum delay of a little over 250 ms. This range
covers doubling, thickening, slap-back echo and fairly long
"spacey" echo effects. As with most other echo units, it is
possible to add feedback (regeneration) so that the echoes
repeat at ever decreasing volume levels.
2.) Pitch transposition and harmonization -As in the case
of other harmonizing devices, you can transpose a signal
upwards in pitch or downwards in pitch. Adding feedback
creates pitch shifting echo effects.
3.) Backwards tape simulation -This is unique to the BH,
and while the sound has some rough edges, it also has some
interesting uses. The effect works particularly well with
program material, vocals and other sound sources with
rapidly varying amplitude envelopes.
4.) Capture and repeat -This is another unusual mode of
operation, although synthesizer players and E -Bow
fanatics will recognize it as being similar to "infinite sustain." What basically happens is that as you play a note or
chord you wish to sustain, you tell the BH to hold this piece
of sound by toggling a switch labelled "Repeat." The BH
will continue to hold that sound and allow you to play over
it, until either someone pulls the plug or you tell the BH to
stop by re- toggling the repeat switch.
In addition to these four basic functions, you can obtain
other familiar sounds with a little more knob -twiddling. For
example, short amounts of time delay with feedback can
give "reverb" effects; small amounts of pitch change with
feedback can give flanging /chorusing effects.
To control these various sounds, the BH has five knobs
and two switches. Reading from left to right, the knobs are:
Delay, Pitch, Output, Mix, Feedback and Level. The two
switches include a three -position mode switch and a threeMODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

position momentary "repeat" switch. The function of these
controls will become clear as we go along.
Eventide has provided a number of jacks on the back.
There are two input jacks, one for high-level inputs (tape
tracks, synthesizers, etc.) and another for the low-level inputs (stock guitars, electric pianos, and the like). You cannot use microphones with the BH unless they have some
kind of built -in preamplification. There are also two output
jacks, one for feeding low -level instrument amp inputs and
one for feeding line -level inputs. Two more jacks serve control purposes: one allows for remote triggering (say, with a
footswitch) of the capture and repeat function, while the
other accepts an external control voltage that allows you to
vary the pitch transposition interval. The BH has a twoconductor line cord coming out of the back (not three conductor, oh well). There is no outside fuse post.

As with most units that I review, I took the BH apart to
see what kind of parts they used and how easy the BH
would be to service. I found the usual bunch of ICs one expects to find in a piece of digital equipment, all mounted on
a single circuit board. Some of the ICs (I presume the more

expensive -and failure prone -parts such as memories and
data conversion chips) were socketed; the others were not.
The circuit board is epoxy glass, has no "fixes" on it and is
sensibly laid out. High -quality capacitors, resistors and
other components are used instead of less expensive alternatives. While I would not consider the BH to be indestructible, with care it should be able to make it through the
rigors of touring.
An important consideration for any piece of equipment is
the quality of the documentation. The BH arrives with an
18 -page manual that, while friendly and well- intentioned, is
somewhat wordy and could very easily lose the nontechnically minded musician. Luckily it includes a bunch of
sample control settings, so if you manage to hook up the
right inputs and outputs, and don't feel like wading
through the text, you can just set up the sample patches
and get acquainted with the BH in that manner.
PRE -FLIGHT for the BABY HARMONIZER -Now
that we've gotten the physical description out of the way,

fasten your seat belts and pretend you're looking over my
shoulder as we go through the BH's paces.
The first step is to choose the right input and output
jacks, and then correctly set the level. Choosing the right
jacks is pretty obvious -if you're a guitar player playing
through a guitar amp, you plug your guitar into the jack
labelled "guitar" and the amp into the jack labelled "instrument amp." If you're feeding a console or other line level device, use the "high" output; if you've got a hot
signal source, feed it into the "high" input.
Setting the level is a bit more complex. Failing to set the
level correctly (or plugging into the wrong jacks) will give
you decidedly inferior operation. Too little level means
you'll hear a constant (and annoying) amount of noise in the
background, while too much level will give you distortion.
To make sure you set the levels right, Eventide has included a two -color LED that's supposed to aid in level setting.
As with the instructions, I'm sure there are nothing but
good intentions behind this feature, but the end result is
SEPTEMBER 1980

confusion rather than illumination. After setting the levels
in accordance with how I understood the instructions, the
noise was really pretty bad; so bad, in fact, that I was
wondering how I was tactfully going to say "this thing's a
dud" in print. Then I started experimenting, and found
that cranking up the level so that the red overload indicator
was on most of the time not only cleaned up the S/N ratio,
but added no objectionable distortion. My advice for setting levels is to forget the spiffy indicator light (even
though it looks really flashy) and just use your ears. Put the
BH in the delay mode, set the output mix so that you hear
the delayed signal only, crank up the level until you're at
the verge of distortion and all will be well.
One point worth emphasizing is that any device which
modifies time is going to have a certain amount of audible
noise, although compansion techniques (which are used in
the BH) help keep this down. Setting the levels properly
will render most of this hash unobjectionable, but there still
may be times during quiet passages (especially if you're
playing through a system with good high-end response)
where the noise will show up. Nonetheless, I would think
that for most musicians, the noise level is definitely acceptable.
There were also some miscellaneous sonic artifacts which
sounded similar to clock feedthrough. For some reason,
these were most prominent with the level control at mid rotation and the output mix control at either extreme (these
glitches apparently had nothing to do with the signal level
going through the BH since they were there even when no
input was present). Interestingly, these problems would
disappear when the level control was all the way up. For
this reason, to avoid distortion, I'd recommend leaving the
level control up full and adjusting the input level either at
your instrument or at whatever box feeds the BH.
OK, now we're plugged in and we've got the levels set
properly; that means it's time to evaluate the sounds of the
four main functions.

EVALUATING the ECHO SOUND -To get echo effects, you set the output mix for the desired blend of echo
and straight sound, the feedback control for the number of
echoes, the mode switch on "delay," and the delay control
for the desired delay. This delay control is a 32- position
rotary switch, with about 8.5 ms of delay between detents.
The minimum delay position sounds, for all practical purposes, as if there is no delay, while the maximum delay
gives some pretty good spacey echoes. Without feedback,
the output mix control works in the normal way: full
counterclockwise is the straight signal, full clockwise is the
effect signal and in between you get varying blends.
However, adding feedback throws off this balance. With
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feedback added, full counterclockwise gives some of the
echoed signal along with the straight signal instead of just
the straight signal; as you move the control towards center,
the straight signal gets somewhat "softer" (as might be expected); but at almost the exact center, the echoes cancel
out. As you move further clockwise, the echoes return while
the straight signal becomes less and less prominent. While
this anomaly might bother some people, the echo quality is
quite good (especially if you're used to inexpensive analog
delay lines), and as long as you don't need real long echoes,
the BH is a good little solid-state echo unit.

EVALUATING the HARMONIZED SOUND -Here's
where we start getting really subjective. First, though, I
had better explain some of my own biases about applying
harmonizing effects.
For me, there are essentially five "killer" harmonizing
patches. The first one is a harmony line exactly one octave
above the signal; with guitars, this gives a 12- string effect,
and with a little regeneration you can get great string synthesizer-like sounds out of just about anything. In this
mode, the harmonizing device acts like a polyphonic octave
multiplier. The second patch is similar, but produces a harmony line exactly one octave below your original sound. In
this case, you've got a polyphonic octave divider which is
great for adding more depth.
The third "killer" patch is setting the harmony line just a
tiny bit higher than the straight signal, and adding feedback; the result is an upward spiralling of echoes that I just
love to hear. The fourth patch is similar, but involves setting the harmony line just slightly lower in frequency to get
downwards spiralling. Incidentally, if the interval between
the straight and harmonized line is really small, say, 1/8
tone or so, and you add lots of feedback, the resulting
chorusing sound is excellent. The fifth patch involves using
a musical interval to create a parallel harmony, say a fifth
or major third tracking along with whatever you're playing.
My basic test for a harmony synthesizer is how well it
creates the above five sounds; the MXR Pitch Transposer,
for example, does patches 1, 2 and 5 very well. However,
one of the properties that makes the MXR so good for harmony synthesis -namely, a very small delay time between
the straight signal and harmonized signal- paradoxically
makes it less effective on patches 3 and 4 (the spiralling
echoes). The BH has some added delay time, which makes
the spiralling longer lasting and better defined. The MXR
unit requires patching in an additional echo device if you
want to vary the delay of the harmonized line; the BH
allows you two different delays depending on how the delay
control is set. So much for the aside ... now, back to the BH.
To get harmonizing, you set the mode switch to "Forward," the output mix to the desired blend of harmony line
and straight sound, the pitch control for the desired harmony interval and the delay control for how much delay
you want between the time that you hit a note and the time
that the harmonized note appears (there must always be
some delay due to the nature of harmonization). As mentioned above, this control only gives two delay options,
even though it is a 32-step control. The feedback control
adds that spiralling effect we alluded to earlier.
Sad to say, the BH's octave above and below sounds are
not very good; in fact, I think they're pretty close to
unusable. It seems to me that the musically valid range of
RR

the Harmonizer is about plus and minus a fifth from your
original signal. I get the impression that Eventide feels the
same way, since the pitch knob is arranged so that it's easy
to set intervals within the plus- and -minus -a -fifth range, and
virtually impossible to easily set the octave above and
below extremes of the control. The good news is that as
long as you're not too far away from the initial pitch (say,
within a few full tones either way), the fidelity is quite good;
this means that the BH does an excellent job with patches
3 and 4 previously mentioned. The spiralling echo sounds,
flanging sounds and chorusing sound you can get with the
BH set for close harmonization are striking and effective.
Using the BH to create a parallel harmony gives mixed
results. For one thing, there is no way to easily change the
line between, say, major third and minor third, so once
you've selected your harmony line you're stuck with it. A
fifth or a fourth comes out sounding pretty good. The harmonized signal quality isn't exactly high fidelity, but the
approximation is, as they say, close enough for rock and
roll. The splicing glitch for the BH sounds like a tape splice
where there's a gap between the two ends of the tape, and is
not particularly pleasing ... but, that's the price you pay
for trying to cut up little pieces of a signal and trying to put
them back together again.

-

EVALUATING the CAPTURE and REPEAT MODE
In this mode, regardless of where you have the knobs set
you'll get a pretty similar effect. Strike a chord and depress
the repeat switch; surprise! the chord keeps repeating.
While the sound is not particularly smooth (it has a regular
and fairly prominent percussive splicing glitch), it is
nonetheless very effective for pedal point work. (Have the
BH grab something like an E, then play B and A chords
over it.) You can also use this feature to capture a chord
which you can then solo against, or capture a spoken word
and keep repeating it. Toggling the repeat switch a second
time "unfreezes" the BH and returns you to whatever setting you had before initiating the repeat. While capture and
repeat isn't exactly an earth -shaking feature, it has its
place and is a welcome addition to the BH collection of
tricks. (Incidentally, in this mode the pitch control remains
effective, so that once you've grabbed a chord you can
transpose it with the pitch knob. Adding feedback or going
into the tape reversal mode has an effect, but these variations seem to muddy the sound more than anything else.)
EVALUATING the TAPE REVERSAL MODE -Here's
another unusual feature that, as far as I know, is unique to
Eventide equipment. You go into this mode by setting the
mode switch on "Reverse "; the pitch and output mix controls are still active, but the delay control is, according to
the manual, best ignored. In any event, the way this mode
works is by storing a signal in memory and reading it out of
memory in reverse order (i.e., the last stored bit gets sent
out first). Again, we have a timing glitch to deal with; the
memory can only store so much, which creates a cyclic and
percussive glitching effect. However, in this case, the
reverse tape sound is so unusual that the glitch essentially
becomes part of the effect.
The reverse tape sound is not without its compromises,
however. You must use percussive or rapidly changing input signals for this mode to sound effective. Program
material works fine, as does rapid singing (try "scatting,"
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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Hear the Magic of
UREI Time -aligned"
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Different Sizes.
The UREI Time- alignedTM monitor speaker fam ly now has three
members. Each features the extraordinary TA" sound. They
all include UREI 800 series Time -aligned "M crossover networks, Altec custom 604 duplex drivers with UREI H.F.
horn for extended and more uniform H.F. response, and

pressure controlled apertures for excellent damping, high
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demonstration. Contact them now.
Model 813. An industry standard for typical control room
applications. The 813 includes a custom 604 and one 15"
direct radiating low- frequency driver with an 800 staries
3 -way TATM network in an 11.5 cu. ft. enclosure.
Model 815. The ultimate for larger control rooms and
studios. The 815 has dual 15' sub woofers for extended L.F. response and higher power handling at
low frequencies, a custom 604, and a 3 -way TAT"' r-etwork, all in a 13 cu. ft. enclosure arranged for
horizontal mounting.
Model 811. Ideal for small control rooms, disc
cutting or mastering rooms, and audition

rooms. It occupies less than 6 cu, ft. of space
and includes a single custom 604 with an 800
series 2 -way TAM network.
Model 817. A retrofit front panel and
damping kit for the Westlake TM -1
enclosure. Same components as
Model 815.
14) Time -Align and itt der vayves are trademarks of
and licensed by
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8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352
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Canada:
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the effect is quite novel), but anything long and sustaining
is not very useful. Unfortunately, one of the most prominent uses of backwards tape effect is to take sound with a
long delay (cymbals, pianos, etc.) and give them a long attack, instead. The BH will not give this effect. The
backwards simulation is more of a backwards "fluttering"
than anything else; nonetheless, it's always good for turning a few heads.

than the BH. Besides, for on -stage use any low -level glitches or stray noises tend to blur into the background,
thereby becoming far less objectionable than they would be
under the clinical scrutiny of the studio.
Is the BH for you? I'd say give it a listen; if you can live
with the fact that some of the effects are not exactly hi -fi
(echo excepted), I doubt that you'll find a more versatile
or original- special effects box for "live" use.

-

OVERALL EVALUATION -The Baby Harmonizer,
like most babies I suppose, is basically adorable and cute

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS

but can be frustrating at times. Interestingly enough, there
is nothing the BH can't do that someone else can't do better. By this I mean that there are better echo units out on
the market, better Harmonizers (some of Eventide's more
expensive models, for instance), better ways to get infinite
sustain, and any keyboard synthesizer will give better
backwards tape sounds. But, and this is a very important
"but," the BH is the only unit I've seen that combines all
these different (and musically valid) effects in one small,
compact and not too outrageously expensive box that can
process virtually any analog signal. So while you sacrifice a
certain amount of quality with any individual sound, the
compensation is a well-rounded repertoire of effects. I
would imagine that the BH would be the logical choice of
musicians who want to be able to get a variety of "normal"

Maximum input before clipping or severe distortion, delay mode
(with minimum delay), feedback off, level up full for greatest
sensitivity:
Guitar input: 300 mV p -p
High input: 10V p -p
Maximum available output (same conditions as above):
Instrument amp jack: nominal 150 mV p -p
High output: nominal 5 V p -p
Frequency response, delay channel (same conditions as above):
Down -6 dB at 14 Hz and 13 kHz; essentially flat from 50 Hz to
9 kHz.

Frequency response, straight channel: flat from 50 Hz to at least
20 kHz
Output phase, straight and effect channels: inverting
Guitar jack input impedance: approximately 80 k
High jack input impedance: approximately 240 k
Output impedance, either output: less than 600 Ohms

effects (echo, flanging, chorusing, pseudo- reverb), as well as
some of the less stereotyped effects (harmonizing, tape
reversal, and so on) without having to lug around a number
of different boxes that would probably end up costing more
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New from Fender...SRA 400 Stereo PowerAmp.
Fender's SRA 400 Stereo Power Amp is
the rugged, new power source for your stage
monitors, house PAs and side fill speakers.
Fender engineers designed it to do any job
where you need 400 ultra -clean watts
and to keep on delivering as long as your

-

band can play.

Three different operating modes.
With the SRA 400, you get non -stop, 400
watts continuous average power, twochannel stereo (200 x 2 @ 4 ohms); two-channel
mono (200 x 2 @ 4 ohms); single- channel
bridge mono (400x 1 @ 8 ohms). All at the
flick of a switch on the rear panel. And all
with no additional jumper cables, Y-cords or
junction boxes. That's built -in versatility!

Total control and protection. The
Fender SRA 400 lets you repeat volume
settings with dual 22 -step calibrated attenuators. Keep your output under control with
logarithmic LED power level ladders. Maintain cool, reliable performance with forced
air movement through a tunneled heatsink.
Fender's attention to detail is so accute
that the on /off switch is also a current and
voltage -limiting circuit breaker to protect
against power line surges. This engineering
concern with matters great and small,
backed by months of on- the-job testing,
pays off in long -term reliability.
We've put it in writing. The Fender SRA
400 written specs are all the proof you need:

It'll keep going long after you've called it a night.
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Slew rate: 40 volts /micro second.
TIM distortion: Extremely low; typically
less than 0.05 %.
IM distortion: Typically less than 0.03%.
THD: Less than 0.09%.
Full complementary symmetry design.

At last, the dependability and versatility
you've always wanted in a power amp are
available in one 5'/4" package. Turn on an
SRA 400 at your authorized Fender dealer.

Professional Sound Products
MADE IN

USA

1300 E. Valencia Drive
Fullerton, CA 92631

BY LEN FELDMAN
FM Radio as a Program Source
I'd like to devote this entire column to the subject of
FM radio. Let's face it, much of what the typical home
recordist records on tape comes from this program
source and, in my opinion, all too little has been said
about FM audio quality in this or any other magazine
in recent times. I was reminded of this by a letter I
received from a Mr. H. Bloom, of Soundmaster, Ltd., a
Canadian manufacturer and installer of electronic
sound amplifiers. He wrote, in part, "Another item I
would like to point out to you concerns frequency
response and simple distortion measurements on
signals broadcast by FM stations. I would suggest a
fifteen minute broadcast of, say, 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10
kHz tones, plus an extended 1 kHz for harmonic distortion analysis. These would be read out on our receiver.
I would also like to know if there is any legislation
regarding the use of EQ on FM broadcast consoles. As
you're well aware, we've all experienced different tone
quality from different stations playing the same disc.
Let's back up a bit to the beginnings of FM and,
later, stereo FM. When the FM broadcast band was
first authorized (and later moved up in frequency) by
the Federal Communications Commission, the hope
was that FM would be a true high fidelity broadcast
medium. Maximum allowable frequencies (of the audio
signals) were set at 15,000 Hz and pre-emphasis was
set at 75 microseconds, which amounts to a treble
boost during transmission of around 13.6 dB at 10
kHz. The reason for the treble boost during transmission (and the similar amount of treble cut or deemphasis at the receiver) was, of course, the desire to
reduce background noise or hiss without sacrificing frequency response. But such an extreme amount of preemphasis and de- emphasis could not be had without
making other sacrifices, and the most important of
these is the attendant loss of dynamic range. Think
about it, if highs are going to be boosted that much and
if program content contains equal amounts of all frequencies (actually it doesn't, but stay with me for a moment), then in order to broadcast 10 kHz without over modulating, you've got to back down on overall levels
by 13 dB and mid- and low- frequencies must be
transmitted at 13 dB less intensity in order to accom-
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modate those boosted highs. That, in turn, reduces the
"distance" between the background noise floor and the
average program level.
As I said, treble tones or highs in typical program
material are never as loud as mid and low tones, so the
situation isn't quite that bad. But neither are the highs
in modern, well -recorded program material as low in
amplitude compared to mids and lows as they used to
be, and 75 microseconds of pre -emphasis is just not a
realistic value for today's FM, in view of the kinds of
recordings that are now available (with much greater
high- frequency content in them than years ago). Interestingly, FM broadcasting in Europe, which came
several years after FM in the U.S., recognized this fact
and specified a pre -emphasis and de- emphasis characteristic of only 50 microseconds (less boost of trebles
during transmission).
American FM broadcasters, locked in as they were to
the 75 microsecond pre -emphasis requirement, started
to seek other solutions. Being, for the most part, commercially- operated stations, they had to fight for
higher percentages of the listening audience. One way
of going after more listeners (or at least so they think)
is to try to be "the loudest sound on the dial." Since
this cannot be achieved by over-modulating beyond the
allowable ± 75 kHz, another "solution" was to corn press the living daylights out of the signal so that all
portions of the music sound as loud as they legally can.
The dynamic range is destroyed, but the sound is loud
and attracts the listener as he scans the dial.
Another way out, of course, is to equalize the program material at the broadcast console before it ever
leaves the studio and heads for the transmitter
modulator. Remember, the 13 dB of boost at 10 kHz
that results from fixed transmitter pre-emphasis is
after the signal leaves the studio console. The FCC has
long ago decided that what you do ahead of the two
audio lines leading to the FM modulator and transmitter is a matter of artistic and not technical consideration. So, if a broadcast engineer (no doubt at the direction of his station manager) wants to cut treble by 5, 10
or even 15 dB at 10 kHz, there's no one who is there to
say that it's against the law because it isn't. But if you
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have been following the discussion so far, you will
realize that by cutting treble response at the studio
end, the entire FM carrier can now be modulated
harder (louder sound when you tune to the station at
home) because there are no highs to be pre -emphasized
by the fixed 75 microsecond time constant with possible overmodulation of the transmitter.
The reason why you detect so many differences in
the sound quality of different FM stations in your area,
Mr. Bloom, is very likely because not all of your local
stations are using the same degree or combination of
equalization. Some are more drastic than others in
their attempts to be "the loudest guy on the dial."

Dolby FM
Readers are undoubtedly all familiar with Dolby B
noise reduction as it applies to tape recording. But for
several years now, Dr. Ray Dolby has been trying to
promote Dolby B as a means of solving some of these
problems on FM as well. Dolby reasoned (correctly, I
think) that if the high degree of pre-emphasis of U.S.
FM rules was intended to reduce background hiss and
noise, his system could accomplish the same thing
without requiring such an enormous amount of fixed
treble pre -emphasis at the transmitting end. In fact, he
proposed that when using Dolby on FM, the pre emphasis value be reduced to only 25 microseconds or
one-third of its standard value. In that way, the
amount of fixed boost at 10 kHz that has to be applied
at the transmitter would be reduced by approximately
10 dB to between 3 and 4 dB. That would permit stations to retain some semblance of good dynamic range
without having either to compress or fool around with
the overall tonal response of the music at the console.
Much to everyone's surprise, the FCC actually went
along with the proposal. I say much to everyone's surprise because the FCC has always been big on compatibility, and it was somewhat amazing to many of us
that they would permit a station to suddenly change
their pre-emphasis value from 75 microseconds to 25
microseconds while there were millions upon millions
of FM tuners and receivers out there with fixed, 75
microsecond de- emphasis circuits built-in. If you think
about it, the incompatibility that resulted with these
sets was not all that bad. While the more -than -needed
treble cut at the receiver tends to cut highs, remember
that in Dolby B, treble tones (at least at low levels) are
boosted at the encoding end. So, if you listen to a Dolby
FM broadcast with a standard FM tuner or receiver
(one having 75 microsecond de- emphasis) the extra treble cut tends to be at least partly offset by the Dolby
treble boost (at low levels).
One would have thought that given this new modulation freedom, those FM stations which opted for Dolby
would now have thrown out all their compressors and
left the EQ controls on the board in their "of" or "flat"
settings. Such, unfortunately, was not the case, and
the desire to be the loudest station on the dial remained
of paramount concern. The result: stations (or many of
them) still used compressors and simply took advantage of the reduced pre-emphasis associated with.
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Dolby FM to boost average loudness levels up by
another 10 dB. Needless to say, that is not what Dr.
Dolby had in mind and it is this misuse of his system
which has deterred the more rapid growth and widespread acceptance of Dolby FM. (It's rumored that
Dolby withdrew permission from several stations to use
his system, realizing how badly it was being misused.)

What Can You, The Recordist, Do?
As you have gathered by now, most FM stations are
not providing the kind of sound that the late Major
Edwin Armstrong (the inventor of FM and just about
every other important innovation in radio) might have
hoped for. If you are very lucky, there are one or more
stations in your area who do try to broadcast a clean
signal with a reasonable amount of dynamic range and
a minimum of EQ. With a little listening experience it
is pretty easy to determine who they are. For one thing,
their modulation levels tend to be a little lower than
everyone else's (they aren't as loud, on average). If a
recording is being played over the air and you are
familiar with it, or own the same recording, it's easy
enough to quickly put your own disc on your turntable
and make an A-B comparison. You'll quickly discover
whether or not an excessive amount of compression or
EQ has been added. And, of course, if you find that you
do want to use program sources from stations which
have done a lot of signal processing, there is no law
that says that what has been done cannot be undone.
In other words, if you can figure out just what sort of
EQ has been introduced, you can apply the inverse EQ
before recording. And if you can get a handle on the
type and amount of compression that has been applied
at the studio, there are any number of good and
relatively inexpensive single-ended expanders which
you can use in your listening and recording chain to try
to undo the damage. Finally, you can, of course, make
your feelings known to the offending stations.
Remember, that as a listener you have a fair amount of
clout. Listener ratings determine the prices that stations can charge for commercial time and a listener
rebellion is what stations want least of all.
Before leaving the subject of FM broadcasting and
the contents of Mr. Bloom's letter, let me say that I
think it would be a great idea if stations did provide us
technical types with an occasional test tone or two.
Remember, however, that even if they did this, you
would have no easy way of determining whether the
distortion you measured was caused by elements at the
transmitting end or at your tuner and receiver. There
are a great many more factors involved in the generation of harmonic distortion in an FM system than the
generation of THD in an amplifier or preamp. For example, even slight mistuning of your receiver or tuner
has a more profound effect on increasing distortion
than does a slight difference in design.
I would agree, however, that those stations that are
using Dolby FM ought to at least provide us with a
Dolby level test tone once in a while. The Dolby FM
station I listen to gives up about 15 seconds of this tone
every morning at 6:00 A.M. and I'm losing sleep!

.,
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NORMAN EISENBERG AND LEN FELDMAN

Studer B67 Open -Reel Tape Recorder

o

General Description: The term "Studer B67"
denotes a general open -reel tape recorder series
available in many different versions, the variations being in track configuration, physical format (console or
portable), VU meter incorporation, and so on. The version tested for this report is properly known as the
Studer B67-2 /2 -VU Sync Professional. It is a half -track
(two- track, two -channel) model, incorporating true VU
meters and "sel- sync" (the facility for synchronizing a
previously recorded track with a new track being recorded). The recorder operates at three speeds: 30, 15
and 7.5 inches -per -second. The heads for erase, record
and reproduce (play) are completely separate. In common with all B67 versions, this one employs three
motors (one for capstan drive and one each for the reels
or spools); electronically interlocked control logic; a
new electronic tape counter with positive and negative
readout; forward and reverse counting; and real -time
readout for all tape speeds. Some special transport options provided on the Studer include the automatic
mode, whereby the machine switches into rewind when
it senses the presence of a transparent leader at the end
of a reel of tape, continuing in that mode until the
leader at the beginning of the tape activates either
"stop," "play" or "record " -depending on the programming previously selected. "Dump- editing" also is

possible by using a "motor off" button which disables
the right -hand spooling motor. Yet another option is
provided 'by the "fader start" button which assigns
priority for stop and play commands from the
transport to an external mixing console.
The tape turntables occupy the upper portion of the
transport chassis and come fitted with removable hubs
for 101/2-inch reels. The tape runs through large
diameter tape guides and tension idlers (identical parts
on each side of the head assembly) under the head
cover where there are additional tape guides. A tape lift button extends from the top of the head cover, and
a tape- splicing block with three pre-cut slots is affixed
to the bottom of the cover.
Ranged along the lower portion of the transport section are three groups of controls. The left group includes the AC power switch, a repeat control, the
automatic -mode switch, the motor-off button (for
"dump editing"), the button to activate "fader start"
and a pause button. The middle group contains the
main transport controls (rewind, fast -forward, play,
stop and record). The third group includes the tape
counter and reset button plus the tape-speed selectors.
The large VU meters occupy the center of the
amplifier panel. For each channel there are identical
controls. These include an illuminated safe /ready but-

o
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ton with indicators for each state, illuminated buttons
for input, sync and reproduce, dual- concentric record
level controls and dual- concentric playback level controls. Another illuminated button, centered under the
level controls and known as "UNCAL," may be used to
activate or deactivate the panel level controls. The input and reproduce buttons function as the "tape source" selector on other decks with regard to the
meter display. Finally, under each meter is a stereo
headphone jack.
Line inputs and outputs are made via XLR sockets
located across the top of the deck. On this section there
also are a grounding post, an AC power socket and
multi -pin sockets for an optional remote -control unit, a
capstan speed control and a VU panel. On the rear of
the deck is a fuse-holder and a mains -voltage selector.
The sides of the recorder have handles that hinge
down into a recess. Instructions for head alignment,
bias adjustment, and much more are contained in a service manual which includes complete details on circuitry, construction, and so on.

reel deck from Studer Revox America, Inc. and to be
able to put it smoothly (ever so smoothly) through its
paces on the test bench. There are no less than sixteen
different variations for the B67 series, but apparently
they all use the same superb transport system. The
new electronic counter also is standard equipment and
offers both forward and reverse counting, real-time
readout at all tape speeds, using six digits for hours,
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Test Results: Every

specification for the Studer
B67 was confirmed or exceeded in our lab tests. We used Maxell UD -XL open -reel tapes in our tests (Studer
specs are referenced to Ampex 456 or equivalent). For
the 30 and 15 ips speeds, we measured record /play
response at 0 dB, which is a record level of 4 dB above
200 nWb /m or approximately 317 nWb /m. The 7.5 ips
speed response was measured at -10 dB from that
reference level. In all cases, the response was ruler -flat
to well above 20 kHz -so flat in fact that we saw no
point in plotting the results on a graph -they would be
straight lines.
Distortion at the 0 VU level was extremely low for all
three speeds. Signal -to -noise characteristics were excellent. While Studer gives its S/N ratio with reference to
3 percent third -order distortion at a magnetic flux level
of 1040 nWb /m, we found that with our sample deck
and the tape we were using, 3 percent distortion occurred at a +14 dB level, which works out to be more like
1580 nWb/m. This probably accounts for the outstanding 77 dB S/N we obtained as compared with the
specified 71 dB.
Transport performance was as splended in its way as
the recorder's electronic performance. Wow-and -flutter
at any speed was extremely low, and the responsiveness and smoothness of all control actions were truly

gratifying.

General Info: Dimensions

are 19 inches wide; 20%
inches high; 10 inches deep. Weight is 75 pounds. Price
is $5,450.

Individual Comment by L.F.: It was certainly a
pleasure to get my hands on a truly professional open-
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minutes and seconds, mathematical display sequence
(for negative times, the hour digit changes to a minus
sign) and complementary display sequence (negative
times are displayed by the complement).
The sel -sync feature included in this deck is the same
Studer uses on its multi -track machines. The frequency
response in sel-sync is deliberately rolled off at around
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Studer B67: The electronic timer features real time
read -out for all tape speeds.
12 kHz in order to avoid any oscillation through the
associated board when crosstalk approaches zero dB at
high frequencies, and in order to make track bouncing
possible. If the frequency -limiting components
associated with the sel -sync circuit are removed, frequency response becomes equal to that measured for
the playback head.
Incidentally, the heads in this deck are very closely
spaced, which we found to be an advantage when attempting to do electronic editing. For editing, the
manually operated head shield may be lowered, perrrtting access to the face of the head. The built -in
mechanical tape cutter and the interchangeable splicing block on the head cover facilitate quick and clean
editing, I found.
To really appreciate the superb transport action of
this deck one should try a "hands on" session with it.
The electronically interlocked control logic consists of
one large scale integrated circuit (LSI) that stores all

Studer B67: Partial view of transport mechanism and
capstan system.

internal and external commands. Transport functions
that require an intermediate "stop" mode before the
next command can be carried out are released only
after the tape has come to a standstill. The control
logic reports each transport function by lighting up the
corresponding push button. The logic system also permits the inclusion of several additional functions
beyond the usual ones such as the automatic command
(programmable on the transport control board).
The people at Studer Revox refer to this version of
the B67 as "portable." I suppose one could call it that,
though at 75 pounds of weight I would hardly expect
to lug it around very often. Portable or not, the B67 is
certainly a high- quality tape deck that could well form
the central, mastering component of any professional
studio, large or small.

Individual Comment by N.E.: In assessing the
merits of a really professional-grade tape recorder such
as this one, it becomes apparent what separates the

real pro model from the "home audiophile" type of
machine. It is not so much a matter of actual sonic performance. There are many lower-priced recorders that
have response characteristics similar to these or even a
little better. At that, I would be hard put to name too
many that can boast such low distortion or such ample
signal headroom at the Studer B67. Well, what about
"features ?" I can hear someone saying: "The B67 has
no built -in mixing facility and no microphone jacks,
but the so-and -so model that costs half as much does."
The point is, anyone spending over $5000 for an openreel high -speed deck is not looking for such features.
He (or she) will have separate mic-mixers and reamps,
and likely too a mixing board or console with which a
unit such as the B67 mates logically and functionally.
What the B67 does have, from the pro standpoint, is
dependable performance and sturdy construction -the
block, for instance, surrounding the heads is a massive
hunk of finely machined metal. The tape turntables,
the chassis, the controls -in fact everything about this
recorder are all generously designed and amply proportioned. The meters are very large and legible -as one
observer put it, "You can see them from almost across
the room."
The only possible hitch here is the same one we noted
for the Revox B77 test -reported in an earlier issue
(November 1979). It concerns the lack of readily
available adjustments for different tapes. This is apparently in keeping with the Studer philosophy of
deliberately not providing user-available bias and EQ
controls. Procedures for making such adjustments are
spelled out in the service manual and they are complex
[but we assume if you're buying this machine, you do
know what you're doing]. Be that as it may, if you stick
to tape that is Ampex 456 or equivalent, you don't
have to worry-the recorded results will come in on, or
better than, specs.

STUDER B67 2/2 -VU OPEN -REEL TAPE RECORDER: Vital Statistics

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
Tape speeds
Reel capacity

Frequency response (± 2 dB)
15 ips
7.5 ips
Wow -and -flutter
30; 15; 7.5 ips
THD at 0 VU, 30; 15; 7.5 ips
Record level for 3% THD
Best SIN (standard tape) "A" wtd
Rewind time, 2300 -ft tape
Line input sensitivity
Line output level
Bias frequency
Erase ratio
Speed accuracy, 7.5 ips

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC
30; 15; 7.5 ips
10.5 inches
40 Hz to 20 kHz
30 Hz to 18 kHz
30 Hz to 15 kHz

LAB MEASUREMENT

0.04; 0.06; 0.08%
NA
NA

0.022; 0.03; 0.04%
0.2; 0.35; 0.35%
+ 14 dB (at all speeds,
re: 0 dB = +4 dBm).
77 dB
110 seconds

71

dB

120 seconds
20 dBm

+22 dBm/600 ohms
150 kHz
75 dB

66

confirmed
confirmed
confirmed
77 dB (1 kHz at 15 ips)

better than 0.1%

0.2%
CIRCLE

confirmed
confirmed
37 Hz to 24.5 kHz
23 Hz to 24.5 kHz
16 Hz to 21.5 kHz
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Optonica RT-6905 Cassette Recorder
.........

General Description: It

..............................

is almost impossible to
describe the Optonica RT -6905 in the usual manner, so
complex is its roster of over one hundred features, controls and options. The owner's manual numbers 61
pages (double column), which may be something of a
record for a cassette deck.
Basically, the unit is a three-head (erase, record and
play) cassette recorder, with a fourth head for special
automatic sensing operations, and a built-in microprocessor (or microcomputer, as Optonica calls it) with
a quartz digital clock.
The microcomputer may be programmed to operate
the deck in conjunction with the timer system which
also may be used to control four AC outlets at the rear.
In addition to automatic unattended recording and
playback, this system also offers special timed
automatic program selection (up to fifteen selections
on a cassette may be programmed in any order chosen
by the operator), plus automatic program search for
playback. Tape tension also is optimized by the
microcomputer prior to each playback operation.
Associated with the system is a built -in calendar that
enables programming in advance for a full week. The
real time that a cassette has been running, or the time
remaining on it, also is counted and displayed. Bias
and equalization may be set for four basic tape types
(normal, chromium-dioxide, ferrichrome and metal) via
push buttons; fine adjustments of bias current and
recording sensitivity then may be made manually to
trim the initial adjustment.
The transport is powered by two motors operating
through a closed -loop dual -capstan drive system. Controls are full -logic solenoid operated, and fast buttoning is possible except for flying -start recording.
All transport functions (including the automatic program search system) may be remote -controlled by
means of an optional infrared wireless unit. In addition
to the readout displays, there is a switchable "beep"
confirmation of button use. Programming operations
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may be changed or cancelled. There also is a switchable
hourly chime system and alarm- programming by day
of the week. Batteries serve to protect the computer's
memory in the event of AC power failure.
The front panel of the Optonica RT -6905 is, understandably, larger than usual. It actually consists of
two panels, with the upper, larger panel relating mainly to tape deck operations and the lower, smaller panel
given over to the timer options. As stated earlier, to attempt to describe in detail the contents of these panels
in the space available here would be hopeless- no less
than ten pages in the owner's manual are devoted to
doing just that. Generally speaking, the cassette compartment and the transport keys occupy the center
portion of the upper large panel. To their left is the
deck's LCD display panel replete with digits, symbols,
light indicators and various controls. The main power
switch and a stereo headphone jack also are in this
area.
To the right of the cassette compartment are the
metering and controls associated with signal recording
and playback. The meters are peak reading fluorescent
bar graphs, one for each channel. A peak -hold feature is
provided. Below them are a limiter switch; separate in-
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Fig. 1: Optonica RT -6905: Playback -only response, 120
usec EQ.
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put controls for microphones and line (input mixing is
possible); and the output level control. Both input controls are dual- concentric to permit adjustment on each
channel individually or simultaneously. The output
level control handles both channels at once, and applies
to the line output jacks and to the front panel headphone jack.
Below this group are controls for the deck's Dolby -B
system which includes an FM MPX filter option, a

recording calibration selector and a recording
characteristics fine adjuster (with additional adjustments on the side panel). And below this group are
controls for tape /source monitor, and for generic class
of tape selection. Along the right -hand portion of the
panel are meter switches, microphone jacks, and a
stereo line input jack that accepts a 1/4 -inch phone plug
which, when inserted, cuts off the rear -panel line jacks.
The lower panel concerns the timer. Prominent here
is the timer LCD display section indicating mode, day,
time, AC outlets selected, various possible modes
employed and the digital readout information. The rest
of this lower panel contains a number of controls and
indicators relating to the many possible functions and
operations that can be set up.
The upper portion of the rear of the Optonica deck
contains the usual pin-jacks for stereo line-in and lineout plus the deck's AC power cord. The lower section of
the rear contains the four AC outlets that may be programmed, a separate line cord for the timer section and
a special cable that links the deck and the timer. The
battery compartment also is accessible from this panel.

Test Results: In the

time available for preparing
this report it was literally impossible to put this extraordinarily versatile and complex system through all
of its possible modes. The number that we did try,
however, did work as intended.
In terms of audio performance as such, the deck met
or bettered most of its main specifications, and also
gave a very good account of itself in those tested areas
for which no specs were available. Our measured
playback response is plotted in Fig. 1, while the
record /play response- measured at -20 dB below the
unit's meter's zero-dB -is graphed in Figs. 2, 3 and 4
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Fig. 2: Optonica RT-6905: Record /play response, TDK
OD tape.
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for normal (TDK -OD), high -bias (TDK-SA) and metal
(TDK-MA) tapes, respectively.
Wow-and -flutter was as low as on any machine we
have measured, with an impressive reading of only
0.025 percent WRMS. Distortion also was extremely
low -under 1 percent for all three tapes tested. A
slightly higher adjustment of bias for the metal tape
might have squeezed a little more performance from
our particular tape sample in terms of S/N and perhaps
slightly lower distortion, but probably at the expense
of that wide frequency response out to 21 kHz -that, of
course, remains a matter of personal preference which
can be satisfied by the deck's adjustments.

General Info: Dimensions are

17 inches wide; 8%
inches high; 14% inches deep. Weight is 35 pounds.
Price is $1,800.

Individual Comment by L.F.: I am probably going to get some nasty letters from inveterate knob
twirlers, button -pushers and audio gadgeteers, but I
must be honest with you. To me, the awesome capability of the RT -6905 deck is nothing short of a bit of
"overkill." Measuring its basic performance was no
real problem. We were able to do that in the lab in the
normal time expected, and our usual results (which are
quite good, by the way) are shown in the accompanying
table of "Vital Statistics."
But before we could even turn on the RT -6905, we
had to spend a couple of hours reading the comprehensive 61 -page owner's manual just to figure out all of the
things that the built -in microprocessor and the timer
section below the main deck panel can do. Do you know
the difference between "APMS" and "APSS ?" Neither
did I until I found the appropriate paragraphs in the
book that told me that APMS is "automatic programmable music selector" which can be programmed to
search out and play up to fifteen musical selections on
a tape in any desired order. APSS, on the other hand,
scans the tape at high speed in either rewind or fast -forward mode and, when it detects a blank space (which
you, of course, must have added to the tape when recording selections), the transport stops automatically
there or switches to the play mode.
The quartz clock at the lower left serves as the center
of a timer system that controls four AC outlets wired
in two groups. Each group can be programmed
separately for timed auto start and stop. In addition to
automatic recording and automatic waking-up-tomusic possibilities, this system also offers special timed (APMS) and tape selection replay options.
I just have to quote a paragraph from the owner's
manual which discusses the programming capability of
the RT -6905 a bit further. The paragraph is titled
"Microcomputer- Controlled Daily and Weekly Programming" and goes on to say:
"A built -in calendar function works with a microcomputer in the RT -6905 to keep track of days of the week,
enabling programming for a full week -up to 42 steps a
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week or a day. Programs are not cancelled after execution, so regular operations like wake -up alarm or music
or daily recording operations need only be programmed
once. And the convenient 'every day' function allows
easier programming of daily operations, with later programming of, say, week -end operations, cancelling only
the reprogrammed days, so that the 'every day' program for week -days is still intact."
I hope that's clear to everyone! Mind you, I have
nothing against dreaming up clever things for a
microprocessor to do in a cassette deck. I simply
wonder how many users -who will be attracted to the
unit (and perhaps will purchase it) because of all the
buttons and bells and whistles -will actually end up
using even half of the programming features of which
the RT -6905 is capable. And, if I am right and they
don't, the obvious question that follows is: How much
extra did these purchasers have to pay for all of these
programmable features? My own guess (and it's only a
guess) is that perhaps 50 percent of the cost is wrapped
up in the timer and the microprocessor programming
features of the deck. I arrive at that figure simply

because I have measured decks at about half the cost
of this one which provide the same basic level of performance without all the programming features. I
found it rather amusing too that, for all the automated
features on the RT -6905, its designers saw fit to place
the fine -trim bias and sensitivity adjustments behind a
cover on the side panel, and to have them manually
tuned rather than by means of that all- knowing and all doing microprocessor.

Individual Comment by N.E.: The designers of
this deck must have set out to build the world's most
complicated cassette recorder, one that would boast
more microprocessed, timer -controlled automation
than anything else on the market -and that would,
concomitantly, sport the most populous and complex
control array with a suitably lengthy owner's manual
to go along with it. If that was their goal-along with,
of course, reputable audio performance as such -they
have succeeded. But a product such as this raises some
interesting questions.
One concerns the whole recent trend of embellishing
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Fig. 3: Optonica RT -6905: Record/play response, TDK
SA tape.

FREQUENCY. Ft

Fig. 4: Optonica RT6905: Record/play response, TDK
MA tape.

what is, in the long run, a "convenience format" and
which is still only second -best to open -reel in strict
recording terms from the standpoint of the semi -pro or
full pro or any advanced serious recordist. Is the
cassette format becoming too over-developed for its
own future good, not unlike dinosaurs of prehistoric
times? Are we witnessing a dazzling display of versatility and ingenious complexity for its own sake? Is
it all a manifestation of a new kind of one-upmanship,
or a new kind of front-panel war among manufacturers
similar in a sense to the former wattage -race among
amplifier manufacturers? How much, in other words,
of all this clever engineering serves a real useful purpose and how much of it is a showing of technical muscle far and beyond any normal need within the context
of the cassette format?
A related question, of course, is for whom would a
product such as this be intended? I suppose there must
be those who would actually master a 61 -page manual
in order to utilize this deck to its full versatility. On the
other hand, there may be lots more who would want to
own it with the idea that, while they may not use all of
its automation -capability at first, it would be comforting or assuring to know that there are areas of potential use to be explored, should the spirit or need move
them at some future date. Of course, for this possible
option, they will have to pay a sizable price for this
deck.
In any event, it should also be noted that- automation and computer tricks aside -the deck does provide
more than competent audio performance as a cassette
machine. Not the best we have yet encountered, but
really very good. Response with metal tape did go
beyond the 20 -kHz mark although the lowest distortion, the best signal -to -noise and almost as good
headroom were achieved with high -bias ferrichrome
tape. Fast-wind time was rather slow at 105 seconds
for a C-60 cassette, but on the other hand wow -andflutter was really very low at only 0.025 percent.
I think the best advice I can offer to anyone contemplating this unit is to try to see it "in person" and
try also to get a look at its owner's manual. If they, or
the price of the unit, do not faze you, the RT -6905 may
be just the thing for you.
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OPTONICA RT-6905 CASSETTE DECK: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency response, normal -bias type
high -bias tape
metal tape
THD at 0 dB
normal bias; high bias; metal
Record level for 3% THD
normal bias; high bias; metal
SIN ratio, Dolby off
normal bias; high blas; metal
SIN ratio, Dolby on
normal bias; high bias; metal
Wow -and -flutter (WRMS)
Speed accuracy
Mic Input sensitivity
Line input sensitivity
Line output level
Headphone output level, 8 ohms
Fast -wind time, C -60
Power consumption

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 16 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 18 kHz
3 dB, 30 Hz to 20 kHz

LAB MEASUREMENT
± 3 dB, 29 Hz to 17 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 18 kHz
3 dB, 30 Hz to 21 kHz

NA; NA; NA

0.75%; 0.70%; 0.95%

NA; NA; NA

+5.5; +7.0; +7.5 dB

NA; 60 dB; NA

59 dB; 61.5 dB; 58 dB

NA; 70 dB; NA
0.038%
NA
0.2 mV
50 mV

68 dB; 71 dB; 67 dB

1

0.025%

+0.1%
0.13 mV
65 mV

volt

1

125 mV

NA
43

watts
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volt

140 mV
105 seconds
52 watts
SERVICE CARD

Intersound SP -300
Power Amplifier

General Description:

The Intersound SP -300 is a
stereo power amplifier intended for professional applications, and rated to deliver 100 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads, 150 watts per channel into 4 -ohm
loads or 200 watts per channel into 2 -ohm loads. It may
be switched to provide bridged mono operation with
rated outputs of 200 watts into 16 ohms; 300 watts into 8 ohms; or 400 watts into 4 ohms.
The front panel contains two input level controls, one
for each channel. Each is labeled in dB steps, and each
has its own overload warning indicator LED. Between
the two controls are two more LEDs that indicate
stereo or mono operation (the mono /stereo switch itself
is at the rear). Also on the front panel are a thermal indicator, a "ready" indicator, a power indicator and the
main power switch combined with a magnetic circuit
breaker.
In addition to the mono /stereo mode switch, the rear

contains balanced inputs (XLR -type connectors) and
y; inch phone jacks for unbalanced inputs. The main
outputs are five-way binding posts, insulated from the
chassis. There also is a pair of phone jacks for auxiliary
output (channel paralleling) applications. For mono
use, the mode switch is moved to mono position, and
the output is taken from the two "plus" (red colored)
binding posts as per instructions printed right on the
panel. The rear also has dual ground terminals
(separate for signal and chassis) that permit selecting
different grounding systems (the owner's manual con
tains a special section on avoiding ground loops). The
amplifier's power cord terminates in a three -prong
plug.
The Intersound SP -300 may be installed "as is" on
its four small rubber feet, or it may be standard rackmounted, with some attention to proper ventilation as
detailed in the owner's manual.
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Test Results: In MR &M's lab tests, the Intersound
amplifier met or exceeded most of its specs, and was a
bit shy of spec in a couple of relatively unimportant
areas (see accompanying "Vital Statistics "). For those
interested, the circuitry is described in the owner's
manual. Briefly, it is an all- discrete main amplifier circuit. The input stage employs a low -noise matched pair
of monolithic FETs operating as a differential amplifier with a bipolar cascode bootstrap. The second stage
follower minimizes loading on the input pair, isolates
Miller effects and helps rapid overload recovery. The
final voltage stage uses another differential pair with a
cascode shielded current mirror circuit to obtain symmetrical drive to the output circuit. Thermal- tracking
bias circuitry sets quiescent bias levels for the output
stages and prevents thermal runaway at high
operating temperatures.
The output stages themselves are wideband full complementary emitter follower triple devices using wide band bipolar transistors which have been selected for
high safe operating area, high thermal stability and
uniform curent gain. What Intersound calls a "variable
threshold dissipation limiter" circuit monitors voltage
and current across the output devices. This circuit provides drive limiting in the event of a sustained fault
condition, but without introducing spurious responses
sometimes associated with conventional VI limiters.
In addition to the protection circuit just described
and the magnetic circuit breaker mentioned earlier,
there are four other types of protection circuits in the
SP -300. Thermostats monitor each channel module and
remove AC power in the event of an over -temperature
condition. The front panel indicator ties in with this circuit. An overload indicator monitors input and output
signals. Unlike clipping indicators, this circuit also
responds to other forms of overload such as high -level
ultrasonic signals (oscillation) and dissipation limiting.
In order to protect the speakers from transients
which may occur during turn -on, a relay-controlled
delay allows all circuits to stabilize before speakers are
connected to the amplifier. DC protection is also provided by a special circuit that disconnects the speaker
load when excessive subsonic frequency energy or DC
levels of more than a few volts are present in the signal
path. This circuit is self re- setting, and the amplifier
resumes normal operation as soon as the abnormal
signal is removed.

General Info: Dimensions are

19 inches wide, 5'/2
inches high, 13y, inches deep. Weight is 43 pounds.
Price is $599.

Individual Comment by L.F.: You'll find no flimsy phono -tip jacks here; only unbalanced quarter -inch
phone jack inputs and 3 -pin XLR connectors for balanced input operation. One feature which I, for one, appreciated was the dual grounding arrangement -separate signal and chassis ground terminals that allow the
user a choice of grounding method. I can't tell you how

SEPTEMBER 1980

Intersound SP -300: Internal view of the unit.

many times I have been in a situation where I would
have given just about anything to be able to separate
the grounds in a complex hookup in this way, both for
hum reduction and, in some cases, to prevent heavy circulating currents and ground loops that upset other
equipment with which an amplifier must often be interfaced.
While our measurements (tabulated in the "Vital
Statistics" chart at the end of this report) only have
space for 4-ohm and 8-ohm power output results, we
should note that this amp can drive 2-ohm loads very
comfortably and will deliver in excess of 200 watts per
channel when doing so, at less than 0.15% total harmonic distortion.
As far as listenability is concerned, I found the sound
reproduction from this amplifier to be smooth and
totally lacking in any audible forms of distortion,
either of the static or dynamic types which have been
talked about at length lately. I am told that, following
good engineering practice, negative feedback in this
amplifier was not used as a cure -all, but was applied only after the designers did everything they could for excellent linearity and low propagation delay. The result,
in my opinion, is an amplifier that offers the ruggedness and features required by professionals while
delivering the clean sound that anyone will be happy to
listen to, regardless of the listening location or environment.

Individual Comment by N.E.: The overall impression of the SP -300 amplifier is one of what may be
called the "three R's" of professional audio equipment:
reliability, ruggedness and roadability. The complement of features and controls, not to mention the inputs and outputs, are obviously designed with the pro
user uppermost in mind. At the same time, the clean
performance of this amplifier, its power/distortion
characteristics, could well appeal to the home audiophile who hankers after a dependable amplifier in
which "cosmetics" are less important than basic performance.
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INTERSOUND SP -300 POWER AMPLIFIER: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
Continuous power for rated THD,
8 ohms, 1 kHz
Continuous power for rated THD,
4 ohms, 1 kHz
FTC rated power (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
THD at rated output, 8 ohms, 1 kHz
THD at rated output, 4 ohms, 1 kHz
THD at rated output, 8 ohms, 20 Hz
THD at rated output, 8 ohms, 20 kHz
IM distortion, rated output, SMPTE
IM distortion, rated output, CCIF
IM distortion, rated output, IHF
Frequency response at 1 watt
(for -2 dB)
S/N ratio re: 1 watt, "A" wtd, IHF
SIN ratio re: rated output, "A" wtd
Dynamic headroom, IHF
Damping factor at 50 Hz
IHF input sensitivity
Input sensitivity re: rated output
Slew rate (volts /microseconds)
Power consumption, idling; maximum

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

LAB MEASUREMENT

100

watts

100

watts

150
100

watts
watts

158
100

watts
watts

0.04%
0.08%
0.04%
0.04%
0.03%
0.02%
0.05%

0.04%
0.015%
0.04%
0.04%
0.017%
0.01%
0.03%

Hz to 100 kHz
90 dB
110 dB

5 Hz

NA

0.63 dB

5

103

100

volt
volt

volt
volt

0.1

0.1

1

1

45
100; 600
CIRCLE

4

to 60 kHz

90 dB
103 dB

80
121; 750

watts

watts
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the "Acoustic Chamber Synthesizer','

the

XL -305

by

Totally new design approach
The sound

of

a

live acoustic chamber

T,7

Natural sound, even on percussion
Self-contained rack mount unit
Full

two- channel stereo

The Master Room XL -305 is a totally new design approach in reverberation technology. For the first time the
qualities and properties of a live acoustic chamber are available in a rack mount unit at an affordable price.
There is a natural sound on percussion, as well as voices and all other musical instruments. This quality has not
been obtainable from other compact reverberation devices. The XL -305 exhibits no unwanted side effect.; it's
as natural as a live chamoer itself
To

hear this new advancement in reverberation, see your professional audio dealer and ask for a demonstration
Hear the XL -305 "Acoustic Chamber Synthesizer" for yourself, and you too will agree ..

of this exciting new unit.

.

It's INCREDIBLE.

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
CIRCLE 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2995 Ladybrd Lane

Dallas, Texas 75220

(214)

352 -3811

ruiOverview of
Crossovers - Part Two
By John Murphy and Jim Ford
Our exploration of loudspeaker crossovers continues
this month as we reveal a fundamental design flaw of
some of the most widely used crossover types: summing error.
Last month in this space we presented a discussion
of crossover basics which covered the requirement for
multiple loudspeaker drivers in full-range systems, the
role of the crossover in these systems and the difference between systems employing passive crossovers
and those employing active electronic crossovers. This
led to a discussion of multiamplification (biamplification, triamplification, etc.) and the advantages of a
multiamped system over a loudspeaker system employing a passive crossover powered by a single power
amplifier. We concluded the column last month with
guidance for crossover frequency selection.
This month we will cover the problems with current
crossover designs and identify the crossover types that
provide solutions to the crossover problem. We hope
that this overview of crossovers (and the series of
crossover product reviews to follow in upcoming
months) will help our readers better understand their
loudspeaker systems and make more informed decisions when purchasing crossovers.

Problems with Current Crossover Designs
As we discussed last month, the function of a crossover is to divide the audio signal frequency spectrum
into two separate bands which can be individually
reproduced by separate loudspeaker drivers. The
drivers should be selected for their ability to cover the
assigned frequency range and also for sufficient overlap in response over the crossover region.
Although rarely discussed, it is obviously assumed
that these separate frequency bands will be recombined at some point in the listening chain. Actually, the
recombination occurs as the signals from the separate
drivers are radiated into the listening environment.
The resulting frequency response of the system
depends not only on the response characteristics of the
individual drivers, but also on the way the outputs of
the crossover combine. This brings us to the subject of
the crossover's summed response.

In order for the individual signals from the separate
drivers of a loudspeaker system to combine to produce
a flat frequency response, it is first necessary that the
signals applied to the drivers combine to provide a flat
frequency response. This is, flat response requires that
the output signals from the crossover sum correctly.
At first this might seem like an obvious requirement,
but the sad truth is that crossovers without summing
error are rare. Most of the crossovers we have observed
over the past year or so do not produce a flat summed
response.
The primary reason for this poor performance is the
persistence of one particular crossover design: the
12-dB- per -octave Butterworth filter pair. As a member
of that family of filters known as "even -order Butterworth" filters, the 12 dB /octave Butterworth filter is
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Fig. 3: Response of the individual filters of
12 -dB -per- octave crossover (Butterworth).
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incapable of delivering a flat summed response.' The
individual filter response curves of a typical 12 dB /octave crossover are shown in Figure 3. This particular
unit has a crossover frequency of 500 Hz at which
point the response of each filter is down 3 dB. When
the high- and low- frequency outputs of this crossover
are electronically summed, the result is a flat frequency
response with a deep notch at the crossover point as
shown in Figure 4; note also the aberration in the phase
response of the combined signals. A significant improvement can be made by inverting the polarity of one
of the outputs of the 12 dB /octave crossover. The summed response then exhibits a 3 dB peak at the crossover frequency (Figure 5) which is a big improvement
over the 30 dB notch of Figure 4.
It might be argued that it is not valid to electronically sum the outputs of the crossover since, in use, the
10

°

crossover output signals will always be summed
acoustically. However, even when the outputs are
acoustically summed (using high quality loudspeaker
drivers with adequate overlap) the result is the same:
either a notch or a peak at the crossover point depending on the relative polarities of the drivers. Others have
reported, and our own listening tests have confirmed
that this notch at the crossover is readily audible. As a
result, replacing a 12 dB /octave crossover with a unit
that has no summing error can eliminate a significant
source of coloration in a loudspeaker system and bring
the listener a step closer to the original performance.
Although the units designed with 12 dB /octave
cutoff slopes consistently exhibit summing problems,
they are not the only culprits. We've seen at least one
18 dB /octave crossover with gross summing error. In
this particular case the manufacturer was claiming
that the crossover employed "18 dB per octave Butterworth filters." Inspection of the frequency response
curves of the unit revealed that the filters did in fact
have an ultimate cutoff slope of 18 dB /octave. However, the filter response curves displayed a broad, gentle cutoff indicative of an "overdamped" filter rather
than the maximally flat response and quick cutoff
characteristic of a true Butterworth filter. When the
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typical crossover with 12dBper- octave slopes.
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high and low outputs of this crossover were summed
the resulting amplitude response had an unusually
wide notch at the crossover. Inverting the polarity of
one output produced a wide 3 dB peak at the crossover
frequency. The point is this, there are many ways to
make bad crossover filters even though the 12 dB /octave Butterworth pair is the most infamous.
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Solutions to the Crossover Problem
The solution to the problem of crossover summing error is to use as crossovers only those filter types which
can sum to provide a flat frequency response. In our
observations of products available over the last year or
so we've seen only two types of crossovers that are
capable of properly summing. The first is the 18 dB /octave Butterworth filter pair which is currently
employed in several units on the market. The other
type we've seen that will properly sum occurred in a
product that is rather unique. This particular unit
employed 12 dB /octave Butterworth filters with a
front panel control for adjusting the attenuation of the
filters at the crossover point. By setting this control
for 6 dB of attenuation at crossover (rather than the
-3 dB response of a "normal" filter pair) and inverting
the polarity of one output, a flat summed response
could be obtained. Unfortunately, using a straightforward polarity connection or any other setting of the
"attenuation at crossover" control resulted in the
typical summing errors of 12 dB /octave crossovers.
The fact that a flat summed response could be obtained
with this unit seemed as much an accident as good
engineering. We should note here that these are by no
means the only two types of filters that are capable of
an accurate summed response; they are just the types
that have found their way to market.
Probably one of the best solutions to the crossover
problem is the 18 dB /octave Butterworth filter pair.
The individual response curves for a typical 18 dB /octave crossover are shown in Figure 6. When the high
and low outputs of this filter pair are summed, the
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Fig. 7: The summed amplitude and phase response of
a typical crossover with 18 -dB -per- octave slopes.

result is a flat amplitude response regardless of
whether the relative polarity of the outputs is inverted
or not. The summed response characteristics for both
cases are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Comparing the two
cases it can be seen that inverting the polarity of one
output provides the best phase characteristic -that is,
the least total phase shift across the spectrum.
Whether or not such a phase shift is audible has, to the
best of our knowledge, not been firmly established. One
report' that we are familiar with indicates that this
phase shift is not audible; another researcher reports'
that some change can be noticed on certain sounds
(clicks) when a phase shift of this type is introduced into the listening chain. Our own listening tests to this
point have indicated that this phase shift is not audible. However, we suspect that it may require a very
high quality monitor with accurate phase response to
reveal such a subtle effect. (Can you really expect to
hear the introduction of a subtle phase distortion over
a monitoring system which has severe phase distortion ?)
For the most critical monitoring systems where accurate phase response is desired (and the quality of the
drivers warrants it) there is a class of accurate phase
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low -pass output.

crossovers which can be employed. These filters constitute what are known as "constant- voltage" crossovers and their use was first described in details by
Dick Small, one of the pioneers of scientific
loudspeaker design. One example of this class of filters
is the filter pair shown in Figure 9. The high -pass filter
is an 18 dB /octave Butterworth type. The low -pass
signal here is "derived" from the high-pass signal in
such a way as to force the sum of the outputs to equal
the input signal. This is done by subtracting the highpass signal from the input signal to obtain the low -pass
signal. (IF: LOW = IN HIGH, then: HIGH + LOW
= IN.) The resulting low -pass response is a bit unusual
in that it has a 4 dB peak at the crossover frequency
and a cutoff slope of only 6 dB /octave, but as Figure 10
shows, the summed response has not only a flat
amplitude response but a flat phase response as well.
Because of this it will do something no other class of
filters will do: it will pass a square wave without distorting the shape of the waveform. The filter pair shown in
Figure 9 is only representative of the constant -voltage
filters since many different filter shapes are possible.
In fact, whenever one of the filter outputs is derived
from the other as we've described, the constant -voltage
characteristic results.
Whenever a 12-dB /octave Butterworth crossover is
used (and there are many of them out there!) there is a
choice between the response shown in Figure 4 and
that shown in Figure 5. The 3 dB peak is clearly preferred over the 30 dB notch. This response is obtained by
reversing the polarity of one crossover output with
respect to the other. In practice this is typically accomplished by reversing the leads to one loudspeaker
driver or the other (but not both!). The situation is complicated by the fact that in some crossovers the
manufacturer has already performed the phase inversion so that a second reversal by the user then results
in the "in- phase" connection of the drivers and the corresponding notch in response.

-
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Fig. 10: The summed amplitude and phase response
of the derived crossover in Figure 7.

Our discussion has been concerned mainly with 12
and 18 dB /octave Butterworth crossovers because
these are the types most frequently employed in electronic crossovers. However, it should be noted that a
flat amplitude response can be obtained with 6 dB /octave crossovers and also 30 dB /octave crossovers
(these are both so -called "odd order" filters like the 18
dB /octave type). Similarly, we should note that 24
dB /octave and 36 dB /octave filters will exhibit the
same problems as 12 dB /octave types since these are
all "even order" filters.
In conclusion, we recommend 18 dB /octave Butterworth crossovers for general purpose use in highquality loudspeaker systems. These filters provide an
accurate summed response whether the relative polarity of the outputs is inverted or not. However, the inverted polarity connection offers a better phase characteristic than the non -inverted connection. At this point
in time the indications are that the phase shift
resulting from these crossovers is not generally audible. For critical monitoring where it is felt that accurate phase response is required, constant -voltage
crossovers should be employed. Because constant -volt`
age crossovers sum to provide both flat amplitude and\
flat base reponse t _P1
um_'aápability -tg
pass square waves intact_

\,
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GENTLE GIANT: Civilian. [Geoff
Emerick and Lee Abrams, producers;
Geoff Emerick, engineer; recorded at
Sound City, Van Nuys, Ca.] Columbia
JC 36341

Performance: More or less pretentious
Recording: Improved, cleaner

One of the most innovative English
bands of the early Seventies, Gentle
Giant brought complex rhythms and
mondo- Baroque harmonies to rock &
roll. Excellent albums like The Power
And The Glory and Free Hand were
bold, important, challenging, and
entertaining.
As the decade wore on, however,
Gentle Giant faltered with the trendy
times, and then tried to capture that
changing audience with compromising,
and mediocre, issues such as The Missing Piece and Giant For A Day. An excellent "live" band of visual flair and
mechanical precision -a neon sign
onstaged flashed "PRETENTIOUS"
during their more esoteric passages
Gentle Giant took off two years to
freshen up. They rethought their
musical direction, switched labels from
Capitol to Columbia, and came back
with a disc that streamlines their
classical-rock roots without bowing to
pop or disco commercialism.
"Convenience (Clean And Easy)"
reattains the old Gentle Giant intensity but makes it look effortless. Kerry

Minnear's synthesizer and organ work
is reminiscent of vintage Yes to a certain extent, Gary Green is jazzy on
guitar, and Ray Shulman rips along on
bass. Lead vocalist Derek Shulman, of
course, has always been an exciting
front man, and he has some strong new
song vehicles in "All Through The

Night," "Number One," and "Underground." With an organ pipe voice
similar to Steve Winwood, Shulman
distorts a bit at high volumes, that's
part of his sound. But Geoff Emerick
keeps Giant's muddiness to a minimum.
The band rocks pretty steadily, but
Minnear does a sensitive job on the
ballad "Shadows In The Street" and
Shulman breaks off for "Inside Out," a
dreamy, Traffic-sounding cut on side
two. The consistency of material here,
whether fast or slow, is the key for

-
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GENTLE GIANT: Back after a layoff

with consistent material.

Gentle Giant. The band has always
been a cooker in the fusion vein, as
they proved on a recent 5-week U.S.
tour, but the long layoff gave them
time to come up with some worthy
music. Civilian offers eight new works
R.H.
of appeal and imagination.
GRAHAM PARKER: The Up Escalator.

[Jimmy

lovine,

producer; Shelly

Yakus, engineer; Dave Thoener, Jon

Mathias,

additional engineering;

James Farber, Steve Marcantonio,
Benji Armbrister, Larry Franke, Bernie
Yakus, assistant engineers; no recording location given; mastered at
Sterling Sound, N.Y. by Greg Calbi.]
Arista AL 9517.
Performance: Masterful
Recording: Exquisite

Graham Parker's albums often take
time to grow on a listener. His last one,
Squeezing Out Sparks, didn't really
make its impact for months after its
release, but by the end of 1979 many
critics had placed it in their listings of
the top albums of the year. GP and the
Rumour's newest takes about half of
the first side to make its impact, and
by the end of the record it's already obvious that this is every bit as strong as
last year's effort. It's just a bit different: slicker (without much apparent
damage, luckily), thanks to Jimmy
Iovine's production, and somewhat
clearer in focus and direction, thanks
to Parker and band's maturity as an
ensemble.
There has been one major change in
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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the band's lineup. Keyboardist Bob
Andrews has left the Rumour (at least
as Parker's backing band, though he
may continue on the Rumour's own
albums). He's been replaced on this
recording by piano vet Nicky Hopkins,
who is a natural in this outfit and who
would be a welcomed permanent addition, judging by the contributions he's
made here.
The organ is being played by the E
Street Band's Danny Federici, but
generally the instrumental sound is

dominated by the ever -improving playing of Brinsley Schwarz and the drumming of Stephen Goulding.
However, despite the fact that the
Rumour has turned into one of the
most talented and rockingest groups
around, it's Parker's songs and singing
that draws all of the other elements
together. And these ten songs are
among the best he's ever written, without a weak one in the bunch.
The lyrics are enhanced by Iovine's
production, which places Parker's
GRAHAM PARKER: Certainly slicker,
but certainly aimed in the right

direction.
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seething vocals way up front throughout most of the mix, and still maintains
the individual musician's contributions, without the sound ever becoming murky. This is a rare record that is
both always powerful yet clear as a
bell. Each musician in the band is
given his chance to shine. Schwarz
turns in short but brilliant guitar solos
in a few songs, while Hopkins and the
rhythm section keep up an airtight,
solid rock and roll base behind them.
This is a band in the true sense of the
word, not unlike the Stones in their approach.
There is a unified sound on The Up
Escalator that was only hinted at on
Sparks, and only in time will it be obvious whether the songs themselves
hold up as well as the recording of the
songs. But Parker has shown that he is
an adaptable artist -he can sing a ballad emotionally, and shout a rocker so
that he sounds positively threatening
-and it's safe to assume that he will
get his due, if not this time out, then
J.T.
maybe the next.
ROBIN WILLIAMSON AND HIS
MERRY BAND: A Glint At The Kindling. [Robin Williamson and his Merry
Band, producers; Joel Goldsmith,
engineer; mixed by Dirk Dalton, Robin

Williamson, and Jerry McMillan;
recorded at Dirk Dalton Recording,
Santa Monica, Ca.] Flying Fish FF096.
Performance: Quaint
Recording: Airy

Tales of Robin Hood usually include a
group of minstrels who sit peacefully by
the side of the road, commenting on the
events unfolding before them. Arrows
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

fly, fortunes are lost, kings are overthrown, but the minstrels never lose
their cool. And they never talk about
themselves. Robin Williamson and his
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Merry Band leave the role of the
minstrel as passive storyteller in the
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dust as they seize center stage while
Williamson tells us about his childhood
in Scotland.
"The Road The Gypsies Go" sets the
stage for Williamson's pranks: "They
came glittering through the gloom /&
their tongues as strong and nimble /As
would bind the looms of luck." Then,
"Me & The Mad Girl" finds a schoolboy
skirting the edge between sanity and in-

sanity. "Lough Foyle," with lyrics by
Williamson set to "Nancy's Whiskey," is
an anti -military tune. "By Weary Well"
describes the loss of innocence through
love. The real centerpiece, though, is
"Five Denials On Merlin's Grave," an
ancient history of the British Isles that
recounts the plunderings of invaders
with Williamson's hypnotic monologue
weaving in and out of the Merry Band's
musical tapestries. Because the Merry
Band's main concern is the preservation
of the traditional acoustic instrumentation of Celtic music, their arrangements
are dotted with highland bagpipes, hammer dulcimer, metal string harp, bones,
bombarde, and eight -keyed baroque
flute. Williamson's voice sometimes
sounds like Donovan mimicking Ian
Anderson, which lends the procession
whimsical overtones.
Williamson's twelve albums with the
Incredible String Band represented the
greatest amount of British chart activity of any group between 1967 and 1973
with the exception of Cream, the
Beatles, and the Rolling Stones. His
third release with his Merry Band is being overlooked by the rock/jazz /disco/
country mainstream. But that probably
won't stop a Scottish brogue from creeping into your speech after several listen ings toA Glint At The Kindling.
SS.

ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE ATTRACTIONS: Get Happy!! [Nick Lowe, producer; Roger Bechirian, engineer; recorded in Holland.] Columbia JC
36347.

Performance: New Rock energy in
nutshell
Recording: Hectic but apropos
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It's probably a New Rock ideal to
cram ten songs onto each side of a
record, and Get Happy!! isn't the first
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disc to attempt this. But when the
most important songwriter of recent
years, Elvis Costello, condenses his
considerable craft down to a barrage of
two-minute songs it is a noteworthy
moment for today's rock.
There is so much new material here
that Get Happy!! may lack the immediate impact of Armed Forces. And in a
certain sense, Costello loses a bit of the
momentum that has been building
from one album to the next since his
breakthrough three years ago. But
even on the least impressive cuts,

where an Elvis "formula" can almost
be cited "I Can't Stand Up For Falling
Down," "I Stand Accused "), there remains an infectiousness about the Attractions' basic beat.
With the intensity of a Costello
"live" performance, this studio session
races from one tune into another, rarely letting up on a persistent pulse or
relinquishing its hold on our senses.
Behind the fervent tempo and steady
stream of Costelloesque melodic hooks,
as simple as they may seem, Elvis is an
engagingly clever lyricist too -even
(
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when many of his songs center around
typical topics of love, break-up, and
loneliness. There's a slightly angry
edge to these lyrical statements, and
only a touch of humor in Costello's
serious image juxtapositions.
Best of the rockers include "The Imposter" and "King Horse," while other
cuts show an interesting debt to such
historical figures as the Beatles
( "Possession,"
"Beaten To The
Punch "), Booker T. & The M.G.'s
( "Temptation "), and Buddy Holly. Get
Happy!! also draws heavily on Caribbean reggae and ska rhythms (Costello
recently produced The Specials for
Chrysalis) that make for excellent

songs like "Opportunity" and
"Human Touch." When he slows down
further for "New Amsterdam," "Riot
Act," and "Motel Matches," Elvis is
sometimes painfully evocative: " ..
.

forever doesn't mean forever
anymore."
Nick Lowe writes in his liner notes

that he and Costello shared concern
over the number of tracks on the LP.
"We can now reassure hi -fi enthusiasts
and /or people who never bought a
record made before 1967," he says,
"that with the inclusion of this extra
music time they will find no loss of
sound quality due to 'groove cramming' as the record nears the end of
each face." Actually, from an artistic
standpoint, this volume could have
been pared down to the standard six
bands per side without injury. But
there's good new material here, and
maybe the hectic schedule lends this
package extra urgency.
R.H.
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ELLA FITZGERALD AND COUNT
BASIE: A Perfect Match. [Norman
Granz, producer; Dave Richards,
engineer; recorded at Mountain
Studios, Montreux, Switzerland, July
the Sony Digital Recording System.] Pablo Today D2312110.
12, 1979, on

Performance: An Ella -gent en- Counter
Recording: Digital perfection

At the time of this recording Ella was
years old. She'd been in the business
more than 45 years and who could blame
her for being a little tired of it all. She
sounds like she's just that for the first
61
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NOISE

three tunes on this LP but somewhere
during her singing of "Make Me Rainbows" Ella Fitzgerald catches fire and
when Ella Fitzgerald catches fire, things
happen. For the rest of this LP, it's one of
those nights when Ella was right and the
band was right (primarily Basie's band but
with Ella's rhythm section, plus Freddy
Green on guitar) and the crowd was right
(from the date and place, I'd guess it was
the Montreux Festival crowd, but then
why doesn't the record jacket state so ?).
Actually, Norman Granz could have
made a lot better use of Basie's band. For
most of the record they're just reading
charts behind Ella. Any dozen and a half
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guys from the Local 802 hiring hall could

have done that, but when you've got
Basie's band doing that, it's a waste of
Basie- power. Danny Turner provides a
flute solo on "'Round Midnight" and the
final "Basella" has contributions from saxophonist Eric Dixon (not that good) and
trombonist Bootie Wood (who is playing
better than any trombonist I heard last
year, so he got my vote in the polls).
"Basella" is the track they're going to talk
about on this LP. It's a medium fast blues
that opens with Basie at the piano before
Ella goes into her scatting act. Ella plays
her famous quotations game and is joined
in the fun by Dixon and Wood. Before
they're through they've gone all the way
from "C Jam Blues," "Shake That Thing"
and "When Yuba Plays the Rhumba On
The Tuba Down In Cuba" to "Things Ain't
What They Used To Be, " "Rockin' In
Rhythm" and "Hallelujah I Just Love Her

To get the
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list
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In between there are gems such as a

burning hot "St. Louis Blues" and an
"After You've Gone" that rank among the
best I've heard.
There's likely to be less agreement
about Ella's way with Billie Holiday's
classic blues "Fine And Mellow." Ella's
blues have always been a lot more up
than Billie's and comparing the styles of
the two is as futile as comparing Lester
Young and Charlie Parker. Both are excellent but for ever so different reasons.
Ella even manages to make some kind of
sense out of "You've Changed," a ballad
which always left me cold until this
hearing.
I can understand why Ella feels comfortable with her pianist, Paul Smith.
Paul is an excellent accompanist and he
sure knows Ella's charts he's been doing it long enough so he should. I've
always admired Paul and found him a
very tasty player, but so is Basie and
why the heck Count isn't on piano for
the whole LP instead of just coming in
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who still care about quality and reliability.
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Henri Renaud is a French pianist composer of considerable jazz quality, but it is as a recording director
that Renaud now makes what is perhaps his most significant contribution. Encouraged by Bruce Lund vall, president of Columbia Records,
Renaud has achieved an unusually
ambitious project, I Remember
Bebop. On two LPs, eight of the
most vital pianists of modern jazz
are heard- separately -in brilliant
tributes to the masters of bop.
Thus, Al Haig plays Dizzy
Gillespie; Duke Jordan re- explores
Tadd Dameron; John Lewis improvises on his own distinctive,
distinguished themes; Sadik Hakim
(formerly known as Argonne Thornton) recalls his time with Charlie
Parker; Walter Bishop Jr. also
probes the protean forms of Bird;
Barry Harris provides incisively
fresh perspectives on Thelonious
Monk; Tommy Flanagan illuminates Bud Powell; and the continually surprising Jimmy Rowles
creates impressions of works first
performed by the Miles Davis
Nonet.
I cannot recall so sustainedly absorbing, and diversely exciting, a
piano set. All the players are in exceptional form -perhaps because
they knew that the producer, Henri
Renaud, is also a most discerning
musician. He also wrote the notes
and makes the useful point that
John Lewis, as is so evident here, is
both a great jazzman and a great
bluesman. The recording quality is
such that engineer Stanley Tonkel
ought to get a special Grammy for
this one. It's all so clear and full
and alive.
Meanwhile, formidable new
pianists keep coming on the scene,
and one, 35- year -old George Cables,
is responsible for one of the year's
most hotly precise and cohesive
albums. An alumnus of, among
other combos, those of Art Blakey,
Sonny Rollins, Freddie Hubbard,

-

and Dexter Gordon, Cables records
for Contemporary. The late Les
Koenig made this label a model of
sensitivity to musicians, and his
son, John, is continuing the
tradition.
Playing mostly originals by
Cables, the band performs with a
collective warmth and mutual attentiveness that makes this more than
a showcase for soloists. Not that the
individual players don't get plenty
of space in which to stretch. They
include trumpeter Freddie Hubbard; vibist Bobby Hutcherson; and
a most striking tenor and soprano
saxophonist, Ernie Watts, who has
a big, fervent sound and bountiful
ideas.
In this compatibly challenging
setting, by the way, Freddie Hubbard is more relaxed and thoughtful
than he has been on records for
some time. As for George Cables, he
is a pianist with prodigious technique, but it's all used to serve his
passion for telling stories and setting moods in many colors. Currently he's leading his own group, Cable
Car, and is working on more albums
for Contemporary.
Another Contemporary tradition,
by the way, has always been careful
engineering attuned to the way the
musicians hear their music. This
heritage too is being maintained, as
evidenced ay the presence, in
ensemble and in solo, of the music
here. But it's not artificial presence.
It's as real as they are.
AL HAIG, DUKE JORDAN, JOHN
LEWIS, SADIK HAKIM, WALTER
BISHOP JR., BARRY HARRIS,

TOMMY

FLANAGAN, JIMMY

ROWLES: I Remember Bebop.
[Henri Renaud, producer; Stanley

Tonkel, engineer.]

Columbia

C235381.
GEORGE CABLES: Cables' Vision.

[John Koenig, producer; Allen
Sides, engineer.] CONTEMPORARY 14001.

92022
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for "Basella," 1, for one, can't figure out!
Between you, me and the gatepost,

ode.

although the liner notes state that
Count Basie plays only on "Basella," if
he isn't the pianist whose intro begins
"Honeysuckle Rose," then Paul Smith's
been taking "splanking" lessons from
the man who invented the splank, Count
Basie himself. Also, despite the fact that
Mickey Roker is listed on drums for the
whole set, it sure sounds to me like Big
Bad Butch Miles on drums after the
band comes in again following Ella's
trading fours with Bootie Wood on
"Basella."
Never matter, no mind, it's a perfect
match, a great record, Buy one ... buy
two and turn on a friend.
J.K.
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CHICK COREA: Tap Step. [Chick Corea, producer; Bernie Kirsh, engineer;
recorded and mixed at Love Castle
ASK FOR OUR CATALOG
OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING SUPPLIES

Poly

His popularity is certainly
deserved -Corea is a hard -working
composer and multi -keyboardist with
few equals. But as he now probes every
nook and cranny of his creative whim,
indulgences have become frequent and
his recordings are now so diversified as
to seem almost imposing.
Luckily, there's only one Gayle
Moran vocal on this album and a lot
more music. Not that Moran doesn't
deserve her say as an artist, but her
brand of ethereal romanticism limits
what Corea could do in terms of contemporary root music -basic, emotional music with less concern for
elaborate technique, and a greater emphasis on spontaneity.
One immediate example of just this
kind of earthen fervor is "Samba
L.A.," the opening cut with Brazilian
percussionist Airto Moreira, his wife
Flora Purim, percussionist Laudir
Oliveria, and a carnaval chorus. This
six -minute tune percolates with pulse
and color, and bodes well for the rest of
the album.
Ms. Moran sings on "The Embrace,"
typically thin and sentimental, but
there's more emphasis on musicianSEPTEMBER 1980
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sold, send the Limiter kit.
$49.94 plus postage enclosed.
Send the assembled limiter $79.96
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plus postage enclosed.
Send Free Catalog
Charge Visa_MC -Card No.
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Name:

Corp.

1233 Rand Rd.

No question about the fact that
Chick Corea has, in less than ten years,
risen from the jazz ranks to become a
household word with rock & rollers.
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Studio and Oceanway Recording
Performance: Diversity with flair and
finesse
Recording: Fewer indulgences
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mikes by mail?
for less?
why not!TM
a nd

much more!

Now, because you've asked us,

were offering mixers, reverbs, amps,
sound reinforcement systems'. DDL's
and much more, in addition to mikes
and microphone accessories.
And, because we maintain a mail order only policy, we haven't the
high overhead, no storefront,
no salesmen...that means
lower prices to you.
Write or call us with your

requirements, for a prompt price
quote or for our current price sleet.
The Mike Shop"...mikes aid
audio equipment by mail, fcr less...
Why not!
The Mike Shop'"
PO Box 366K, Elmont, NY 110C3

516/43 7-7925

A Division of Omnisound Ltd.
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Interested in semi -pro
multitrack recording?

groups. Possibly

Headquarters for:
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GUARANTEED
FIVE YEARS
TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX
INST.
AMP.
PICKUP

o

MIC OUTPUT
OPEN
If

E7

PIN I

ONO

TYPE 85 FET
DIRECT BOX
If it fails or you manage to
break it within five years of
the date of original purchase, we will fix or replace
it no questions asked. That
says a lot about the way we
build them.

ÇOUNTRYMANpASSOCIATES INC.
CIRCLE
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ship, especially Corea's piano and
Hubert Laws on flute. "Tap Step"
sends Corea's cohorts into an upbeat,
glossy combination of bebop, marching
band, dance, and fusion musics. It's a
fine tune, exemplary of Corea's expanding prowess as an arranger for larger

SERVICE CARD

a

little too

manipulated, but hot. Note the new
Corea rhythm section of Bunny Brunel
(fretless bass) and Tom Brechtlein
(drums), plus Joe Farrell on tenor sax
and Al Vizzuti on trumpet.
Side two contains a partially synthesized fusion piece with a taste of
Latin ( "Magic Carpet ") and an excellent horn chart ( "Flamenco ") with
room for Joe Henderson to step out on
tenor. Less familiar formats are
"Grandpa Blues," a slow shuffling
R &B tune influenced by Herbie Han cock's use of the Vocoder (Stanley
Clarke makes his only appearance here
on piccolo bass and talk box), and "The
Slide," a simmering Latin jam with
plenty of percussion and grittier
keyboards.
Corea may still be trying to cook on
too many burners at once. He flirts
with styles but doesn't commit himself
to any single direction for any length of
time. On one hand, few musicians can
claim this much diversity with so much
flair and finesse. More feeling and less
flash -perhaps whole albums devoted
to single concepts -might be the
something deeper that jazz fans could
really sink their teeth into. But this is
still one of Corea's better recent efforts, and the fidelity is famously
R.H.
superb.
JIM BEEBE'S CHICAGO JAZZ: Saturday Night Function. [Robert G. Koester, producer; no engineer listed;
recorded September or October, 1978
at Malcolm Chisholm Sound Studios,
Chicago, Ill.] Delmark DS -218.

Performance: The ensemble Toots
and how
Recording: It all comes through
together

-

At last a band that plays just what its
name claims. Jim Beebe's Chicago Jazz
is just that Chicago jazz. And, like
most of the best bands in that style, the
ensemble is what is important. Jim
Beebe, as good a trombonist as he is,
will not make you run home and break
up all your Miff Mole and Jack
Teagarden records. He's good but he's

-

not that good. And neither Bob Schulz
nor Spanky Davis is the new Messiah
on trumpet. They don't need to be. In
Chicago style -some call it Dixieland,
some just call it music, I call it jazz
myself -the soloist is subservient to
the polyphonic improvised ensemble
and you won't hear much of that
anymore. It shows up on the first and
last cut of this record in particular but
the ensemble spirit is always bubbling
beneath the surface. Since this band
plays (or at least did play at the time
this recording was made) in the Flaming Sally's Club in Chicago's posh
Blackstone Hotel, there's a certain Las
Vegas show lounge sophistication to
some of what they do. Their versions of
"Hard Hearted Hannah" and "I Only
Have Eyes For You" are certainly concessions to that kind of a gig where the
band has to play requests, and "Bour-

Street Parade," featuring drummer
Barrett Deems, probably brings down
bon

the house especially during convention
season. Interspersed with what the
public wants to hear are hard -driving
versions of such jazz classics as "I Ain't
Gonna Give Nobody None Of My Jelly
Roll" and "Struttin' With Some
Barbecue" plus such rarities as Jelly
Roll Morton's "Winin' Boy Blues" and
Steve Behr's boogie -woogie tribute
"Memories of Albert Ammons."
Some of these players have been
around the Windy City long enough
that I had heard them before I split
town for the Big Apple, and many is the
night I spent listening to Beebe play
trombone with Bob Scobey's band. The
real surprise here is Steve Behr. A
mutual friend had taken me over to
Steve's home some years ago because
he felt I should hear this exciting young
pianist. He was, at the time, much influenced by Thelonius Monk and his
playing was not at all in what you'd call
the traditional Chicago bag and yet
there were telltale signs, like Fats
Waller and Jelly Roll Morton records
laying around the house, which told me
that he was studying the past masters.
That's why I'm not too surprised to
hear him playing a totally believable
and stylistically- correct stride piano in
a Chicago Jazz band.
In addition to the blazing ensembles
which make it impossible to sit still
while listening to this recording, there
are some excellent solos here. The contrast between the two trumpeters, Bob
Schulz (in whose playing I hear traces
of Louis Armstrong, Joe Oliver and
Muggsy Spanier) and Spanky Davis
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

(who is in a Bix Beiderbecke and Bobby
Hackett mold) is exhilarating especially

when they trade fours. Also Charlie
Hooks gets off some very fine New
Orleans style clarinet playing, especially on "Winin' Boy" and "Saturday Night
Function," that reminds me of Barney
Bigard and of Barney's own predecessor, Jimmy Noone.
The sound is clear, which is the main
thing that is needed in this kind of jazz.
The ability to discern each different
voice in the ensemble and the part it
plays to make up the whole is especially
vital when two trumpets are used. By
the way, if they both are trumpets as
the liner notes state, then Spanky
Davis certainly gets a cornet sound out
of the trumpet at times.
Also, at the end of "Struttin With
Some Barbecue," somebody stuck a
Louis Armstrongish "oh yeah" on the
record. When I asked producer Bob
Koester about this he said that he
couldn't remember who it was, which
leads me to suspect it may have been
spliced in from another take or maybe
even a run through before the actual
recording began.
I hope there will be more records by
this fine Chicago -based band in the
future. Nowadays, with the ego trip
that many jazz soloists are on, there's
a crying need for strong ensemble
statements.
J.K.

string quartet striving to be a symphony. Neither is an entirely new

idea -the concern for authenticity in recent years has led to many pared down
recordings of pre-Romantic symphonic
works, and string orchestra arrangements of Beethoven's Grosse Fuge are
not all that rare. Of course, this sort of
thing is fraught with problems, both
aesthetic (can it work? should it work ?)
and practical (does it work ?).
I'll skip the polemical arguments on
either side and deal with the practical
question. Beginning with the Tilson-

Thomas disc, the answer is, no, it
doesn't really work. What TilsonThomas has done here is reduced the
size of the string sections so that the
winds do not need to be doubled. The
point of this, according to Peter Eliot
Stone's liner notes, is to suggest a
sonority closer to that which mig;nt have
been heard in Beethoven's day. There

are several things wrong with this
theory, some of which are hinted at
right on the liner. For one, if you're going to claim "authenticity," you can't go
just half way. You must use old instru-

CHORUS
Chorus / kór -as / n

Something sung or uttered simultaneously by
number of persons or instruments.

a

CHORUS (nZ)o
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.

6

in F,

"Pastoral." English Chamber
Orchestra, Michael Tilson- Thomas,
conducting. [Steven Epstein, producer; Robert Auger, Milton Cherin,
Op. 68

engineers.] Columbia

EFFECT

M 35169.

Performance: Strange
Recording: Ambient

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in
C -sharp minor, Op. 131, arranged for

String Orchestra. Vienna Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, conducting. [Gunther Breest, producer; Hans
Weber, recording supervisor; Klaus
Scheibe, engineer.] Deutsche Gram mophon 2531 077.
Performance: Grand
Recording: Very Good
Now, here's an odd pair: a symphony
striving to be a chamber work, and a
SEPTEMBER 1980

DOD has redefined the chorus
for musicians. The 21 millisecond delay gives effective
doubling and the internal oscillators bend the pitch just
enough to provide realistic
multiple voices. We have included a compandor for whisper quiet operation even at line
levels, and the effect foot
switch is active so it switches

1,0

'

quietly. There are two switch able speed controls that can
speed up and slow down like ä
rotating speaker. However, the
most dramatic feature is the
synthesized stereo outputs. Go
to your DOD dealer, plug in
two amplifiers, a guitar and

listen to the fullest ster
guitar sound you've ever hear

onic
242 W 295
Salt Lake CityCorp.,
Utah 841 15, TelephSo.one (801) 485-8534
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1980 Pro-Line Guide
A comprehensive 64 pg. color guide to all
Carvin Pro -Line equipment including illustrations, technical information and specifications with Special Direct Prices.
Carvin's new products for the 80's include;
double neck guitars, modular power amps up
to 700w RMS. Recording and road mixing
boards, JBL Pro speakers, bi-channel tube
guitar amps, Parts, plus much, much more.
As we introduce you to the finest Pro Equip-

ment available, you'll appreciate Carvin's
policy of selling Direct for exceptional values.
Write:CARVIN Dept. MR80, 155 Industrial Ave.,
Escondido,CA 92025 Phone: (714)747-1710

CARVIN FREE CATALOG
Name
Address
City
State

MR80

Zip
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Planning to move? Please let us know six
weeks in advance so you won't miss a
single issue of MODERN RECORDING
& MUSIC. Attach old label and print new
address in space provided. Also include
your mailing label whenever you write
concerning your subscription to insure
prompt service on your Inquiry.
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ments (not done here) and you must take
the pitch down to what it was in the early 19th -century (not done here either).
Second, the score makes it clear that
this is not a chamber orchestra work. If,
in Beethoven's day, too few players
were available to bring the composer's
intentions to full fruition, that's one
thing; but since full forces are available
today, there's not much point in approximating early 19th- century inadequacy.
What we get from Tilson-Thomas's
approach is a novel but unbalanced
sound. Yes, an interesting inner voice
emerges now and then. But generally,
these emerging inner voices serve only
an accompanying, harmonic function,
and do more harm than good when they
well up and overshadow the more important lines. Another interesting idea
here is the use of split strings -the first
violins and violas on the left, the second
violins and cellos on the right. This
makes for a nice antiphonal string sound
when the string sections are in full
force. Here, because the string sections have been reduced, the effect is
not as powerful as it might have been.
The recorded sound, on the other
hand, is quite nice. The stereo separation (including the separation of the
strings) is pleasant, and there is plenty
of ambience around the small ensemble,
making for certain particularly charming effects. The bird calls at the end of
the second movement, for instance, are
crisp and vivid. Good production isn't
everything, though, and for the same
money you can have a more level-

headed performance using standard
forces. (Two of my favorites are the
1969 Jochum /Concertgebouw, Philips
6570 159, and the 1963 Reiner/Chicago,
RCA LSC 2614, neither of which can be
called sonically antiquated).
The Bernstein arrangement of the
Quartet, Op. 131 works much better. In
a sense, the work heard here is a different piece of music from what you'll
find on a quartet disc. The filled -out
string sections provide a sense of titanic
proportion that this late- Beethoven is
certainly capable of bearing. The playing of the Vienna Philharmonic strings
is superb, and Bernstein uses his larger
forces to stretch the expressiveness of
the score to the limits. Sforzandos, for
instance, sound much more dramatic in
this arrangement than in traditional

quartet performances, and the addition
of double- basses, taking the cello line
down an octave or two at certain spots,
adds a further dimension.
Modem Recording & Music Magazine
14

90

Vanderventer Ave

Pon Washington.
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11050

This seems to be miked fairly closely,

without a great deal of room sound. The
string section separation is not quite so
striking as on the Tilson-Thomas disc,
and my pressing was noisier than one
A.K.
normally expects from DG.
ITZHAK PERLMAN: Encores. [Suvi Raj

Grubb, producer; Michael Gray,
engineer; recorded in the United
States and England, probably in 1979.]
Angel SZ 37560.
Performance: Technically astounding; musically moving
Recording: Angels of the highest
order

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra in D; Serenade Melancolique. Itzhak Perlman, violin, The
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, cond. [Suvi Raj Grubb, producer; Michael Gray, engineer; recorded in 1979, probably in Philadelphia,
Pa.] Angel SZ 37640.

Performance: Warm and personal
Recording: See above

With violinists, more so than with
pianists or vocalists, there has always
been a dichotomy between the virtuoso
technique and the need to show it off,
and the sensitively moving interpreter.
In the days before Itzhak Perlman there
was the need to choose between the
technical perfection of a Heifetz or the
soul of a Kreisler. That carried down into future generations as Heifetz begat
the Oistrakhs and Kreisler begat a line
of violinists including Zino Francescatti.
The critics were constantly pitting the
machine violinists against the Gypsy
fiddlers. The truth -and few came even
close to the truth -was, and is, that
both technical prowess and emotional
communication are a part of any musical
experience. I doubt that Perlman is the
first violinist to espouse the double goal
of a high level of technique and a high
level of emotional interpretation, but he
is certainly the most successful thus far.
Combine with this the charisma of a
performer who appears well on TV talk
shows and (although it is totally unnecessary), the sympathetic picture of the
kid who conquered polio to go on to be a
major concert artist.
The Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto has
had too many superlative recorded performances for me to refer to any one as
definitive. They go all the way from the
historic 78 RPM set by Heifetz with Sir
John Barbirolli and the London Philharmonic Orchestra, through early mono
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

LPs such as the one by Heifetz with the
orchestra directed by Walter Susskind,
right up to this current recording under
review here. Most of the famous names

-

NEW Products for Recording & PA
Professional features at Semi -Pro Prices

of contemporary violinists are represented in the Schwann catalog by at
least one recording of this work. This is
Perlman's third recording of it. Orman
dy (also trained as a violinist before his
days of conducting) is no stranger to the
Tchaikovsky, having accompanied renditions by violinists David Oistrakh and
Isaac Stern as well as this latest col-

0M -1

$

PM-

225.00

-

laboration with Perlman.
The Serenade Melancolique is less
familiar to LP and, frankly, as a piece of
music, I find it entertaining but one or
two hearings should suffice. It is to the
credit of the soloist and conductor that
they really play this music instead of
feeling "well, let's see how quickly we
can get this thing over with." The same
is true of the encores played by Perlman
with pianist Samual Sanders on that
aptly titled LP. They range from the
seriousness of Wieniawski's "Second
Polonaise brilliante" to such lighter
works as the Heifetz arrangements of
"Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair,"
"Deep River" and "Alt Wien." What all
the works on this LP -with the possible
exception of the Wieniawski have in
common is charm. I really think there is
too much meat to the Wieniawski to
classify it as an encore. My personal
favorites are Henri Vieuxtemps' "Souvenir d'Amerique (Variations burlesques on "Yankee Doodle ")" and Antonio
Bazzini's "Dance Of the Goblins," which
Perlman describes quite accurately in
the liner notes as a "fiendish work,
which presents the violinist with every
conceivable kind of difficulty." I have
the word of a professional violinist
friend that this is a good description of
the problems the work presents and
that Perlman not only plays it, but plays
it faster and more accurately than any
violinist of his acquaintance. I may be incorrect, but I think I heard at least one
tape splice during the Bazzini but with a
work of such difficulty, I can't fault
Itzhak Perlman for taking advantage of
the technical aids placed at his disposal.
There is really little that can be said
about the sound. Like most classical
labels, Angel has always taken good
care of sonic business and it is a compliment to them that there are very few
Angel recordings that I can think of
where one is conscious of the engineering involved. The sound is good and
clean and natural -and natural is the
best after all.
J.K.
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The Sam Ash Hot Line Is your direct line to the professional
advice and low discount prices that you'll get only from Sam Ash,
New York's Music Department Store. Call our Hot Liners on our toll free number and you'll understand why musicians all over the world depend on them for
Information, price quotes or lust plain advice.
There's no mystery we're the biggest in the business, with six Sam Ash stores
in the New York area plus a huge warehouse. We've got a 55 year -old reputation
that proves we know what our customers need. So when you need musical
equipment and want to deal with a firm that you can trust with your hard
earned money, use the toll free Sam Ash Hot Line. Were waiting to help you.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN THE GUITAR
from the most respected teachers and performers playing today? Folk, Blues, Jazz,
Bluegrass and many other styles are taught
on cassette taped lessons. The teachers include John Renbourn, Stefan Grossman,
Duck Baker, Dick Fegy and Eric Thompson.
For your free catalog please write to Stefan
Grossman's Guitar Workshop, Box 804,
Cooper Station, NY 10003.

Tascam, Sound Workshop, TEAC, Technics
Pro, dbx, MXR, BGW, Eventide, EV, Shure,
Maxell, Ampex, Urei, Stax, Sennheiser, Orban, Spectro -Acoustics, NAD, !vie, DeltaLab,
Studiomaster and more! Send for price
quotes! ZIMET PRO AUDIO, Dept. MR, 1038
Northern Blvd., Roslyn, NY 11576.
OVERSTOCK SALE: (JBL speakers) 2402
Tweeters $87., 2202A 12" $102., E110 $91.,
E120 $113., E130 $117., E140 $119. (SHURE
microphones) SM57 $85., SM58 $109.
NEWCOME SOUND. (614) 268 -5605.
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT. Shop
for pro audio from N.Y.'s leader, no matter
where you live! Use the Harvey Pro Hot -Line
800-223-2642 (except NY, AK, HI). Expert advice, broadcast selection such as: Otani, EXR,
Ampex, Tascam and more. Write or call for
price or product info: Harvey Professional
Products Division, 2 W. 45th Street, New
York, NY 10036 (212) 921-5920.

HOW TO PROFIT using your own home equipment for part time recording business. FREE
INFORMATION. HSC, Box 4870MR, Austin,
TX 78765.
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AVAILABLE: Tascam 5A mint w /flight case
and castors $1375. Stanton 210B Pro phono
preamp, never used $240. ADC stereo phone
plugs, new $3.25ea. Panduit PCMB -12 wire
markers $3.75ea. Jeff (212) 691-8783 leave
message.
TASCAM 35.2, 80 -8 with DX8 Orban dessen,
Beyer M500 TASCAM 70 -4 /z" tape (303)
741-4746.
1
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For Sale Flickinger 16 by 16 control console,
3 band equalization, extensive patch system.
Also Ampex MM1000 16 track tape machine.
(216) 621 -0810.
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Otani MX7300

-8 track recorder /reproducer.

inch format, with remote unit, Excellent
cond. $6000. AKG BX10 reverb unit, excellent cond. $1250. Spectrum Productions
(402) 474 -3111.
1
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For Sale: Ampex 440B eight track, excellent
condition $6900. Call Fred or Mike (516)
489 -6177.

14

IMPROVE THE SOUND OF YOUR TAPES.

27

New detailed manual explains the how and
why of proven studio miking techniques.
Many illustrations. Send $5.25 to "Techniques," Box 6736, Louisville, KY 40207.

TASCAM PORTASTUDIOS IN STOCK! Also,
32-2, 40 -4, 80 -8, etc. .. BILLY'S BAND AID,
150 Hamlet Shopping Cntr., Amarillo, TX
79107. (806) 383 -3232, (806) 383 -3781.
BROADCASTING CAREER! Free information.
Six month Radio/TV Broadcasting course at
major studio. Accredited, Veterans. School of

Communication Arts. Division Communication Arts, Inc., 2526R 27th Avenue South,
Minneapolis, MN 55406.
AUDIO, VIDEO, ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS.
BEST pricing! Prompt delivery! SONY, DBX,

TEAC,

TASCAM,

ONKYO,

SOUND

WORKSHOP, MAXELL, MOBILE FIDELITY
RECORDS, others. SOUND IDEAS, Dept. MR,
P.O. Box 340, Cary, NC 27511.
1-800-334-2483 (NC 919- 467 -8462).

JBL AND GAUSS SPEAKER WARRANTY
CENTER. Fast emergency service. Speaker
Reconing and Repair. Compression driver

diaphragms

for

immediate shipment.

NEWCOME SOUND, 4684 Indianola Avenue,
Columbus, OH 43214. (614) 268 -5605.

WANTED: McIntosh and Marantz tube
amplifiers, pre -amps, tuners. Contact Maury
Corb, (713) 729 -1658.

BUY (1,
SELL
TRADE

LAZ

PRODUCTS
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

Classified Rates
75c per word

Minimum 10 words. Copy must be
received at Modern Recording
6 Music, 14 Vander venter Ave.,
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
by the 1st day of the 2nd month
prior to cover date (for example,
the April issue closes February
1st]. Payment must accompany
order. Phone numbers count as
1 word. Zip codes are free.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
$115.00 per column inch.

MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

As Gocd As Ycu Are.
Owetly. You have made OTARI

The New Workhorse in literally
thousands of studios, radio and
TV stations worldwide! To the c-eative
music professional, an OTARI tape
nachine is known for the kind cf
performance and reliability that's
expected of equipment that keeps on
Going even when you can't. Session in /session -out, with an OTARI you
rave made an investment in a
nachine that's a ways ready to
expand your art.
For the, artistic entrepreneur .and
recordirg artist who depend on
recordirg equipment for their
velihocd, we have engineerec the
most comprehensive line of tape
I

I

recorde-s in the world. From demo to
f.nal master, from 1'4' tape and up,
there's an OTARI that will get your
music o-f and onto the right tracks.
Like our legendary 5050 Series. All
5050 Series are designed with
importait growth features: swi-chable
4-4 or -10 dB levels, D.C.
Servomotors for adaptability tc
SMPTE interlock and video
product on, easy alignments fcr
optimum performance, overdubbing,
and many more useful product on
features. 1/4" transports are available
in full track, two or four track stereo,
and fou- channel versions. 1/2"
transpois are available in four or
eight channel models. They're the
first compact recorders accepted by
both the broadcast and recording
industries. They remain, dollars for
dB's, the best tape recorders made.
When it comes to one -inch, eight
channe production, our MX7800 is
the most ruggec and functional eight track on the market.
When you're ready for your next
step towards fully capturing your art
and expanding the business of your
art, OTARI awaits the challenge to
every b t as good as you are.
Call or write today for your
rest
JTARI dealer. They will be
py to
show you why The New
rkhorse
's as good as you are.

The New Workhorse

11r0fl

Otan Corporation
1559 Industrial Road
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 592 -8311
In

Canada.

BSR (Canada. LTD.)
PO. Box 7003
1.0IX

-5050E shown in ()Atonal CSLB cabine
5050/38 shown it opho'al CSL -48 cabinet

MX-

Station B
Rexdale, Ontario M9V
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The Technics isolated-loop system.

the one big difference
between their decks and ours.
Its

r

Every one of Technics bur open ree decks has one thing
common: The perforrr once of Techncs isclated-koo tape
transport system. And that means pe.rforr- once tact's
comparable to profess ena oven reel deds cos -iHg
thousands o= dollars ma-e.
By isolating the tare fro-n -3xterncl influens, oir
isolated -loop tape transport system minim izes -cpe tension
to a constant 80 grams. TNs Hat only prorcesexreme y
stable tape transport and low lead wear, i- also reduce;
modulation noise and wow an 3 flutter to -he port ahene
theyre detectable on only sopnisticcted te.t ng epuipment.
Electronically, our line of is. ated- oop tape de =k3 are
Equally impressive. The -ecsaus are os sinole as `Heir IC
Lill-logic transport controls, hghly o_cura-e m crphone
amplifiers, FET mixing amp ife-s anc sepcnate 3 -pcsit of
bias EQ selectors.
And you'I get all th s techrology whether you choose
tle two -track RS-1500, the E ztended plcy ing -rile of the
L -track RS -1506 (shown aocN.e), the con'_nie1: af-he
9a0,1 FEAEF

4 -trace RS -1700 with autc- -everse or the

studo factures of

the RS -1520.
Therés also an optional tall- feature nfrared wir less
remote con-rol (RP -07J). Vvi-h it you can get your -lands on
all this sopF istication Harr L to 20 feet
All fEur decks hit the comzetition ridit between the reels.
3 dB
Because a four have: FFEQ RESP: 3030,000 Hz,
WOW & FLUTTER 0 018%
AB rec. level) at 15
(
WRME at 15 ips. S N RATIO: 57 dB ( 506 ó 17CO and

t

I

-10

15.

60 dB -15C0 & 1520) NA? weightec ct
SEPARL.TICN: Better that 50 dE. STAR-UP TIME OJ sec.

0.1% with 1.0 c- 1.5 rrit *ape
with 1.0 cr 1.5 mil
at 15 ios. SPEED FLUCTJAIlCN: 0.05
tape al 15 ps. PITCH CONTFOL: ± 6°;..
Technics open reel decks A rare conbinaton of audio
techno ogy. A rare standcrc of audio E <cellence.
SPEED DEVIATION:

Cabinetry s sire ,toted woody, urn

t..;

r

Technics
;
prOfessÍna. Series

;:n-
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